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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

I.

,ct

Thin guide is intended to provide Att:rking
journalists with a critical analysis of U.S. media
coverap of Africa, along withsome suggestions
of sources for additiOnal background. It was pee-
pared by Professor David S. Wiley,Director of the
African Studies Center Michigan State Uni-
versity.

This guide is one of the series on topics
likely to be of continuing concern to the IT.S.
media. Additional titles and information on
their availability cro given on the inside back
cover. Betause of their experimental mature,
comments and suggestions by users would be
very much appreciated.

The Council on International and Public

I

Affeiirs has a. lonritankrog 4nterist an,,wcirkGir
with the meths az one of the principal instrAr
ments for enlarging American public wider~
standing of international affairs. Through ef-
forts such as this series of source guides for the
media, it seeks to stcengthen contacts between
working journalists and academic and other
specialists on major world regions and
national problems. Concerned with pluralizing
inrernatiOnal news fluws, especially from the
Third World to the U.S., it works in cooperation
with media and other organizations In maKing
available additional sources .of international'
news to the U.S. media. Further information
about the Council is given on the outside back
cover.

Ward Morehouse
President
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Introduction
1

A large number of analysts agree that the knowledge about global and

international affairs is,woefully licking in most North American populations,
.

even among the university educated elites. This was docuqted in the findings

of the Educational tional survey "What College Students

IL
Know about their World," documented n their report College Students' Knowledgft

eitffs:AS21Eo_.....ilbal'ersttindandf, (New Rochelle, N.Y.: Change

Nagaeine.Press, 1981). While ithe quality of. media reportage on foreign and

global affailli is'not the sole source of.this.ignoranceg.the print and elec-
.

tronic media do determine the.pvailability of quality; balinced,unbiased,

accurate and fhformathi knowledge and analysis.
I e J. 0

This report seeks to provide6a conceptual survey of the problems in

the reportage concerning SubSaharan Africa, with an especial focus pn

Southern Africa. This".dual focus results from the fact that the shape an4

form of the American consciousness about Africa results from a common folklore

about Africa while the largest amount of reporting and.the point of North

American interests, in Africa is the cauldron of Southern Africa, especially

South Africa, Namibia, Angola, and Zimbabwe. Thus, the report consists of
0

+ sections. Section 1 provides' an oierview of the the folklore about

Africa with which the reader and viewer of the North American media begins

the conceptualization of the continent, into which additional information,

"imageso.symbols, and facts a..e integrated. Of course, this folklore also

''is the starting-point of many reporters, editors, producers, writers, and

other media
.

specialists. Therefore, this folklore is a reality which the

reporter and editor remember is the beginning point for all shaping and

forming of Africa news -the ideological and cultural ton xt far the per-

ception of another culture'

I?,
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Section II offers in annotated lilting of important source,

of information concerning Africa as a resource for the reporter or editor

who wishes to achieve a high quality of analysis and accurate, balanced

reporting of the continent. No such listing can replace the 'Wife of

informed refereOce by experts, f fucntlon which,the_author as a director

of "one of the largest African studies centers in the nation is willing to

provide. Already, we have.assisted one major print media organization to

establish a new office in Africa and to orient its first cirrespondent.

This service is offered to others who wish to avail themselves of the service.

This report is highly critical of the quality of North American coverage

of Africa. Its criticarcharacter, however, is not meant

unfriendly and damning analysis, but rather as a prologue

between academic specialists concerning Africa with their

various branches of the media.

6
RIM

in any way as an n

for new cooperation

collea§ues in the
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Section I - The Nature and Sources'of Stereotypes and MisconceWtions about

Africa in the Western World: A Sociology of the Folklore

Social scifntists from Western nations returning from research in Africa

usually are astonished at the common folklore concerning Africa which exists

'in their home nations and which is at great deviance from the complex African

realities they have studied; nevertheless, there are few actual studies 3f the

content of this American folklore about Africa. In the questions asked about

Africa by friends and relative's, even by. academic colleagues, and in the daily
CJ

ess and television, the' Africa of primitivis, savagery, hostility, violence,
, A

w,akness, simplicitypunglerand animals looms large. This core mythos about

Africa as the Dark Continent, indeed the "heart of darkness," is Tirmly estab-

lished in press and folklore. Our print and electrdhic media, our textbooks

and teachers, and even our educational media actively socialize the young to

various stereotypical

tures. In a national

and imaginative definitions of African peoples and

survey of seventh and twelfth graders, Professor Barry

Beyer of the Carnegie Institute found that the negative stereotype4 about AfriCa

were indicated in the students associating the folloWing stimulus,temms with
, -......, ,

, *'Africa instead of any other continent or w4th a "not applicable" Tategory:

A.
.

r,savage, uncivilizxd, native, spegrs, witshdocto hits, di history,

,
. 1,

and others.
1

Most iriterestingly, these negative ,end simplified associations

were held more frequently by high school 'senfors,than by the seventh-graders,

suggesting that the images are increasingly present in the environment of the

school and home, and most especially the television, during the eighth through

twelfth grades.

7
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Indeed, the staff of the Outreach Programs of several major African studies

'centers nationally find that such images of Africa are very strong. Vhot the

images reveal, I suggest, is not. that public school teaching is so bal or wor-

sening. but that the total impact of the various media and personal anecdotes

in the United States is to sociallte the students to this complex of negative.

associations, which the school experience neither covers nor significantly

moderates. 'These images exist and endure in :pine of the experience and know-
s

ledge of increasing numbers of American academics, journalists, and diplomats

in Africa. The negative stereotypes result from the contact of the students

with "the most modern media and school' system in the world," suggesting that

the images are undergirded with an 'infrastructure of p'werful social, economic' .

and political farces which are not easily contravened. Indeed, this author

believes that more careful research will -eveal that negative

Indeed,`

about

non-Western peoples are more widely disseminated and pelleved than during pre-
,

vious periods of.history.

The problem addressed herein is a key issue ot the twentieth century: the
114117 wai;

nature 6f inter- and cross - cultural tommunications In an Increasingly mobile

world interlinked with electronic networks. Thes44(ss-cultural messages or

images which cross cultural and national barr1er4wNave been studied only infre-

quently in recent years, even though eir contentsliffects conflict, cooperation,

and change in the glotiil economy. Decisions are made to foment revolution,
sa

withdraw or initiate.military support for .fore nations,

. V-- \ _

( tt foreign peoples on the basis of.informationihOut aftil

I
and to trafile or boy-

images ofhose

f1reigners. !nevitably-tn the constraints of time and cally to process in-

;formation, greatly simplified images of foreign peopler., leviers. And societies
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become the basis for high level decisions. The simplified image and stereotype

consists of "a standardizedmental picture that is held in come, by members of

a group and that represent an oversimplified opinion, affective attitude, or
2

uncritical judgement." These stereotypes are important not only because they

are received by important decision-makers in the North, but also because they

are re-generated in a circular manner by media personnel, who are themselves

the recipients of the stereotypes from school, college. med1. and personal

folklore,. Thus the images and stereotypes of one period provide the filters

for processing new information from another, reproducing the standardized and

simplified mental pictures of the alien. The extent and nature of the stereo-

types at the present time thus are a key initiation point in comprehending the

nature of the complexly intertwined problem of increasingly c4vhisticeted

dissemination of inaccerete information.

This paper utilizes a sociology of knowledge perspective and seeks first

to survey the nature and locus of those stereotypes in the Unite( States and

then the various social. political, and economic interests which continue to

produce and disseminate those images in the West. The stereotypes investigated

herein are those primary, simplified. 4md powerfolly affective images which

encapsulate a. definition of and attitud toward individuals, societies, and

events that are relatively unknown or alien to the society. for the society

in which they are held, these images or stereotypes are the "truths,'" about the

alien society. They are constfteted, as Nietzsche noted about language, by,

,..O mobile army of metaphors, metonyms, and anthropomorphivris - in
short, a sem of human relations, which have been enhanced, transposed,
and embellisheo Doetically and rhetorically, and which atter !peg Use
teem firm. canonical, and obligatory to.a people: truths ire Illusions
about which one has forgotten that this is what they are.
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Data for this summary overview of the images has been drawn from two stages

of analysis, the first of print materials and the secoui of film and video doieu-

mentary productions found in the United States.

, The survey of print materials has occurred in several stages. The first

stage was,a review of the textual material about Africa in more than 40 U.S.

secondary social studies and world history texts. This review was conduct
4 4

by Marylee C. Wiley and Astair Zekiros. In addition, the MSU ,4rican Studies

Center has collectec; a variety of ephemera materials about Afrfca in the popu-

ler media, varying from magazine and newspaWr articles and advertisements to

restaurant placemats, church Sunday School lesson-, :ind eaildren's popular

i terature.
4

In all these materials, a series of stereotypical images of Africa emerged.

including: a focus on the "tribe" as the modal African form of social organiza-80

tion, an avoidance of images of urban life and culture, emphasis on the hysi-

.. 5

cally most bizarre peoples ("Pygmies" and "Bushmen, both misnamedlyonstant

referenio to the wild anfmals and wild behavior of peoples, and description of

African religion as "witchcraft" and "voodoo." There was emphasis on political

Instability in Independent Africa and the benevolent political stability of

South Africa. great attention to unique climates and ecological regions (es-

pecially ran forest And "jungle"), definition of Africa as weak and dependent

on Western initiatrVe, use of outdated infoenation. and overgeneralization and

oversimplification.

Subsequently, th? Michigan State Univer%ity (MSU) African Stud7es Center

undertook a systematic review And criticism of the content of the fncyclopia

BritannIca 'Concerning Africa in both the PAcropdedia and Micro mmiiia volume%

ti
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(1Sth Uditima 1979). rliOse materials were reviewed by a national panel 4f 30
&

specialistt nn African literature for all entries on African authors; and by the

44!)"MStl African Statile enter (ASC) faculty specialiaed on different countries and

region.; of Ica foe all geagraphical entries On nations, regions, urban areas,

and physical features. In the encyclopedia materials, we found some factual

error, a bias toward entering towns in which European peoples lived, and se

inadequate reporting on African authors who did net write primarilY in English
6

car French,

The survey ofthe film and video documentaries about Africa was a larger

project conducted at the MSU A'SC 197711982 to critically review 710 films and

videotapes about Africa available in the United States. These materials consti-

tuted the main body of documentai.y audiovisual materials about Africa released

during the period 1960 -19M1. These 770 productions were systematically re-

viewed by African and Afrlcanist graduate students and faculty at MSU, With

individual critiques of accuracy, bias, balance. currency, strengths and weak-

nesscTs by experts- on the country and/or Le topic of the production. Staff of

the African Media Center, funded by the U.S: Department of Education and the

National Endowment for the Humanities, colleted the various individual reviews

and created the final published critiques. Results of the critical eveiws

are found in Africa_onfiTmiand"y.ideotape 1960-_191A C'impendiaT of Reviews.

In the review of the print and filmic materials. multiple reviewer., were

utilized to increase the reliability of the review process. Multiple editors,

a panel of external reviewers, criticism of initial reviews at annual meetinv

of the African Studies Association, and multiple editing and spot-checking of

consistency sought to provide relatively stable criteria of revaa rievertheless,

the revIcw prucvss was not vzlue free. Crteria for dccurJcv. bias.

7



and currency are those norms in tPie perception', and knowledge of At

Africanist scholars who have reed, gorkfd. and !:orducted rvsvarch in the

tountrits'ond un the top f the film and video productions -This anal sty'

Stands on the ai;sert n that such-an expert panel brings rierp.consistent

cal criteria to t review.procest'i than Is erbodied in the original Pre lluCtim;.

which emerge from the soretiMes knowledgeabte perCePtlans. filmtc v3tuei. 3rd
.rte .8

elOerience of producetN. directors. script writers, and film raam edlt0r4,

In general, tile quality of even documentary film material produced for thP

American school and college is poor. Among the 770 films and video OrOgrams

reviewed. our 4flican and Africanist reviewers rated less than one-third, of the

Productions as balanced, relatively unbiased in oresentarion accureate, current.

and of toed technical quality. MOst of the material was se r4h'Usly flawed in

rOnregwn And preseatxticn in the, images chosen to !llUstrafe the~ topics, in

the topics chosen for kortrayal. arid in.the narlipkwa- interpretation of tte

v";uJl 0/13ilec- M3114--e-fhe filmic and video materials reviewed could have been

utl Jertr;ithout rarretion which, more frequently than the images, revelled

a stereotyped. out-of-date. or otherwise factually flawed intrpretativn,

The Findings And their 'nterpretation

Oat is the analytical framework into which . may cae Iri,e ther diverw

fokloric ilnages about African Peoples, their g:ontinent, and thete nations! It

is awneral schema of social and etonomic evOlution in which most Afrticar

ties and individuals are press, led to he at ttiP bottom of a c4 :a74? e3ceneNn9,

Olio) cu'rninatc Qn Wee4ber

hlerarchY, anchored t,he trf)m in Zhe hontinq ga

top hi cortempGrary Wie tern natirInv,,,is en t title r :fif?rt,o,

r Jrid 1:.h; def!nitiftls of N41,7n

rot ArO



hierarchy of nations and peoples roughly parallels the racial and ethnic strati-

fict.tion ratterns of the United gates; thus. with Black Americans at the bottom

accordlng to most measures of the U.S. social and economic stratification system,

it is not an accident thct the strongest negative stereotypes in the nation con.

tern itan societies and culture - the root origins of Black Americans. in

the reductionist images of popular television and ethnic humor, the stratifica-

tion of nations and resultant American ethnic/racial groups is apparent, from

highest to lowest: 1) English or Anglo-Saxon, 2) German (for instance, see

Colonel Klink and Sergeant Schultz of television's "Hogan's Heroes," but also

the intelligent, cunning $5 officers), 3) Iris 4, Scots, Dutch, Frerxh, and

Belgians at rouqhly equivalent levelF, 4) Russians, $) Chinese and Japanese.

although the latter, especially, are undergoing upward image mobility as

indicate' 1/2 oth the American image and in their official designation as

"honorary whites" in South Africa, 6) Latin Americans and South Asians, 7)

Middle Lastorners, and 8) Africans. The existence of this hierarchy reflects

a predisposition in our population to see both the ethnic groups within the

society and the nations and continents from which they originated as at

particular level of status honor which reflects their 'level of civilization."

tots imosp of civilizational level is a summation of the various dimensions

of po4er, complexity, material cccomplishment, scale, and technological

sophistication. Literatuie, film. television. sewspapers, student texts, and

all types of audiovisual materials tend to confirm this general hierarchy of

nations and their U,S. ethnic 'representatives," This hierarchy then provides

e convenient and widely disseminated status h;rior matrix of ideology and symbols

to be utilied ire the system of inter-national and inter-ethnic struggle for

,i4Arck rcsuurces. As 4n any particularistic sysZem of rankinc4, cleAvaqes w thin
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the internatdonaland global interethnic system and within nations alio.' lower

statls membert/to utilize their relatively higher position, in .the system to

- A

to create bonds.of common identity with higher ranking members over and against

other lower ranking individuals, Conversely. higher ranking members can utilize'

the status honor attached to their position to define lower ranking competitors

as illegitiNate and invalid in their claims to resources, power, and membership

in etworks of'exchige.

The hierarchy is confirmed primarily in the comparisons derivative from

e

stereotypes and negating images of peoples ar.i nations. Gqnerally the higher

a nation or ethnic grOup is in the hierarchy, the more caPacity ft has to sanc-

tion those who hold negative. images and status definitions; whil the lower is a

nation in the hierarchy, the less its capacity to "resist" these image,-; there-

fore. stereotypes and negating definitions are more likely to be expressed about

those lowest in the hierarchy. As nations gain control over resources and become

powerful members in international trading networks, they gain the capacity to

sal-lotion those who define them as TOw in status and civilization. Their sanctions

include the power to withhold resources, political support and friendship from

the more-powerful. Currently, the growing activity of the Arab nations of the

Middle East to resist stereotypes is seen in the growing wave of films, film-

strips, magazines, and other intellectual products to define !slam and the Arab

peoples as honorable, civilized, and higher in status than is suggested by the.

bald "orientalist" images of the cruel, irrational, over-sexed, camel-riding,

on explosir - an image found in cartoons on American editorial-pages of the

1970s.

The existence of the hierarchy and the relative agreement of the powerful

actors about the position of peoples and nations on ft reflects a relatively

stable system of evaluation of peoples and nations in the globa: power system.
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Ohange in tge economic resources of the global system. leads to a change in tMf

stereotypical hierarChy. Note, for instance, the simultaneous elevation in the .

United States of the-ima0 of both Japan and Japanese-Americans in the press.

television. and even the universities, which now must re-write the history of

the Japanese-Americans during World War II.. At the same time .that cnanget

in national resources p'recipitate redefinition'of national and ethnic status.

nations and minority groups also seek to achieve,mobility in the systemi through

activist strategies to change the depricating images. Various ethnic groups

and nations seek to change the negative stereotyping in order to alternate

perceptions of other actors about their position'in the hierarchy. The highly

org!nized and well-financed Italian and Italian-American attempts to rleecinr4

"Mafioso" image are an instructive case.

Most African nations have not had significant power of sanction imthe glo,

bal system until the recent actions of ageria, Libya, and South Price to

pressure Western nations over their policies. A'S a result, their negative

images have beer largely untouched by international contention. The rise of

Ilia small minority of Black Americans to intense consciousness of Africa and

efforts to alter the African image in the United States cal be seen in the

activist work of organizations in ttie late l97010.5. such as TransAfrica, the

Black aitirrican lobbying organization for Africa and the Carribean. Without

the power of sanction. most Africans and Africanists have not been active to

engage the process of stereotyping and the manufacturing of socialpisnonor

in the globaIAnd national ideational systems. It is not an accident. I suq-

gest, that a sIgnIficant attack has now begun on these myths at the very time

t that Nloeria has become the second largest supplier of crude tll to the !!nited

S!ates, that the grow h of mi l it.ary andmilitary space technologies yl1 !he S, occasions
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renewed consciousness of the Southern African mineral storehouse, and that the

,*Winds of Change* again appear to hive begun to complete their sweep across the

soahern extiemity of the continent. What is the nature of these images that

define social dishonor?

lbeKgpmentsof the Core Myth of African Uncivilization

cS1141umber of major dimensions'of rankkag of societies, nations, and civili-

zations may be discerned in these folkloric and stereotypic imagings. These

dimensions include power, control, complexity, modernity, primitivism, religion,

and ram

1. Power

The organizing principle and the first dimension of the civilizational-

hierarchy is power. Nations and continents are more highly-ranked if they

are regarded as powerful. Power is measured primarily in terms of material

accomplishment, the hallmark of which in the contemporary world is techno-

logical proficiency. I also would argue that this principle is maintained

in its essential cnaracter in bothsqV Western modernity/development models

of social change and in many of the Eastern Bloc historical materialism models.

Both assume an evolutionary schema in which socielies are honored if they

have attained the highest civilizational status, if they have become more

"developed," usually measured with a statistic of the Gross National or

Domestic Product or Physical Quality of Life (PQU) Index, or have progressed

beyond the "Asiatic mode of production" to capitalist or "higher" forms of

economilt organization. Both Western and Marxlan models are -ssentially ma-

terialfsitc in their measures of progress, advancement, and power.

Smaller scale societies, by definition, are less powerful because their

bureaucracies have less height, their territory is smaller, and their material



accompl.ishments are small. 'Those' who attempt to refute these al le,

Africa's "uncivilization*-also sometimes utilize the same criteria with ev:-

Bence of Africa's *powerfulness* and' "high civilizations* seen in a) great

material accomplishments such as the building of pyramids or great Zimbabwe,

b). great wealth such as Manse Musa's distributing gold in the streets of Cairo

during his great pilgrimage, or c)I gi-gat demonstrations'of.African political,

power as revealed in, thenuniber of subjects or.extent'of control by a,king or

paramount chief. Thus, those societies in Africa with greatest social-stratifica-
a

tion, greatest command of slave labor power, greatest extraction of surplus from

subject peoples, ands thereby, the greateit base for material

and ftterial richness in arts (of which the. pharonic kingdoms are the extreme

example) are deigned the most honorable and the "highest civilizations" of

the continent. Other criteria such as the humanity of the;social system, the

complexity of social ihteraction,,the levels of development of iSejational in-

tricacy, advancid systems of justice, etc. are not utilized inthis ranking.

This alleged weakneU of African peoples, a verification of their lack of

power, is celebrated especially in entertainment television through many

episodes *in ttie Mission Impossible series; in dozens of animal-focus'ed films

in which the white hunter (see Daktari series) saves the animals or the innocent
f7--

(but %Oak) peoples from the evil Africans" in their midst, in various cartoon

stories of terrorized or injured Africans who need help from various outsiders

(e.g. Tarzan, Mohammed All, missionlry doctors and nurses, Albevt Schweitzer),

and in the brave missions of various rescuers in Africa (see Humphrey Bogart

in The AfricanAereen, Gordon at Khartoum. Stanley and Livingstone. and the

various versions of the Raid on Entebbe, or mercenary films such as the Wild

Geese). The message in thesemmateHals is that Africa is weak. therefore
41.
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without powers am requiring the tutelege control , and care of outsiders, most

of whom are either powerful Vestern Anglo-Saxon actors, .or those Africans")s

A

..
Afro-Americans who have learned techniques of power from the West (see especially .

Mission Ippossible and Oaktari technic s). The 3psencesf power in Africa

has many reprisentations. Among the sample f 7th and 12th graders in the Brayer

st4dy (see lable.1), those terms associated with A:rica'reflecticg lack of power
no.

are especially "witchdoctors" and "disease" (no modern medicine power), "natives'

(those who are controlled by external and internal powerful leaders), "pygmies"

(the-short ones who hide in the jungle). "poison darts" (do not/have powerful.

modern weapons), "naked" (cannot command even clothing), "jungle" (no power' to

make it into cities or farmland), 'primitive" (unpowerful by definition), !super-

stition" (without the power Of4ientific knowledge), 'huts" (not houies),

"missionary" (needing the piigstrations of outsiders), "backward" "illiterate"

(without power of literacy), "vplages".(without the concentrated power of
, .

cities), "no history" (without porter of knowledge of one's'past), and' "poor'.

(without economic power). (see Table 1)

2. Control

The second major dimension 0 thejanking system of civilization\lscontrol

a dimension closely related to power and its material embodiment, technology.

Control is portrayed in a range of aspects of'society - from personal self-

control, discipline, and subjugation of idic impulses; to sofial control of
Of.

collective chaos and crime; to the macro-societal control of military conflict

surrounding the state and interstate relations. Violence, ther'efor'e, is the

absence of control within a society, the breakdown of order. Among seventh

and twelfth graders the images of failure of control, which are also assigned

to Asia6 are personal dirtiness, disease, and poverty. Images of drought and

18
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Twelfth Graders 1968

Sttmulus Terms Sorted by Seventh and Twelfth Graders 'into Africa
Category 'instead of Asia, Latin America, Middle East, Western Europe,
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, or North America.

Percentage of Sample Associating Term with Africa

Stimulus Tenn 7th Graders 1* Graders 410iff 7th -12th Grade

Witchdoctors "f 85% 93% + 8%
,

Wild Animals 87 91 + 4

Drums . 77
.

'91 , +14

Spears 79 90 +11..

Tribe 78 88, +10

Savages 76 88 +12

Natives . 78 86 + 8

Cannibals 69 85 +16

Pygmies 65 84 +19

Poison Darts, a 78 82 +4

Naked , 68 78 +10
.

00
Jungle 80 76 . - 4

Primitive 46 69 - +23

Superstitior 48 69 +21

Huts

Missionary'

strange

Backward

Illiterate

Villages

Disease

Hot

Underdeveloped

Desert

Dirty

No Midstory

Poor

59 69 +10

34 / 52 +18

41 44 + 3

25 43 +18

not Africa 42 N.A.

49 41 - 8

46 39 - 7

42 39 - 3

34 29

36 29

35 Asia

`27
38

19
26 Aslit S.A.

- 2

- 7

N.A.

+11
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famine which lometimes are spread too readily by internationa' relief and

religious agencies also suggest an uncontrolled environment. At the societal

-level; the African state frequently is pictured in cinema, television, qewspapers,
la

am+ news magazine as the uncontrolled, though authoritarian and
ae
violent. state,

personifiedby either the .autocratic traditional chief or the dictatorial mill-
.

tary head of state, especially graphically projected by !di Amin Dada. these

imiOes of violence are especially common in the news media. A number of studies

have revealed the concentration of the news media in all societies on topics of

trine, conflict, and divergence from normal-societal interaction; hover. in

the African case, the emphasis on violence appears'to be. especially siowerfdl.

The focus on violence, which is the failure of personal, social, and state

control, provides a ready justifcation for benevolent foreign, intervention in

Africa by religious organizations to provide the "true religion" to give access

to the supernatural power, by development agencies to transfer scientific
A

nology of control, or of foielgn states td control the internal and external

violence of the "uncontrolled African state."

3. Complexity

A third dimension of the civilizatlonal ranking is complexity, measured

by the level of differentiation of.the Images .of Africa in the West

frequently connote lack of social compaxity, especially in the image of the

tribe as the undifferentiated "primitive" mode of social organization and a,

lac!: of individual complexity in the "mindless peasant," the very common image

of many rural peoples who allegedly cannot understand the complexities of their

own environment, much less of the state. Some of the academic theories of na-

tional integration sometimes appear to embody similar assumptions that rural

. African peoples are unidimensionally either traditional or national (i.e. "mo-
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dery ") in identification, unlike the multi-dimensional identity system of 1Orth

Americans who have various levels of psychological, familial, work, and associa-

- tional identities, as well as metropolitan,,state, regional, national, and inter--

national identities. The technological focus of television programming such

as "Mission Impssible," "Man from-Uncle," and various other Western teams seeking

to save African wildlife suggests, that the technologically benevolent European

or American brings enlightenment, control, and "the fix" to the Idss complex

s.-
African societie%.

4- Modernity

A fourth dimension closely related to the foregoing is the modernity- tradition

axis. In the popular media, Africans are portrayed as particularistic blindly

attached to a chief or a warrior leader or even a "Good Nana," instead of uni-

versalistic in assessing value; ascriptive instead of Ifkievement griented;

passior.:tely affectively-positive (emotion bound) instead of the more

intellective affectively-neutral. The location of Africa on the tradition-

modernity axis is neatly identified in the widespread use of the term "tribe"

or "tribal." Eighty-eight percent of the twelfth graders, ten percent more

than in seventh grade, associate the term with Africa (see Table 1). The

labeling of African societies as ribal is the most successf 1 of the means

to assign lower status to large populations and even nations. Its success is

seen in the currency-of the term throughout acadimia and academic literature,

its use in the media as an explanatory variable for most political change in

Africa, and its enshOnement,in encyclopaedias and diLtionaries to describe

smaller scale societies in Native America, hill-country South Asia, Ancient

Israel, and, quintessentially, Africa. The survival of this nineteenth century

term to typify African societies of population between 190 persons and 15 million,

4.

9.0.
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with their diverse modes of political and economic organization and their rural

and urban locus, Ii a tribute to the ,strength of this international ranking system. w

A Michigan State Univeizity fanny study group has carefully reviewed the many,

varied anthropological and political' %cience definitions of tribo ranging from

common language groups, to common political Structure, to common imputed lineage

or origins, to the vague and boundaryless "common culture." The study group

concluded that the term is highly value-laden and that it has developed in most

of Africa to label not traditional societies but those interacting populations

subsumed under rural African political leaders who frequentlylre either created

or strengthenedby colonial systems of tax-collection and admihistration. The

facile substitution of "ethnic group" for "tribe" does not solve the problem,

because the Western sense of ethnic group, i.e. the urban-industriarsocial

formations for making particularistic claims on power and resources, is not

the fact of these rural societies.

5. primitivism

A fifth di ension of subhuman,primitivism frequently is less present in the

jokes and folklore of the Western subculture revealed most typically in service

station humor, barroom banter, beauty salon chatter, and cocktail 'circuit story -'

trading. Stereotypes about Africanf, and Afro-Americans may be used in

circles, unless the audience is racially plural, as a means to seal sta

ese

s re-

lations of persons of diverse or unknown class or status origins. In laughing

together about the uncivilization of Africa, Africans, and, sometimes, Afro-

Americans, tension is relieved and status bonding is at least momentarily

symbolized. This is especially important in social friternization of persons

of mixedisocial class or ethnic backgrounds. In these circles, the partici-

pant observer will hear stories about primitiveness ("didn't even know how to

22
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use the John," "they never invented the wheel, you know"), attempts at status

mobility ("they can put a dress of suit on them, but that don't change a thing "),
.

African fects of strength and endurAce allegedly revealing African Ignorance.

("but strong as an ox" John Henry story. endurance of torture. etc.), and even

the kinship of African.peoples with primates African acquaintances report

being asked questions suggesting such carefully guarded assumptions. ape

Malian guest once reported being asked at the cocktail party of a university

professor in Manhattan if "it's true that some of yomr people still live in

trees." these primal myths of man-priae:te kinship probably originate from

some of the 18th and 19th century myths of'the strange form of humanity found

in Africa including of monocular and mpnopedal peoples. These stories and

tales, Raised from generation to generation in the West through oral tradition.

reveal the strength of the civilizat,ional ranking in which African peoples are

covertly assumed by some to be the lowest form of humign biological types, the

"simplest" form of society, and only slightly freed from primate origins. That

the prototypical case of such peoples are the so-called "Pygmies" (Greek
1

Pygmaios for "dwarf") and "Bushmen" (South African racist language for Khoi

and San peoplaes), both of whom are small. reflects the unique, unparalled origins

of Africa in the minds of many Westerners. This fixation is revealed in the
I

fact that the most widely used documentary about Africa ,on college and university

campuses surveyed by the author in 1976 was John Marshall's contrived documentary"

on the "Bushmen' (Khoi-San), Theffunters. In film. Arab peoples also share the

-image of the over-sexed and socially-deviant African. typified in recent years

by the Italian-produced film MondoKane. The Till advertisement for MOndo Kane

notes, "You may call it strange, but to them it's just middle-class morality."

6, Reliaion

The .sixth parallel dimension Is the system of religious stratification.
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which, it is assumed, also refleCts an evolutionary scale of absolute

value. The rough ordering of religious communities appea to be:

1) .Judaeic sod Christian Religions, each claiminglItgher status than
the other various versions of humanism, deism, naturalism, and
astrology in addition to'such,life-coping strategiesis meditation,
counseling, analysis, etc.;

2) Eastern Orthodoxy: Greek, Russian, Ethiopian (The tatter 'relatively
unknown);

3) *High Religions* of East Asia, primarily Confucianism, Taoism,
Shintofsm, and. perhaps, Buddhism; possibly Zoroastrianism;

4) Religions of South and Southeast Asfa-Hinduism, Buddhism;

5) Islam;

6) "Tribal" religions. termed Pagan, Heathen, and 'nature worship,*

V-*
Even in the 1980s, especially with current American evangelical religious

resurgence, much of the folklore of religious hierarchy has re-emerged. for

instance, the allegation that the °failure of the Arabs to develop* resulted

. from Islam. The jokes about the missionary in the stewpot in a cannibal village

appear and re-appear to symbolize the religious stratification system in popular

/ culture. Tales of religious success4re told *id retold in churches about

winning over the wltchdnctor and performing miracles in the villages and either

directly or implicitly confirm the'hierarchy of religious status, in which

Africa is at the bottom. In the images which 7th and 12th graders associa-

ted with Africa, we note that various stimulus terms relate to this religious

dimension of ranking such as witchdoctors (held by 93% of seniors), superstition

(69%), and Missionary (52%):

7. Race

The final component in the system of ranking is a racial dimension which

is 1 inked closely with all of the foregoing dimensions. Some Western European
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and American whites are quietly portrayed as snmetimes q,irrq rudrOly astray
4

in Africa (e.g. Conrad's Heart of Darkness). There are mercers ries. wayward

white hunters, millionaire playboys, unfaithful lonely wives, wayward nuns,

priests who drink too much; however. in the media they are almost always capable

of redeeming self-sacrifice, heroic service, and saving action (see Tartan.

Oaktari. Schueitzer, and dozens of feature films of the 1950s and-19b0s).

The extreme "10,11 of this folklore is the ancient tale of the beloved white queen,

whose position reflects the exalted status of her race, if not her gender. Even

in encyclopedic reporting on African urban places, the MSUIfifrican Studies Center

has discovered that any South African town inhabited by whites would be noted,

and described if as few as 4,000 persons resided there; however, for the rest

of sub-Saharan Africa no town smaller than 18,000 inhabitants 4nd some as large

as one-million Africans were not described. As is reflected in the various

racial stratification systems found round the world, lightness is a symbol of

general status.

Thus the civilizational ranking is composed of the sum of the seven dimen-

stuns of status honor: powir, control (with technology), societal complexity,

modernity, evolutionary position:ligion, and race. In sum they include the

common folklore, the media images, and some of the academic models wtilch evolved

from or i.;eveloped In elective affinity with the civilizational ranking scheme

that is the infrastructure for 'iereotypinq Africa.

We have located these stereotypes, but we have not surveyed the mmtivational

and ins,itutional interests at the 'source of them, even though have alluded to

some of these mechanisms.

Social. Psychologt64. and Institutional r/iIrces of the Ster. ciP,' J.713g.e;

In each individual who utilizes the sterPotynes there are osychologiral

correlates of the belief and behavior, For tots chauter, however, attention
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is confined to the institutional .parameteru for individuals an4 not the sycho-

logy of individual action Or intercultural perteption.

Although the three major sources of dilese stereotypes are retated, they,

do not.constitute a homogeneous and fully congruent unit. They are social

values. political interests, and ectinolic interests.

.Social ValVes

.Thc soc;zl volueswhich underly this civil#aticonal ranking, are the cul-

tural residues crystallged in public ideologies that refract past. manifest

and latent conflicts.within 4104;; without the society. First, although we_14ave

little research completed in this area, I hypo",hvsize thai the strepgh with

which stereotypes are held in a society is more a reflection of the clefavages

tensions, competition. and conflict within the society then of the realities

of the foreign soceties.. Thufi. is North America, stereotypes atioul Africa
se

ar, :114ely to be manufactured, retairied, renewed. and 41jseminaled most of all

In those populations whfch perceive themselves to he in competition with Slack

Americans for space, jobs, political position, housing, end =;tatus honor. This

interaction of images of nations and continents with ethnit straltfication with-

in the U.S. is an important sociological research topic which cotsd provide

new approach to stereotyping and prejudice,

Second. as noted already, the stereotypes Ablmat fai t,. Arricati. o(Nd

Nok.

Americans constitute an inventory of valises to be 14s ;d as rewur by liwpr

status individuAs and groups to bond their status with hio rAnkingff10-

vidual. and groups within this society. Converseligher status part;es

also use the allevd aSSOC stion or cowonaltties amvng rti0;inig indiv10-

uals and grouw, to 1,;olate and delPgitimatp tnr claims of 9wwr?tli

on social honor and resnurcet,,

*
a
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Third, many social values in the West are hinged on the major evolutionary

schema ofthe world which links physical, cultural, social, economic, and poli-

tical evolution in a congruent model. This evolutionary ideology justifies

privilege and the exclusive hold by the dominant nations and peoples on leader-

ship authority, political control, and economic direction in the global system.

All of this is closely associated with the simultaneous emergence in the late

19th century of .the global economic system, the colonial penetration of Africa,

13
and Christian missionary plan to "evangelize the world in this generation."

There were many disjunctions of interest between missionary, i!werial

power, and company in colonial Africa.' See,, for instance, the Scpts Pres-

byterian missionaries working against the British Crown representatives in

Malawi as well as the North American Methodist and United Church of Christ

missionaries'aiding the ZANU Lbertion ArmY,(ZANIA) during the war years of

1972-80. Still, there was a general congruence of value stance that allowed

each to see support and legitimacy trom the others.

A fourth set of important social values underlying this ranking is the

Pr ironment and naturalist ideologies which have emerged very strongly

in twentieth century Western and especially American middle and upper clasl,

publics,.. These publics place a high value on the aesthetics of nature and

on tne preservation, observation; ceitaloging, and communicating with "lature.

In POPular fore {, this value complex has emerged....t0 pgrsonalize nature, giving

human names, character, and emotion to dogs, wolves, birds, elephants. trees.

Plants, and even insects. While some aspects of this aesthetic alw emerge

in some African belief systems. the result of this belief complex in Western

secietiei is to dircct attention toward the African flora and fauna and away

from the human population. l'hu in many Walt Disney and other naturalist

and many cpieodes of Wild Animal World, Survival, and tOurie.it flim$
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and videoprograms, the African human populations serve primarily as either

backdrop and setll for the animals, plant-life, and insects or.are given

negative value ! interlopers, spoilers, poachers, and degraders of nature's

`garden." The strength of these naturalist values in urban America provides

a ready market for theie images of Africa in commercial movietiouses and es-

pecially in audio-visual materials in the school. Hundreds of hours of

exposure to a "natural Africa," relatively devoid of humans, cities, mines,

and governments, instills and rehearses the "primitive" view of'Africa as

primarily the locus of animals. I have not systfhatically surveyed the

exposure of American young persons to natural 'Africa. but my best guess,is

that the average twelfth grader has received approximately 60 to 100 hours of

images of Africa during the K-12 education years, probably half of which are

this "natural Africa." The resul is a great appreciation `for the beauties

of ,the continent and its animal and 'plant inhabitants, a sense' of the validity

and wholesome character of natural Africa, and a depersonalization of the name-

less masses of tumanity that inhabit it. In the Beyer survey 91% of the twelfth

graders associated "wild animals" with Africa, the second most frequent stimulus

term, exceeded only in frequency by "witchdoctors" (93%). Among seventh graders,

"wild animals" (87Z) was the most frequent association with Africa.

2. Economic Interests

A second mainstay for producing and disseminating these stereotypes is

the complex of economic interests. The manufacturing and marketing of experience,

sensation. and visual variation is a very large industry in the Western world.

The images of African savages, spears, anima7s, and the storied threat-and-

resolution' cycle of confronting African danger and being saved (or saving one-

self) produce the strong sensations and emotions that are required to elicit
41.
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ticket sales to movies, televiOon viewinflor selling advertisements, and

especially the elements of the various theme parks such as Disneyland and

Disneyworld, Busch Gardens, AFRICA -LISA, King's Island, and others. All these

Institutions capitalize on the pnofitabilfty first'Incovered in the carnival

and Barnum and Bailey sideshows of 'strange human! from African in the period

N1860-1960. These imagis also provide revenue for newspapers to sell stories

about the strange, the weird, and the unusual. The alleged exploits of Idi

Amin, the stealth of-pygmy warriorldiers in the elephant grass of Zaire,

and mercenaries creating blood and gore provide racy reading for the popular

audiences. Even large corporations utilize the African images to create a

sense of danger and ctifos in which either Citicorp (a warrior with spear

:Don't be up the ZambeQ without a Paddle, Evenlin Maputo, Citicorp is there

to help you") or American Express ("We almost had a disaster in Cali-, when I

lost my wallet") can give you control, safety, and insulation from the harsh

African realities. An exaggerated image ei Idi Amin A its cover can sell
d.

Time Magazine as well as "WhiPs Meddling in the African Jungle," a cover with

brezhnev, Castro, and others peering through the tall grass. Religious organi-

zatituns with some important major exceptions also-are especially active in

their religiout school materials to sell the starkest of images of African

"lostness" needing salvation from sickness and death or hunger and drought.
1

. A second set of economic interests tS that of tor researchers,

government officials, developc.-nt expeits, misSionarie.and other Wspfgrners

living, working, and consuming to Africa. In theAfrican economies the privilege

of these populations frequently Is astounding. Insulation from African claims

on thatwincome and the consumption it creates is only possible if there is a

strong ideology that they e really different from us,' thot "their needs are
4
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not the same as ours," and that "my consumption eventually is in their benefit

since it creates job; and sales of commodities."

Finally, the corporate world also is very active in disseminating these

'stereotypes both officially in company memos and in oral lore. For them these

stereotypes provide a legitimacy for their presence, pricing policies, and

bottom line profits from these "hardship areas" of danger and potential !Oils,

and their failure to transfer technology.

3. Political Interests

Powerful political interests in the West also undergird these stereotypes

and utilize them in furthering the political goals of the nation-state and its

rulers. The most obvious-purveyors of such images of African uncivilization

have boon the minority iegimes of Southern Africa., which produce a constant

flow of "information" to magazines, televisity*ompanies, newspapers, and even

directly to schools and colleges. Probably more than S?0 million annually is

invested by the RepublAc of South Africa in the production of such materials
16

for the United States alone. The message of these materials is that a)

a

a 14

Africans are'dfferent from Europeans, less civilized than even "your blacks,"

0) South Africa is a garden state which needs white care and protection, t)

strange witchdoctors and primitive rituals reveal African uncivilization, and

therefore d) our control with your economic, political and military support

should be maintained.

Beyond South Attica, however, "information" is a weapon of foreign policy

of the powerful states no less than it is utilized by the British and Argentina

in the Falklands/Malvinas conflict. Again, we do not have good data about the

amount of manipulating information flowing from Africa to the West, but journal-

ists and former Central Intelligence Agency operatives indicate that there is

a
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an active information/disinformation program operated to plant stories about

events, governments, and leaders in, the foreign press. These stories are

created in order to affect those foreign-societies and to be fed back to the

press in the United States through the Associated Pres's, United Press Inter.

national, Agence Fiance Press, antothdr wire services. Furthermore, in the

crisis- in. Angolarin 1975, press marlagetS were planted by the CIA in Lusaka,

Kinshasa, and Paris to manipulatey.S. impressions of the horror at the Marxist

atrocities of the MPLA movement and the honesty, courage, and determination

of the FNLA and UNITA movements.

Conclusion Sr)r

This chapter has provided only a very general survey of the nature and locus

of images of Africa in the West and the interests which manufaceure, disseminate,,

and renew the stereotypes about African uncivilization. This survey does suggest

that this areiia of Western folklore is an important phenomenon of both wr,ttenY

and oral tradition which requires the analysis of scholars. Studies are needed

to analyze a) the exact nature and description of the images, b) the different

distribution of'theseimeges across veriouiclasses and regions of the.Western

world, c) the decision-points in the West where these images are communicated,

and d) the uses of these imagei in interpersonal relations and 4n psychological

systems of identity maintenance. Most of all, careful work is also needed on

the uses of these stereotypes in inter-ethnic strategies,to create status honor

and dishonor among American minority and ethnic groups.

This analysis also undercuts any vague liberal assumptions that stereotypes

and images are essentially a problem of misinformation, a lag in disseminating

good materials, or simply the mistaken projections of uninformed, non-Africanist

filmmakers and writers. Rather, the major principle in the development and

dissemination of images about other cultures and other peoples is found in

that Ugandan proverb that:
17

"When one sets a portion for himself, usually it is not too small."
-r
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Footnotes: Social Sources of Stereotypes and Misconceptions...

1w Beyer, Barry K. and E. Perry Hicks. Images of Africa: AtReport on What

American School!tool Students Knos a Believe about Africa. South .

,
of the Sahara, Pittsburgh, PA: Carnegie-Mellon University,. 1968

0

(available as ERIC Document N. ED 023693, also reported in pto4ect

Africa, Final Report, by Barry K. Beyer and E. Perry Hicks, Washington.

D.C.: U.S. Deprtmant of Health Education and Welfare. Office of )

Education, Bureau of Research, 1970. .

Webster's Seventh New Colegiate Dictionary, Springfield, HA:-6. & c.

Nerrian Co.., 1966.
-.

3. Friedrich Nietzsche, 'On Truth and Lie in an Extra -Moral Sense,'

in The Portable Nietzsche, ed. and trans. Walter Kaufmann, New

York: Viking Press, 1954, pp. 46-47 as quoted in Edward W. Sa4d,
.

Oriental ism, NY: Vintage Books, 1978, p. 203.

4. Zekiros, *stair and Marylee C. Wiley, Africa,in Social Studies Textbooks,,

Eastlansing, 141: African Studies Center of Htchigan State University,

1978, pp. 1-24.

5. Results of the review of African literature entries is reported more

fully in the authors article, *Social and Economic Sources of

the Evaluations of African Writers by rofessorsof Ailitcan LitecatOre_

in the United States,* January 1963,un ublished manuscript,!

available on request f the author. .
.

6, Coiled by David WitO withith Robert Cancel, Diane Pflugrad, Terry

Elkiss, and Amie Campbell, East Lansing. Hle.'Hichigan State Univ4rsity

African Studies Center, 1982, 553 pp. Each film is rated for

its general quality for educational uses, accuracy, organization,
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p4Otography, sound, anti eiiting.. In edition, a synopsis, minute

by alinute content inventory, suggested uses, critical review,

sources for' purchase 3r rental, and known reviews of the production

in other pubT cations is #rovided for each of the 770 productions.

.1.2e /1!'

o.

An extenstrAibliogrsphy of filmogiaphies about Africa also is

iniludid with extensive iimdfillni of allmati;ials.iyisubject

matter, nation, lan9449e(s), and quality.
t.

The--rea-iew criteria of reviewing, consistency checks, and

sources of potential bias are reviewed in the Introduciton to

the volume refereled it footnote-6,

8. See Edward W. Said, Orientalism. NY: Ifintige Books, 1979.

9. A recent forthcoming study at the Indiana University of School of

Journalism reports the frequency of publishing news of violence,

chaos, and upheaval in Africa is more frequent in midwestern

newspapers than the proportion of the original reporting Justifies.

10. Beyer and Nicks, 92,Jut,

11. See, for instance, Phil Harris, Reporting Southern Africa: Western News

Agencies .Reporting from Southern Africa, Paris: UNESCO, 1981,

paper, 168 pp. For a countervening view, see Nan Smiley, "Misunderstanding

Africa," Atlantic Monthly, September, 1982, pp. 70-79.

12. At times, this interpersonal stratagem of status bonding is even

utilized by minority groups to joke about their own imputed *primitive

origins" in order to signal that the conversation is taking place

between equals of shared perspective and that the global ranking

'system will not occasion interpersonal conflict in this particular

conversation or relationship.
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13. For a listing of these feature films, see Appendix E of Africa on Film and

Videotape 1960-1981, see footnote 6.

14. A slogan of the North American ps4testant student Christian movements

)44096 founded by. Dr. John N. Mott and others.

AS. It also shouleybe noted that the telling of tales "about African

ineptness, 'stupidity, laziness, and thievery are also important

sources Of social. solidarity bonding among the div40se populations

OsictinsothvoidtM Africa. These

individual and, group interests in the maintenance of privilege

and the insulation of self and family from African poverty is a

subtle, frequently unspoken, and difficult set of economic interests

to research; nevertheless, these wealthy expatriate communities

do have a, lore about Africa, and other third iorld, uncivilization

"to which the European newcomer is socialized informally.

16. I may be underestimating the actual level of expenditure by the South'

Africans by a factor.of five.

17. Quoted in African Proverbs,.
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Secticin II rces of Information concerning Africa

A. Organizations and Reference Services

This category is necessarily i t late; nevertheless, it provides entry
points or *windows* on the wort of African knowledge.

0- a

1. University Centers of African Studies

Nine.,Imajor university centers are 'funded by the U.S. Department of. Education
as National Resource Centers on African Language and Area Studies. These
centers generally possess the largest faculties, libraries, research projects,

. and cadres of African and Africanist students in the nation. As a result,
they have rich personnel, data, and documentary resources on which to draw to
answer questions or refer rePerters to other authoritative sources outtide
those nine centers. Each center possesses an *Outreach Director,* designated
to service.the needs of professionals, including reporters and editors, and
the general public on needs corning Africa. Each center also one to
four specialized Africans librarians on whom the Outreach Director call
for specialized library reference assistance.

Oanevids Fragaints:
Africa la the School and

Community
Boom University
125 Bay Site Road
Boston. MA 02215

Jo SuMvan
1917) 153-3673

Center for African Studies
Outreach Programs

Griwr H .

Utiversity of Florida
Gainesville. FL 32601

Panicle Kos
1904) 392-210

Outreach Iftgra.
Anions Studies and Research

'PioWaNI
Howard University'
W3shimsbm. D.C. 2005S

Admire Dunn
(202)436-76411

African Studies Program
University of Illinois

Urbana -Cho12110

W. CaNfornia. Room 101
Urbana, IL 6t001

Leuise Crones
(217V333-6335-

Micas Studies Program Outreach
Indiana thiversity
Woodrum Han
Oloornington. IN 47405

Iderr9
11112) 337-7567

African Studies Educational
Resaume Center

Michiaan State University
100 Center for International

Programs
East Larsing. MI 4024

Mar** MeV
4517) 3534700

African Educmion 'reject
Smoked University
200 Lou Henry Hoover BtlitsillIS
Stanford. CA 90305

Evelyn Craweard
(415)497-1114

African Studies Caner
University of Wisconsin. Madison
Madison. WI 53706

Joseph AtRia
MOS) 263ye-2171

Outreach Ctfordinatm
African Studies IN-ognant
Universky of Corti..

Los Armagh
LQS Anse*, CA 90024

Dr. Don Cosentino
1213) 025-3606



Ljsat....iewsdInfrmazedonAfrica
a. Africa News -.Box 3851, Durham, North Carolina 27702 (919-267-0747)

This weekly newsmagazine on Afsica.holds one of the largest morgues of
information on Africa in the United States, including clippings on a-
regular basis of many Africi papers and naterial monitored from short-
wave broadcasts in Africa. With a.reporting staff in New York, Washington,
and Africa, the offices have excellent connections and soeces on a broad
range of issues.

Their weekly is $36 per year for institutions, $20 for individuals.

b. Southern Africa - 198 Broadway, Room 402, New York, N.I. 10038
W1rifi7055-

This monthly magazine of.newaa'Sd opinion on Southern Africa provides
a broad range of iitermation' on U.S. policy, U.S. activist activities,
end events in South an Africa, with a focus on South Africa and Namibia.
They also possess a largo morgue on Southern African affairs but do not
have staff time for searches without a fee.

c. Africa Report - Transaction Inc., box A, Rutgers University, New Brunswick
N.J. 08903

This monthly magazine is a good source of current analysis and affairs in
Africa and in the U.S. con6erning Africa. For reference services, see
its parent body below,* African-American Institute.

d. Africa Today - Graduate School of International Studies, University of Denver,
Denver, CO 80210

The staff of this active journal is. knowledgeable on a wide range of
political; social, economic, and related issues in Africa and can serve
as a reference on occasion.

e. Library of Coneressk Africa Section, Washingtont D.C.

Providing the full range of literature access on Africa, the LC is a defin-
'itive source for reporters seeking specialized African publicatipne. For
African affairs, see Beverly Gray (202-287-5528) or African sr' Middle
Eastern Division, see Dr. Julian Waterfall (202-287-7937).

f. Hilbert News and Information Setvice African biblio a hic Center - P.O. Box
1:096 Washington, D.C. 211.. -659-2529 or Suite 01, 1346 Connecticut Ave.,,

fai"agreflitnidgbC6oirlie Current Bibliography on African Affairs, the
Habari weekly news service on current events in Africa and in the U.S. con-
cerning Africa, and the SADEX publicatiou;(Southern Africa Development
Information/Documentation Exchange). A knowledgeable staff can provide
reference and connection on a range of ibsues,

I
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nizat on d Africa Know1 nd Ex rtise

a. American Committeo on Africa.- 19$ *roadvay Am 402, N.Y. ,$.

(212-962-1210)

This ts the olden American...voluntary association focused on African
issues. In addition to a large =organ om African affairs, the ACOA
staff is knowledgeable on a wide range'of topics, especially concerning
southern Africa (South Africa, Namibia, ZiWbabwe, etc.).

b. African-Atoarican ipstitute - 066 United Nations Plaza, N.Y.,N.Y., 10017
(212-072-001); Washingtom D.C. (202472-0521)

Aal is inioolved in wwide range of Africa-relited activities, including
parenting Airiteaggan, hosting a numhar of conferences in and about
Africa, p/sclarg African students in U.S. universities.a9d collages, and
organizing performances and exhibits in the. African arts. The staff has
many contacts with African leaders and specialists.

c. Wash ton Office on Africa - 11011aryland Avenue, N.E., Washington, D.C.
20002 (202-54 5 1

Organised originally with church and voluntary support to provide a critical
lobby on African affairs in Washington, this organization offeti a non -
governmental center of action on African affairs in Washington. Activities
include publication of newsletters and pasphlets on current African issucp
in Washington, analysis of U.S. government policy and activities in Africa,
lobbying on bills before Congress, and reference services for persons inter-
ested in Africa issues in Washington.

d. TranaAfrica - 1325 10th Street, S.W., Suite 202, Washington, D.C. 20036
(202-223-9666)

TransAfrica provides services and activities very similar to the-Washington
Office on Africa (see c, immediately above) however with a Slack American
perspective and focus. Interlinked closely with the Congressional Black
Caucus, Black American communities in several cities,'and other Afro-American
leaders in the nation, the organization provides a lobby on a range of
issues concerning Slacks in Africa, the Caribbean, Latin America, and the
United States. Access to Slack opinion on African affairs can be readily
provided by TrensAfrica as well as a pro-African analysis of U.S. goverment,
policies.

e. African ln4 - 1835 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006 (02-223-6500)

A semimonthly news service providing information concerning African political
and economic occurrences. Includes analytical articles and studies of sajor
developments in Africa, organized by subject and country,'ind including such .

subject* as financial affairs, labor, commodities, trade, tariffs, markets,.
statistical data, etc.
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.51211nuien A es

a. U.S. Stott, tospartapni
Alai tart pecirawy,for African Affairs (202-632-2530)
Bureau of African Affairs, Diracgor Ca4trai Alike (6324080)

Director Bast Africa (632-9742)
Director Southern Africa(632-7786)
Director Vest Africa , (832-0902)

Bureau of Rumen Rights and HUmsniterien Affairs. ' (632-8771)
Durea of Intelligence and Research, Office of Research and Analysis

(632-6130)

b. U,S. Information Army (formai International Comnunications Agency)
Director for African Affairs (202-724-9084)

o

c. U.k. Agency for Impernatienal Development
Assistant Administrator for Africa
Development &pawl:tee
Development Planning
Public Affairs
Desks: Central Africa

Coastal._ Vest Africa
Rest Africa
.Sahel and Fran phone West Africa
louthernAfri

Office of Regional Affairs

d.

Pentagon Press Office
International Security Afflars

e. National Security Council
United Nations Affairs
Head of Africa Affairs

f, U.S. Department of Agriculture
Economic Statistics and Coop Service
Foreign Agriculture Service

U.S. Department of Commerce - International

h. U.S. Department of Energy
Office of Energy Consuming Nations
Office of Oil Producers

. U.S. Bureau of Hines Da artment of Interior
Foreign Data Branch

I. U.S. Department of the Treasury
Africamillevelopment Fund
Office of Developing Nations

47

(202)-(632-9232)
(632-8178)
(632 - 9196)

(632-8332)
(632-7161)
(632-9000)

632-0216)
(632-8269)
(637-9872)
(632-9102)

(697-54;1)
(697-2864)

(395-'6923)

(395-3393)

(447-8054)
(447-4887)

Trade Admin. (202-377-4927)

(202-252-6380)
(202-252-6770)

(202-632-5065)

(202-566-2487)
(202-566-5712)



Government'Agencies, con&

Senate Subcf!Ottee on, Africa (Foreign Relations Comm.) (202-224-5481)

House Subcommittee on Africa (Foreign Affairs Com.) (202-225-3157)

Congressional flack Caucus, cio Cong. Willies Gray (0.44) (202-225-4001)

Ad Hoc Monitoring Group on Southern Africa

J. U.S.. Library of Congress

r (202-225-3335)

African Section (202-287-5528)

African and Hiddle Eastern Division (202-287-7937)

Near Eastern Section (202-287-5421)
Near East and African Lev Division

m. U.S. Peace Corps

(202-287-5073)

Africa Regional Office (202-254-3180)
North Africa, Near East, Asia, PaCific Office (202-254-9862)

00'
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4. U.S Govet;nment Agencies. contd.

_L_..fJastr..L.Atoepgojrm._CountrDeskO'African Nations

(all phones 00 63 plus five digit number below, area 202)

Nation State Department US Info Aspncy U.S. AID

Algeria 21714 28035 4E11

Angola 20725 - 28068 22889

Benin 20842 23748
.

28251

Botswana 20916/23275 23281 21078

Burundi 23138 28055 29087

roCameon 20996 28055 20593

Cape Verde 28436 23545 22889

CentrelAfrican Rep. t 23138 28055 20593

Chad 23066 23545 78251

Congo 22216 28055 20593

Egypt 21169/22660
n -- 29648

Equatorial Guinea 20996 28055 22840

Ethiopia 28852 22748 29874

Gabon 20996 228055 20593

Gambia 22865 0 21148 70994

Ghana 28436 23748 21761

Guinea 20842 2L148 20994

Guinea-Bisaau 28436 23545 22889

Ivory Coast 20842 , 21148 28531

Kenya 20857 22748 28251

Lesotho 20916/23275 23281 21078

Liberia 28354 23545 29101

Libya 20666 28035

Madagascar 23040 28068 28251

Malawi 28851 28068 21078

Mali 22865 ,21148 20994

Mauritania 22865 . 21148 20994

Mauritius 28851 28068 23228

Morocco 22030 i 21078 28306

Mozambique 28434 28068 28965

Namibia 2804/23275 23281 ---

Niger 23066 23748 28337

igerie 23406/23469/23468 23545 21761



Nition state Department gustaftEnsx U.S.AID

Rwanda 23138 23444 20228

Senegal 22865 21148 20994

Seychelles 20857 .22748 23228

Sierra Leone 28354 23748 29101

Somalia 20849 22748 29874

South Africa 23274/23275/20916 23281 ar.

Sudan 20668 22748 29874

Swaziland 20916/23275 23281 21078

Toga 20842 23748 28251

Tunisia 22294 20035 28306

Uganda 20857 22748 23228

Tanza.lia 23040 22748 20560

Upper Volta 23066 23748
.

28331

4Wezte;.n Sahara 22865 23545 4.1.111.

Zaire 21706 28068 29101

Zambia 28851 , 28068 21078

Zimbabwe 28252 23281 21078
F

East African Community -- 2 3228

Economic Commiwiion for Africa 20600

5 0
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excerpted from: Purntna Mehta !Matt, Scholars' Guide to Washingtonl D.C.
African Studies, Washington, D.C.: Smithsoniiiiiiiiffiam Oress

African En) sies
and International
Organizations

Afton Embanks and bianationd Orpekatiess Easy Fans* OW
to Gessesi Worn:Woe

a. edam*: mitswituare siortherfai
b. bourafeandltions meg

L Reference balks

s, Publications

4 Programs and moan* activates

*hide cm tit bugo. elivattrally awoke international orpnitaliaa4 cb
Moss division or obeli* will be descsibed esparately, folionfing the Woe.
Inaba on do organise**U a obi*.

LI Wow ol Alga%

L. a. 2118 irelonawa Root NW
Washington, D.C. 20008
2144240

b, 9:00 4.00.4 AO P.141. 110044 Friday

J. Awls News Rep o% pablisbed twice a month by the embassy. contains
national inirs and general ,kofottnatiosi concerning Algeria's foreign and
economic policies.

L2 Embassy al Su&

s. 273? Cailtednd Avenue, NW
Washistoon, D.C. 20008
232411188

b. 9:00*,14,-5:001,.ui MondayFriday

NJ
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5.1

2411 Ossueeetlensplilhailit

L3 Embassy., lisionor
1. a. 4.901 Coniseolcut Astnue, NW

Suite 44
Wathinvan. D,C. 20008
244-4990

b. 9:00 a.m.,-5:00 rm. MositarftideY
3. The embassy publishes a mat* news letter which is distributed to the

public, tree of chase.

L4 Labially al Boma
1. a. 2717 Connecticut Avenue, NW

Wathinesan. D.C. 20008
*° 3874477

b. 9:00 a. as.-3:00 rm. bionday-Ftiday
2. The embassy receives a deify amtspaper, Le Reltalleealli du Hunan&

LS tolpray at Comma
& 2349 AinsiscAusens Avenue. NW

Watibikensis. or. :woe
265-8790

b. 9.00 cm.-1 and 2A10 r.aa.-5:00 P.m. Monda -Friday
2. The embassy maintains a 'mud' public-reference library contemns some

300400 books. endpapers. and magatines. It also receives the daily
newspaper Cameroon Telkwne.

3. Cameroon News. a monthly ocw; balktia, is published by the embssay.

14 Embassy of Cape Verde

I 20 Coanecricia A VOW, NW
wohmesun. D.C. 216
659.1148

b 1U 4.10 eau kleisiday-Fndry

3. The embassy receives a weekly, Tei oba. published in Kirxte
which contains news and information about Cape Verde, and wirrent
and past issues of Yoe eriPoso, a weekly newspaper.

1.17 Embassy a Carina MA= isaptra
1. a, 1618 Mauer. NW

Wahines" D.C. 20008
26.5-501?

mast SohamitaroidinitintationatOtimailoato.4014140444,4111410 l i

b. 9;00*Jc-1240 IPA. oad 2;00 riotot00 AM.

Awwwwwwwalw ti

of

VArbooty of Ord

1. a, 2600 Vireftia "Mit, NW
Washington, D.C. 20027
3314896

b. LOC a.st.5:00 cot. filonday-Fridsy

L9 Esobassy of Ewe
1. a., 2X10 Avatar

Waskinguan, D.C. 20008
040900

1:0 9:30 Juili.4:00 PAWL lifisoclay-Friday

tho maw/ dbtribotes grattalAdotitudiao Worst= to die pith A
°Action of docuttiestary alms mg Ades is oho svailabie may NIL

In Wake. the embassy rectiniaonarog sewspapets,
itlehedeg gozgas °nom Ell-Aloon sod 614+

LI0 Embassy el Ethiopia

i. a. 1i, 44Caloraina Road. NW
Washineten. D.C. 200011
2.94-2281

b. 9:00 cm .4 .00 r. it, blanday,Friday

2. The embassy morally moves 2 daily sewelnipenrAtidis Zeno
(Amharic) and tba Ethiopian tioraidatid Y woke Eta!,

L1I Eaabstay II Gitbos

a. 2054 20$a Slew, NW
walkinvoi. D.C. 20009
797-1Ci00

b. 9;00 .-Noon and 1:30 P.1.1.4.30 P.M. Meads 4sr1JaY

L12 Embany of awe
1. a. 2460 1611i Stmt. NW

Wusioneovn. D.C. 20049
402.0761 54

b. MO raii..42:30sui.\** 210 mas.4410 a1. licatiyalig



2.1 f OissiiitsskeisfolMIMAI111.

.

eadikkay ntaisiskp Wawa binary cootalalag sAa-m*4 300400 boat OW "off enettlials math u perioditals.
isevarticas slatitilies, tad Some 3 onapepas ate alsacurready ragout Foe tultbotetoformatioci, rail abs Prim sad laforink.hie Mica (46249761).

A ainoactsly guierat-iciforntailoo aciotriter, Ghana Nea, to publfstr4sad ,tikisbuicd by the latoratittioo Sahara of et entbasey-

L13 Embalm, of Gahm

.?1 i2 Lim) Phu". NW
wwhirowNet.V.0 14K 19

94.T0

b 04) 4 114.-4:10 cu. biloaday.Friday

2 A *MO reknoce collection of geoczat-intaioraiias Went= sal terv;
Cf11311X114 pifbboklitas la ciakitainarl' for IOW wig.

. 4.:wrcait sod yam man, of Nom* weekly views trislaiitto of PM
1040:14 CrAtiiiditti ?41111i ). ate thattitiegid as request.

1.14 Ecabsiay al Gubsta.Simatt

Thi, embassy*, ditties are torapoiasply haniffa by the Peerratlent
(4 Guatca-Iiissais tP the United Nation,. 211 Last 4341 Sum, Pilaw YtiftSoo Yolk I0O1 7, Fa solonniwou eatl 6212) Of,li,3977,

LIS Embassy of Priory. Camel

i it :4,24 A1iia4=Auskflix Aveitise, NW
diAR 2(1068

46 a, 2 44i2

90 a -5.1.i10 1Y

rnt irms,40.4y v4\.:tivsev a gtroal szvhe air 4146 nobs(papc, 0
totioaftliAL

livay

. ; 1t Soelpt. 11i' W
14°,,amelrei,,,,, DC Jam'
.os7-6eav

Cm Lik4 4 64 I t.0 P.k. will 2: g.tit r.s 00 hUguitity

ht e trEbtawi uniii trullius room %O W.. wham
Cesoliiti44111. koaperw6lictilk from ,ktuya Clot/arum poacaktoos
liativir41 ytarbooliaieic elm sysiasbis.

African iiittacisesialbioruttivael Olosatioalando041111LINall

The =buil% Isforinssion Scala has o oulti usd ;Ode ads&
too available tar 1s r vilthaut chirp. lostaisd wows Amid wigs
46 the esoitesey tor a list at avadable t .

Tlw embassy diesomaaaloo Kkgalt Ns 'a. lhimiasstbeee way !Viol
to be placed oo the mallios10

L17 Sokbusije Lepelbe

C Haddam, Suite .100
I Connscutet Avant., NW
W &nom D.C.:

b

462 190
9:trtt a.m.., ;00 rm. Morgrisy4tWay,

LIS Esibessy of Ubetis

s, $201 16th Stuart. NW
WasNfIvoll. O.C. zoon
72)-0417

b. 9.0e A. As..i 03 cu. bifentilay-Ftitlity

The anbassYs Information Came and lit*** Roam Waal iia nom
310. 10SO iiib Stmt. NW, w ajtaa. D.X. 20036 (3)1-01,9). mai*
tem k scull cullwiao-of sc ferermi boobs and viitcsakatatiaatioa
tuft far public we,

T1 eialissay Ms a teww Man tar tow Ste eats, Flu

0111111=1111111,

L19 Embassy of Libya

a 1 118 2Zia Stern, 11/4W
214017

432- 2%)

h 9 4,50 . 4.00 MotklayYtiday

The tritaisty bat a vusll fdlIV Waal, vatkoo: any. Sce ,
entry F .

L20 Embaisly at Ni,ailapsicat

I a. Z374 Miawdegattis A werwt. Nw
Washinvaam, D.0 ZOOLlif
it./.5471

b 9: .41A.m..14iwn ate 2-.30 r .00
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1..21 Eatassy al Maimed

1 a. 1400 20:* Sorted, NW
wathMliwit. D.C. 20036
2144M)

&dem Emkella cad leteraaapael

9 ;Up 4,04.5:00 p.m, Monday-Friday
2, . A small reference history contsieing newspieen.

maxima, sad govern-ment publications is maintained by the embassy. It alto currently receivesthe Dad,

1,.22 Emboasy of Mail

I. a. '1.i0 R Sneer. NW
Washanvios, D.C. 20t08
3.12-2240

b 9 004.w-5:00 r.s. Mon ay- Friday
2. The embus, receives the daily and weekly newspaper 1.° Limp.

13 Embassy si Markkania
1. a. 2129 Letup Plum, NW

Washoneem, D.C. 20008
212-1.700

b. 9:00 4,611.-5 :00 r.w, Monday-Friday
2. The embassy receives Chao, a daily newspaper an Freacb and Arabic.

LI4 Embassy of Staaritins

a. 4101 Conmerticw Anwar, NW
W whingico, 0 .C. 20008
244-1491

b. 10.00 A- ki. ; U0 P.M. Monday-Friday
2, The embassy currently receives several &ally newspapers from Mauritius.These include Cornets. L'Lepress, Le Mourictero, Nation. Le Popakfire,aiti The Saar.

US Embassy of Nionsecte

1. a, /6t)i 210 &reel, NW
Wadringion. D C. 70009
401.71.79

b.. 9.30 s.m.-I :00 PM. and 2:30 r.0414:00 P.M. blooday-Ftidny

1.20 Embassy of Niger

i, a. 2204 R Street. NW
Warkketots. D.C. 20 O041
483-4221

b. 9:00 A-lif.5 :00 PM. Monday-Friday

2. The embamy currently receives the daily nampspa. Le4ahei turd the
weekly Sashed-liebdo.

127 Embassy of Niggle

a. 3201 Af Street. NW
Plashiesiteig. D.C. 20037
223-9200

b. 9:30 aiii.-Noon and 2:00 r.m. Monday-Friday

2. The Nineties arc ay maintains a public rdefence Musty cantaining
several bunked general reference books on Mims hisherwlingennat
soc#I1 sad economic derelonnteni.

moo
goviramat atatiatiss; Caul .

lhak of N.iScria Mots and mauler. darektpment plan; and sa
waive collection of re ional and festrel Geoid anowilL_kaddidars
the Rimy receives all the maltw Nigeria' naiveness. Woo* Da,
Sketch, Daily Miss, New Nigerian. Nigeria Simedard. Nigerian Chrren.
kle. Nigerian Herald,- Nittrittil Obriever. Mimi= Tritgamr, Ur, and.
Sunday &prat.

Wor further regardiag tbe libarre smoverces, sierardtan
should call 223-9300. eat 305.

The emt,assy ako has a collection of lbw sad slides svallable bx10.11,
without doge. Seen entry Fit

3, ,decal Nigeria. a quarterly newsletter. was published sold disseminated
by the embassy until recently. The Information Section of the embassy
plans to resume its publication in the not-too- di tat future.

120 Embassy of Raw&

1. a. 1714 New Hanspshire Avenue, NW
Watinnvon. D.C. 20009
232-2882

b. 9:00 a.m.-12:30 P.M. and 2:30 r.st..5:00 ap.ra. Iliciaday-Priday

129 Embassy of Senegal //

I. s. 2112 Womins 44yesue, W
Warkiairtaa, D.C. MX
234400 58



b. 9:00 &N 1 :00 a.m. and WO St.sa..S:00 P11. Ifoadayaldir
2. The mitbmay cane* Naha 2 munpapere from Seriegal: the

hone Origne and Ste daily Arkif Mach).

L30 Embassy of Sem LeN111

1. S. 170119th Street. NW
Washington, D.C. 20009
263-7700

ac, 9:00 am...1:00 ktoadapi!riday
2. The embassy maintains/a small Mary vAdeh it hopes to enlarge la the

am future. Currently/It oantaini gesterel-rderence material on Serra
Leone. inchuSag mV#, and pedothaah.

3. The embassy disseadnaus atoaddy nevnletter.

L11 Wage, te Somalis

1. a. 600 NeW Ntanpahlre Avenue, NW
Washings" D.C. 2007
234-3261

b. 9:00 A.s.-5:00 raw. likmday-Friday
2. Ttu embassy currently receives tbs daily Somali newspaper October Star.

L32 Endow of South Africa

1. a. 3051 hfauschnsetts Avenue, NW
Washin Ilex D.C. 20008
2324400

b. 8:30 A.M. -12:30 P.M. and 1:30 P.m.-S:00 P.M. Monday-Friday
2. The embassy maintain a Antall library which contains a Wens= caw

tiara of government publications, newspapers, periodicals, and other
general-informal= literature. For the embassy's film collection, seeentry F13.

3. The information comsselor of the embassy inshlishes an an ad hoc basis
(approximately 10 times a year) the Beckgrounder Series, which coven
a wide range of std)jecte. Recent issues have focused on: *Swath Africa:
Scope for lineament"; sThe Cape AnuteStratesk: Ocean Passage;
"South Africa's Vital Mineralen; "South Africa's New Couwitudonal
Plan "; "Sport in South Africa"' and "South-West Afdca/Nambie:
South Africa's Case." These and 'other materials are distauted free of
charge. For further information. call the informationboueseler t232-

'. *

133 Endow/ of Sadao

1. a. 000 New Nwispeldre Aram, NW
Washings" D.C. 20037
3364150

b. 10:00 a.11. -No ce and 2:00 r4104:00 P11. hltudapinfday
2. The embassy timbales a =A refeurnee Sway pahlle me. Msmanse of books and sane 150 M.A. dimes sad 116.D. auestadons.
3. A nendeiter, Stoke Press, is ansehuktd by sbe guibany. ekes wigs

Sams Newt, an ecoacomic bullets piddithed by the Esonomle

ANEN=110W111111IMMIIIII=INM

L34 Embassy of SwarBand

1. a. 4391 Constectiam Avow, NW
Within8104 D.C. 30008
362468.0

b. 9:00 e.se.4:00 P.M. bloadayPriday

"411111111111144

US Embassy of Tasmaala

1. a. 2139 R Streit. tiW
tWashboon, D.C. 20008
2334101

b.9:OO,a,M..2 :00l.M. hfonday-Friday
2. The embassy currently receives the lkelly News and Muni from Tan-

zania.

3. A newsktter is distributed by the Information Section.

L36 Embassy of Togo

1. a. 2208 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20008
234 -4212

b. 9:00 a.m.-3:00 r.M. Monday-Friday 60
2. The embassy currently realm only 1 nevaptger, Togo Profs (la

French).

1411111=6,

L37 Embassy of Tsai*
Z. a. 2408 Maesedinutts Arenas, NW

2Washbasin,
DL 20N N

34460
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b. 9:00 a. m.-1:00 rm. and 2,00 suo.4:00 o.er. Monday-Rh*
2. The edam cum* modem the am* French sin! Arable butzwasa

=hem Timis la. It also maintains a small cob:Won of Sas
travaasble for loan (sae 011171/14).

1.30 Radiossy of Usual

1. a. 3909 idth Soon. NW
Weston*" D.C. 20011
7264100

b. 9:00 sa.m.-3:00 P.M. bland
2. Th embassy *seentinefise genmal-Informiktion literature. ft currently

receives the 2 bating newspapers from Uganda: Sunday Voice andVoice Ups. For the embassy's film colketkm. see entry F13.
3. A regular newslethte is published and distributed by the embassy.

1.39 1Calsem of Upper Voila

1. a. 550016th Street. NW
Washinsoon, D.C. 20011
7264992

b. 9:00 a.m.-3:30 r.m. Monday-Friday
2. the anthem ctoradly roeeives 3 newspapen in French from Upper

Volta.

LIM Embassy of Zak*

1. a. 1g10 New Nasopshire Avenue. NW
Waskiniffoa. D.C. 200119
7344690

b. 9:60 Aillt.4400ss and 2:00 e.11.-4:60 PM. Mendtry-Frithii
2. Some seneral-information ilieratute is maintained for piddle Ult.

embassy ako receives 3 newspapersM (Swahili) and Siroars (Lingsla).

1.41 &Mow of Zambia

I. s. 2419 Monorksmerti Avenue, NW
Wanly. D.C. 20000
165-9717

9:00a.m.-3:00 sr.u. idonday-Friday

2, The dheeteinates generel-intommtien Wash= AM Zambia. to tbe It amenity receives 2 daily arospapas: Times of Zambiaand Zosoltie Daily Moil See entry F16 for the cm ass film colkction.
3. Press releases of the embassy are made available to the public



5 'Research Centers and International 0 nizations with Information on Africa

d; IniernatioAal Organizatioss
-

szcerpti4 fram.P.M. !Watt, Scholarli dulde to Washington, D.C. African Studies,
Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1980

4

a'

bdeandonal Dank for Reconstmetion and Development (Wald
Bank)

1. a: 1818115*ns, NW
Wahhirost, D.C. 20433 .
4774234
Robert S. hif.Namara, President

b. Scholars sbuvid 04 ahead for ',Moments with the Mat ,

3. See entry A26 for the Joint Bank-FUnd Librasy.

4. The main objective of the World Bank (foemally. the international Bank
for Ittamstrucdon Development) and As 2 affiliatesthe Interna-
tional Development (IDA) and the International Finance
Corporation (IPC)---is to provide esancial sad technical assistance for
economic devdopment. Since the bank is Primarily comma' with mak-
ing or guaranteeing loans for reconstruction sod development projects,
most of Its activkies pertain to devekspirig countries. Bank and IDA op.
orations essconnams the follow's* arms: agriathstre and fusel develop.
ment, education, mum industrial developmeot and lbw% populadon
and IskatitiOa, power. techniad assistance, telecommunications, transpor,
dation. Om development, and water sup* and nertealP. The hash
assesses aid taken Into account the envirosumental impact and haft
aspects of Ks peojects.

The World Sank Is a valuable teems= far remands in the Said of
African economical. dune areas

The bank's operational structure is organised into 6 regionaloffiets. 3 et
which deal with Africa (East Africa, West Africa. and Walla Eel and
North Africa).

The region' tea. are respombhe for the plaiming sad management
of tho World Ilank's ekvelopment amitacce programa The7, ere divided
into projects and prftrams departments. deaths with the countries in
each region. The resional offices arm ossaldemented and supported by
the Central Projects Staff and =mom Papaw Staff dealing ape-
cifically with sectors' with and

The bank's Informatio. sad Public Again Department has
slain specialists who any out the department's tarbric-affais effort is
develVoing cowries on a talons' basis and proviSe hthwinstiort sittvices
to those regions 'Mat regions' specialists art the Nu point of coated
with the hank and will guide Interested paws and scholars to the ap-

6 2
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4. The main pwpose of IMP la to premaic lnnadonal monetary anop,.
tioa fa4 the tileJ owib of lnteraaiioa.I trade, Sad m1isi
acbanje stab1ty tbah oodtozk,a sad ccaborsdan by member

The Monetary Pond, l Ita countcrpad the World ok la a major
resource for the Attk&4. cceWly In the subject category of eon-
nonce. IMP's catsuelve Iki of publicadosu Fo,ldes a coetlaisous and
up4o.dste _ oce of tks sad other Information on anonamlo de1.
opmenh$ In African ononbies. Pab * more lwpoetaa& rmaiwce at the
fund Is th. staff mears themselves, who are eatitmely knowledgeable
in their fields and have onuntryapecMc cipertite. flme perusluleg. these
specialists mw wilMag to confer with scholars

The IMP baa aumareus depsitmeats and offices with activities that per-
tain to Africa. Some of she more Important of these are dheuswd below.

The 4frlca pepaflmsut comprises 7 lvMloam, each at which is aseigned
S cosmuies. Maze than 70 economists In she deportment monitor balance.
o1-psy'ati developescota, anchang, rates, forelge Linde, sad edated



4

SW i awdmilwarlig

horn salvias* relstirs; to Wan. Ethiopia. Libya. ood Be% and train
die itesearch (477-29U).

ME bows a. new of publications on its activities at well w.
related sermon* subjects. Sdiohirs may vvrite for a free finicky:a IMF,
Adit'ens (Witshingtoni MC, 19 h), which Data and deseribb ail
publications. Some of these haste skeidy b daladaul under various
departments. To addhiess. the iellowing MY publications may COnlaia
material of hosed to Micadsts: Awed 'Report of the Execadve
roma, which viMsios a survey of the weld oconmay; the Anraist
Report os Estchaswe Ratriceon which mean country.byeourstry
descriptioas of the =change spa= &dance of Payment, Menai (4th

Januasy 1,78); ammo as bevelopmest quests* publiabed
joiody by IMF end the World link, which provides laionnation .00
current interoadossi toonatem trends and mil& be of value to students
of intensatiossi eamomich; aid IMP $10,47. wail* le Published 23
HMS a year with as annual Wu mid occasional supplements.



6. continued: Research Cent and Intematienal Cr p o
on Africa

b Research Centers and Inormation Offices

excerpted from *Att., Schol3es Cuide trifehttihirtAto.n.4. D.C. Airttor4 Scutt lets...
Washington. -C.: .y;taithkionfiln trisatitot ion 1 "A do a 1101,1

H
Research Centers
and Information
Offices

Research Casten and Intormstian Offices Eon? Fanner MI)

1. wilphome morberts)

2 tloct :Arial sod aide

2 Pere alai argaxisation

4 Pevaeaon sad onwards actiltit;gs pi:nail:J.4 to Agrta

Lbrityireseareb

6, Poblicaulans

Hi ildrimerd letweridenel Swats lantifule Yaiversity of Thud)

11i2. East-West rowers
4330 EgstWest Highway
ilestatiain, Md. 100I4
ON I Id I -0118

mwmc i.. Harvey. Ditector
DoOtiatvey. Dirac or of Publications

S. The Advanced laternational Stashes latritute i~i attliated *WI'
versify at Miami (Coral Gables. Florida), It willS fonnerty knobs ws

the Center Mr Advanced laternatarcial Studies 4,1 the ilicP6vectiR).

4. The lastitute undertakes iatetihiciptimity rowan?) usi iotenuttanal
with a prisnesy focus on Soviet studio.. Prclitat fultirt stickball
Antenna win. ihr.setore. include Soviet *dove= and involvemem e
Attica and &NW trouble spots iiiknt as the WM, Fall sip-4 Si.11,

Saharan Atm:.

Refilling' ;Arbitrations of the iniititute consiu if Ocvlaiepacizi rap" g(a

Insernacianai Agairs, Ibbith ctintain the restifes upec,glatra cest4wa

produeed by the stall; the Adiariograpite I baseresal.tetai .4ilars strum

It*



Ba twenretallafaneassin alirs4la nr
*Web fames on suhiceta inn:sedate insplicalions: and the
periodical Soviet Waelii Oidook, ishltec+ periodically _ elates Aftita-
Mated ankles, Ilse following knocaglaPbt ti at sfecial Witrog;o Afticantstr

Susan Fiat * A Cesatre7 Mark &mem Wallis ( 1973):
Lt. Gless. Daniel 0 Graham, The Crisis ins Aledost: (14. Soars): at

the Ctostroade ( 1977);
Wier P. Hahn and Alvin 1. Cottrell. Soviet Shade* Owe AfrUzo

'1976):
Foy D. Kolder, Lena Gault. and Mose L Harvey. The Soviet 1.4 Wort

Qad the Oatiliet 1973 Matta., LOtt War' ItyrNisditow POr De,terrte
1,1974);.

1CAscr LeRoy ?Mu, Zhe E4otittotte !waft of lieetruilloAr mvt< TrAda
wish Rhatalio.: A Pfaillinary (1974).

HI African rsiftliograyble Canter, let. (ABC)

S'aiRe 1:01'
/3.6 etriorctkat eivothat,
Widifinekort. 201.-O6
2Z 1-1392

MastAs Address.
P Hai 1N)46
Wathesoon. :0099

2- !Mat 0 Mold:cwt. Preside:It bud E.sr.444ve Direace
3, Alg: a attested with the Walttizigtoo Tot Paste <71) Afthan Moira

Irvilind(41 h 463 u ac ii*forettation orftter .for the getferal pablic and
for treveartatera, A Vlictrterett goal was, the bniidiail of Am isdozmat cutt-
vtstilency for Africa..

The AOC re:sear:1i plasma* is varied atul flettibte; part of it it els,
10;011,, and part of its depend* as contrail-Is ft governments rata
fatindraioni -The onsoing voltam con fists of a dead, &red of Wallop.
raptiic aria iritormatIon proirsras err tht radio, la seittition, the staff
cIrtniqs to pinpoint tosarch IMO befell! they become tveil knows and
then pabiisb boobs uf bibliographies for them. An clamp* is Atu4
Kdarti and Dassilego itahmito, A Shan Gvide to the Study rth2.
sc-opicr d Givieral Bitlio*roph, . which was published at a time whoa
Ethtopian pAtica *tante of veil corian) to American petit rnakere
fs:11

Th ntra43 pkvituus consotta:to for flu Warld Bank, Art.
cos PAWN ruhcmt. the Slane Dc;Aaronent umsr &us AIDatAZ41$

FrA;114!*

Abe 14:310 stitve4 ale liaison oftrt pooling ta61 for orstnil.
4r; ;s1-, ai pi.,,,,t1,,q,e-nts fR hza wk:44!rateil conftrence* iiEeait:ies

fo,n4iiktoni wino:. 3 *wit rag -Ctia-gioni
S*-ovtit Artm:in E,,;:Lnwram Ftriottwtri It Loa kik? ptuirki as
% A:iti;ALN 1:41.4,40 Stelt. w tti. stunt
Tp!bitz4,r4
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$cnU .1 piipthdon o*ib, be Aab 6. Tho ID*IIIUWI Lwy,a O14r to iMM SW*WN 1tSI
OVkI nad C* s*Lns k Atñ. ,aL I (197?) thould bo ( usa to,easa Thiw ss vumaa ndfl

also sad qo taiu. .cmtnarv, and mectus. bo avs*hbla Pair
ianny OS would bo of antssidu*Me üdcras$ 10 AfrksnMs. CThesr
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1755 Mcushweus Avenue NW'
Wgshlagton. D.C. 2tIAJ6
'462-44t

Emery N. Cadc President'

4. Resources for the Future Is a nonprofit organization which conducts
research. primanly from an economic perspective, on national nd inter-
natioqal policy issues relating to nPwiI resources, energy, environment,
food, agriguluire, and popidà*ion.

Preicotly. none o(,,tbg ongoing research work lnvo!ves Africa.

The organLzation póblishes
a cewsleuer, Resources (3 tImes a year),and a erie of books and moeogr.phs nchuding Ronald Rlcr. ed.,

C4inin; Resorce Problenu c/ the .'ourth World (Baltimore: Johns
Hcpkin& University Press, 1976) and Ronald Riker, ed, Ftipulwlon a,,d
Development (working pap, 1976).

..' I

H29 Rbodeslan Jutormazion Oce

1. 2832 McGill Thiracs,NW
Wihinon, D.0 20008
41&J-448

2. Ktnneth iAe,, Direcor

4. the main tiiio of The s4esian .1cfon tim Otke s h
nci$ sniorwiahon or. Rhodr4. ?omphk. hterdurc, nd Utir typtof mcr,als re diairsbuid flee of charge.

¶ 'flit, In n,ua OIbc msLstaus $ rtsdn worn wInch conz1ns omeI 000 uncr.J rcae hooka, and Rhudcan maazsncI itnd urret*(
nei1papers. nmd the Heeold and $hc Sun slsy Msd. ft als hs adc on of gsWènrnteus$

s*a1Imca. The rtadmg room is ces oiL lfHn 94) as to 5:00 r.*, Mo1iyFtiduy.
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2. Edgar Lockwood, EietiiiIve Dr.c*oi

4. The Wab1ngton Office on Africa ic pihensily an aCtke-od4 Iebb
group which seeks to pin the suppoit ci *e Amesicaa poopi. h

ordc to influcnca US. policy on Sotdbea Milan and fc4ftpss gas

jorhy ryk. Acthld.i comprise publicadon and dise''n Cl
source nateria1a lid OranIzathoii of suppeit on spedfc ut

5. The Washington Ocè on A$rka does not maMtth a foemal
However, ie-hu ntensive vertical gt05 that sla unique aid valit

able materials perlsining to Southern AMes and U.& policy. e

searchers may be allowed to consuh these msswfaWat the aere1iaso

thest n
6. Afric*uisss'sboukf g4 the toUowia publiaikon val:

4Ircvn 4cflee. bulletin, on eonanil 1lot doMsg with US
cisl policy issues In Zmb bwe,NssWbl., aid Sv*'in Africa;

ConssJol Yoth* Record on Southas Afr pvblhbë4 approzi

*lclyocaycr
WMgtnNoiezo.ifrica (qusitsiti.

gion Ocs on Nic elsa P1sh i,la 1ø* ch
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1135 Washington Task Force en Aldan Alan (lVIM4)
1. P.O. Bas 130.1.1

Washingtun, D.C. 20009
223-139,1

2. Daniel 0. Matthews, President and Executive Director

3. Washington Task Force on African Main is the volunteer arm of the
African Bibliographic Center (see entry H2).

4. WTFAA is primarily an educational and information office. Its primary
function is to educate the American public and develop an informed
constituency for Africa through dissemination of information and tom-
prehensive *image of Aldan*aka

Besides serving as an information organization. the Task Force also
offers a wide range of services haluding lecturers, cemsultants and cur-riculum specialists. It undertakes research and analysis on a contractual
basis for institutions such as the World Bank, AID, and the Ford Foun-
dation.

In addition, Is provides daily news briefs on current African affairs.
(See Nabarl in the publication and media sectimi ti this guide, entry
Q9.)

5. The African Bibliographic Center maintains its own likely consisting
of some 10,000 volumes. The library is, however, for staff use only. .

6. For a description of the publications of the African Bibliographic Cen-
ter, see entry 112. Specific publications of the Washington Teak Force
on African Affairs include:

AMA: Women- A/rkan and American Worlds. An Outlook, a
series of information guides providing up-to-date information on women
in Africa and the U.S., with a focus on foreign aM ,rs and the role of
women in economic development;

Congress and Africa, an analysis of congressional voting on African
issues and selected reading list;

Haber' Special Reports, a series of topical and analytical inSpriab onAfrican affairs.

Note : Also see African Bibliographic Center, entry fit

1136 111;oodrew Wilton International Center for Scholars (WWICS)
I. Smithsonian Institution Building

1000 Menton Drive, SW
Wathingitm, DC. 2060
3814413

1. lames H. Billington, Director

The Woadrow-Wilson International Center for Scholars was created by
United States Coagseas as the nation's' olitcial living !paraxial to its

Intaipeigbdt praideve. As a seined andilutiose with intmoutiseid far
4

.

Resserch Cows cad falenneiten Mem

tants, the center seeks to encourage tb ormeito we of the
human, archival, and institutional remotes in the tunkets espitlit
studies illuminating mares understanding it his pan and you&

The center's programs suempt to commenroelde the Wlisenten see-
Donlon between ideas and affairs, between Welke mid morel purpose.
At the heart of the MOW stands iit Fellowahip Prooram. which mt.
aisles the Institution to appoint fellows anturally from the U.S. sad
abroad to conduct research on major prc4eds at the center for pedods
ranging from 4 months to I. year or more. The center bee no permanent
or tenured fellows. The center's Fellowship Program maims al 2
broad divisions (Socisl awl Political Studio. Ind leteurleld aid Cul-
tural Studies) and 4 wecial progranss (on Russia and the Soviet Union.
on Latin America and the Caribbeen. on intereadosel security int"
and on environmental problems). The center also opisstaa a Med
Scholar Pram for the short-tam use of the mattes fedlitles by a
small number of visiting scholars and specialists.

Tbrinsgh these pogroms scholars specializing ha Milan dela me
kought into the center to carry out research The number wits froni
year to year. Since 1976, cent fellows and game soluders with Aitken
specialities have included: &wile Gabre-Sellassia, Grace Stunt Ibises.
Carl Either, James L Gibbs, Jr., Hollis Lynch, Plonk M. Snou*e.
Peter Vanneman, Manipur Khalil Enutuned Ottiocbiss, David and.
Marina Ottaway, and Raymond Mutter.

The centees activRiee include frequent coNoquin; amain student.
aid other discussions designed to foster Inteffectuel comenuOy anumg
the participants. The scheduled events am Slammed is the mcanhly
Calendar of Events.

S. The Wilson Center has a working library contsielog 15.000 vobees of
basic reference works, bibliographies. and eareadal IneuelittaPhs In the
social sciences and humanities. The library sdismases to and mai"
the back files of about 300 scholarly journals and periodicals. As put
of a National Presidential Jd emorial. the libery has special maw to the
collections of the Library of Congress and other government Iftwariask

The librarian is Dr. Zdenek V.11%whi (31114100).

6. The Wilson Quarterly carries oetasional amides on Africre The sprins
1977 issue, in particular, incided a series on the Union of South Al**
The center also sponsors the publication of Schafer? Guides to Washing
ton, B,C. Available from the Smithsonian Institution Press, the Guide.
survey the collections, institutions, and organizations pertinent to the
study of particular geographic areas, such as Africa. East Asia, Lull
America and Ott Caribbean, Russia/Soviet Union and ober maid is
;ions.

1137 World Coffee Informallos Ceske

1 110017th Street, NW, Sidle 302
woslitcagum, D.C. 20030
1144844

"... trVits IrVviscPrfs
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1138 Worldwoldt Wed.

1. Sette ?Of
1776 Afamckweas Artiste. NW
Warknon. D.C. 2000
452.019

2. Lester Brown, President

4, 1k Worldwatch Institose, e conprofit organization. unikSoluta
from a global perspe sive. on population. food energy, environ .

met. roles of women, end other oath Woes.

6. The histinde publithei Worldwasek Papers (8 to 10 per year) and
books (through a contretrcial

+-
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12. Map Collections
Excerpted t rope P.M. Bhatt, Scholars' Guide to Washinaon h C.

rican Stud its, Washiington, D.C. : Smithsonian Institution ;

tress, 1980, paper.

1.
a.
b.

d.
a

Map Collections Entry Format (E)

General information
address: telephone nurnber(s)
hours of service
conditions of access
reproduction services
name /title of director and beads r4 relevant divisions

2. Sire of holdings pertaining to Africa

3. Description of holdings pertaining to Africa

4. Bibliographic aids facilitating use of collection

10
Central Intelligence Agency Map Colkedon See entry 10.

El Defense Mapping Agency Hydrographk/Topographic Center

1. a. 6500 Brookes Lane
Washington, D.C. 20315
227-20.36 (Topographic Data Rase Division)

b. 7:30 A. Pal .- 3 : 30 P. ra. Monday-Friday

c. The Defense Mapping Agency Map and Chart Collections are not open
to the public. Researchers are restricted to the Department of Delcne
Mapping, Charting, and Geodetic Community.

cl. Selected maps and charts arc available for purchase from the DMA
Oftice of Distribution Services.

...e. Cot. John R. Lund, Director, DMA Hydrographic/Topographic Center
Mr. Philip McAvoy, Chief, Topographic Data Base Division

2-3. The DMA Hydrographicaopographic Center Library Collection con-

I

/ /13

tains approximately 1,495,000 maps, 2.800 charts, 75,000 books, pert-
decals, and documents. The number of Africa-related maps and charts
is difficult to estimate. The library contains predominantly topographic
maps (depicting special features such as vegetation, roads, and railroads,
land and ocean areas, cities, towns, and airfields) but also stores aero-
nautical charts (depicting essential topography, obstructions, aids to
navigation, and other pertinent information for air use) and nautical
charts (showing navigable water.. and adjacent or included Land areas.
marine obstructions, aids to navigation, and other pertinent information
for mariners).

In addition, there arc selected topical maps on related subjects, such
as administrative divisions and transportation and urban areas The
maps generally range in scale from 1:50,000 to 1:2000.0C. Many cups
are classified. The classification is usually related to souse, scale, and
date, or restrictions imposed by international agreements with foreign
countries.

4. A substantial number of maps produced by DMA are available to the
public in the DMA Map and Chart Depository Program. Each deposi-
tory collection contains over 1,000 maps of Africa. George Washington
University Library and other depository libraries maintain a catalog of
depository maps.

Selected topographic maps, aerot.autical, and nautical charts are avail-
able for purchase, such as the Africa, Series 2201. For further informa-
tion and a copy of the DMA Price List of Maps and Charts /or Public
Sale, contact Defense Mapping Agency, Office of Distribution Services,
Washington, D.C. 20315.

AMI11111111111=.111=410111.1

E2 Geological Survey Library (Interior Department} Map Collection

1. a. 12201 Sunrise Valley Drive, Fourth Floor
Reston, Virgi'. fa 22092
(703 )860-6679

b. 7:45 -4:15 P.M. Monday-Friday

c. Open to the public.

d. Researchers wishing tt obtain copies of maps in the collection should
seek the assistance of the staff, who will direct them to local photo-
duplication firms which provide such services for a fee.

e. Cieorge H. Goodwin, Jr., Librarian

2. The library's map collection contains approximately 266,e00 sheet maps,
of which an estimated 2,000 are Africa-related. A measurement of the
maps shelfiist indicates that there arc roughly 475 map: of West Africa.
325 of North Mica, 400 of East Africa, 275 of Central &Ws, and
320 of Southern Africa.

3. Maps are arranged by subject and geographic area and further classified
by region and country. The collection consists largely of geologic and

0
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earth-sclonce maps, divided lid" ratimerous categories: agriculture, min-
e: al resources, water, vegetationillella, climate, and coal.

4. At the present there exists no published catalog or inventory of the
entire map collection. However, in the future, the holdings will be
placed in a computerized system to facilitate easy access. For maps
published by the Geological Survey, the following catalogs should prove
of use to researchers:

Publications of the Geological Survey. 1879-1961 and Publications of
the Geological Survey, 1962-1970. New Publications 91 the Geological
Survey, issued monthly with annual cumulations, provides information
on current maps. For further information, scholars should contact USGS
Public Inquiries Office, Room 1 -6-402 National Center, 12201 Sunrise
Valley Drive, Reston, Virginia 22092.

Note: Also see entry A14.

E3 Library of CongressGeography and Map Division

1. a. 845 South Pickett Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22304
(703) 370-1335 (Reading Room or Map Reference inquiries,
(703) 370-1216 (Main Office)

Mail: Washington, D.C. 20540

b. 8:30 A.M. -5:00 P.M. Monday-Friday
8:30 a.m.-12:30 11.M. Saturday

c. Open to the public.

d. Photoreproduction services available through tLe Library of Congress
Photoduplication Service.

e. John A. Woltt.cShief
Richard W. Sterihen.soo, Head, Reference and Bibliography Section
Andrew W. Modelski, Bibliographer

2-3. The Geography and Map Division of the Library of Congress has the
world's largest and most comprehensive cartographic collection, consist-
ing of 3.6 million maps; 42,000 atlases; over 250 globes; and some 8,000
reference books. The collection is all inclusive, but it is especially strong
in historical maps and atlases. Specific African material includes an
estimated 340 atlases; 14,000 single uncataloged maps, published for
the most part prior to 1968; 1,750 catiLoged single maps received since
1968; and 57,000 individual sheets of large and mediu.n-scale set maps
and charts.

The reference collection in the Geography and Map Reading Room
contains geographic and cartographic reference books, bibliographies,
gazetteers, and current issues of ever 200 periodicals, all of which are
available for consultation. Miscellaneous vertical files contain pamphlets
and newspaper clippings.

ill? Colleakom Li / Ur

ATLASES

The division's unique collection of atlases dates from the Mika printed
editions of Ptolemy's Geography and includes representative and note-
worthy volumes of every period in cartographic history dating from
the 15th century. The collection contains over 55 printed editions of
Ptolemy's Geography and a good represeni .,scion of various editions of
the atlases of Onelius, Mercator, Blaeu, and other 17th-century pub-
lishers.

The extensive collection of African atlases covers the African conti-
nent, regions, individual countries, states, counties, and cities. Also in-
cluded are special subject or topical atlases which provide historic, phy-
sical, economic, geological, linguistic, and ethnographic data.

A dictionary card catalog is available; however, many of the atlases
are not listed in this catalog. A survey of the sheleist showed the fol-
lowing number of atlases: General and Colonial Africa, 61; North Afri-
ca, 54 (including 26 for Egypt); West Africa, 52 (including 12 for
Nigeria); Central Africa, 62 (including 42 for Zaire); East Africa, 46
(including 11 for Tanzania and 9 for Ethiopia); and Southern Africa,
59 (over half are Republic of South Africa).

The contents of most of the division's atlases art Zacribed in Library
of Congress, A List of Geographical Atlases in the Library of Congress,
compiled by Philip Lee Phillips (Washington, D.C.: Government Print-
ing Office, 1909.74), 8 volumes.

SINOLE MAPS

Maps obtained prior to 1968 are almost totally uncataloged. Holdings
are arranged on the basis of geographic area, thereby making it rela-
tively easy to iaentify and retrieve African materials. This massive col-
lection of African sheet :naps is arranged in 351 flat files with an av-
erage of 40 maps in each tile. The map files sic organized by continent,
region, subregion, and Country, and then further subdivided by chrono-
logical period (coveragr extends back at least through the 17th eta-
tUry ) by subject, e.g., agriculture, physical features, minerals and mines,
ethnography, climate, economics, transportation and communications
sytems, missionary societies), by submtional region, by politicaliscl-
ininistrative subdivision, and by city. A survey of the African map files
produced the following total numbers of maps by region (using a rough
estimate of 40 maps per file drawer): General Africa, 2,000: North
Africa, 3,280 (including 880 for Egypt); West Africa, 2,680 (including
760 for Nigeria); Central Africa, 1,600 (including 880 for Zaire); East
Africa, 2,500 (including 520 for Tanzania); Southern Africa, 1,680,(iin-
eluding 360 for Zimbabwe-Rhodesia) .

Singh: maps acquired by the division since 1968 (but dating from
every historical iserilx1) are filed separately in the MARC collection
(retrievable thrcogh the Library of Congress MARC computerized cata-
log). The MAR`7 collection is arranged according to the same format
as the On referred to earlier. African maps are arranged in 87 flat files
with an average of 40 ri,ops in each tile drawer. A survey of the abel-
fist shows a to al of some 4,570 African maps. 'I regiOnal break.
down is as follows; North Africa, 1,340 (ant:hiding 630 for Algeria,

I le.peopmen -ties r @
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200 for Egypt, 100 for Sudan); West Africa, 900 (including 250 for
Nigeria, 110 fur Ghana); East Africa, 700 (including 150 for Kenya,
100 for Uganda); Central Africa, 375 (including 150 for Zaire, 50 for
Angola) ; Southern Africa, 925 (which includes 350 for the Republic
of South Africa, 150 for Zimbabwe-Rhodesia, and 110 for Zambia).

Researchers can also find in the MARC collection maps published by
the National Geographic Society, Central Intelligence Agency, United
Nations, Defense Mapping Agency, African Geological Surveys, Miche-
lin, Great Britain's Foreign and Commonwealth Offices, and the U.S.
Army Map Service.

SERIFS MAPS

The series or set maps are often extremely detailed and are arranged
in the 'ante type of flat fi:c first by country, and then further divided
by subject, region, and city. There are a total of 1,238 series for Africa.
The following data refer to particular series: General Africa, 53; North
Africa, 348 (including 145 for Egypt); West Africa. 264 (including
98 for Nigeria); Central Africa, 122 (including 62 for Zaire); East
Africa, 250 (including 55 for Madagascar); Southern Africa. 201 (in-
cluding '5 for the Republic of South Africa and 55 for Zimbabwe-
Rhodes . Contents include topographic, hydrographic, geologic, soil,
mineral, and mource maps. The Nautical Chart Collection consists of
nautical and se-onautical charts published by the major maritime
powers. Predominant among these are charts produced by the British
Admiralty and by Southern African governments. Virtirilly all ma-
terials in this collection date from the 19th and 20th centuries. At the
present, there exists only a preliminary cataloging of the set maps; how-
ever, a series map shelflist is maintained by the division.

RARE AND VALUABLE MATERIALS

A large collection of unique and valuable items is storei:! in a special
vault These include extensive holdings of original mantc.cript, engraved
and lithographed atlases, and facsimile editions of rare and historical
volumes African material in the vault consists of 4 drawers of early
printed maps and manuscripts dating from the 12th to the 18th cen-
turies Especially noteworthy items among these uncataloged materials
include numerious editions of Claudius Ptolemaeus, Geographia, the
earliest of which dales from 1475 (the division also ',as other editions,
notably Bologna 1477, Florence 1482, Ulm 1482. etc.); Abrah;ea

Theatrum Orbis Terrartini (1570); Nicolas Sanson, L' Al rique.
en Plviiers Cartes Novvelles. et Esactes, 4c. en Divers Truitez de
GeoKroptiie, et dilistoire (Paris, 1667 j ?)), and a rare 17th-century
wail map portraying Africa. which :1 a 1669 Jaillot edition of Blaeu's
map of Attica and is a uaique and hitherto unrecorded copy and
one of the earliest large-scale representations of the continent. (It
is unusual and distinctive in having the title, inscriptions, and place
names in French rather than Latin; it is described in Yusuf Kama!,
Afonoinenia Cartographica lricae et Aegypti (Cairo, 1926-51), Wal-
ter W. Ristow, "America and Africa: Two Seventeenth-Century Wall
Maps" in the Quarterly Journal o/ the Library of Congress (January

fob; 4*
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1967); and the collection of the American Colonization Society (25
maps).

A sheltlist of the vault's holdings is maintained by the division.

4. There does not exist any single comprehensive catalog of the division's
entire holdings; card and book catalogs provide access to the specialized
collections. An indispensible reference tool is the Geography and Map
Division, The Bibliography of Cartography (Boston: G. K. Hall It Co.,
1973), 5 volumes with a supplement. This is a comprehensive index to
the literature of cartography. It provides author, title, and subject access
to books and periodical articles. The supplement con'ains special sub-
ject headings and a list of 275 serials and periodicals. The division has
also published several bibliographies and checklists which describe vari-
ous cartographic groups; and in 1968 a computer-assisted cataloging
system was initiated for current accessions of single-sheet maps. A de-
scriptive brochure, Geography and Map Division (Library of Canvas,
1977) and a List of Publications (1975), are available.

E4 National Archives and Records Service (NARS) (General Services
Administration)Center for Cartographic and Architectural
Archives

1. a. 8th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
(Entrance Iron Pennsylvania Avenue only)
Washington, D.C. 20408
523-3062

b. 8:45 a.m.-5:00 P.M. Monday-Friday

c. Open to all researchers. Researcher identification card required and can
be obtained from the Central Reference Division, Room 200 B.

d. Various types of photoduplication services available.

e Ralph Ehrenberg, Director

2. Africa-related maps are scattered in many different record groups.
3. 1 he maps and charts which cover a wide range of subjects and time

periods can be found in the follow:mg groups:

KG 8: Records of the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering. Contains
records of drainage and irrigation investigations.
RG IS: Records of the Army Air Forces. Maps of airports, air facili-
ties in French Congo and Abyssinia, 1942-43, and maps of target areas
in North Africa. especially Algeria.
146 23: Records of the Coast and Geodetic Survey. Gravity and mag-
netic observations made by E. D. Preston, who accompanied the naval
eclipse expedition to the west coast of Africa in 1889; planimetric map
of Liberia, showing highways, trails, towns, forest areas, and moun-
tains. 1955.

30: Records of the Bureau of Public Roads. Road maps of Fdhi-
opia and Egypt.

)
KG 37: Records of tie Hydrograpilic Office. 'The published nautical
charts of this office consist of over 2,000 Africa-related i*.t.roa cos-
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tanning charts relating to the African coast, harbors, islands, and hy-drographi information. The numbered archives tile contains severalmaps of .iberia, a map of the southwest coast of Madagascar and ofJohanna Island, 1889.
RG 38: Records of the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations; mapsrelating to Suez Canal. The cartographic records of the Office of Naval
Intelligence relating to Africa contain 2 maps of Algeria.
KG 43: Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and Ex-
positions. Includes some copies of German and French maps of Central
Africa.
KG 45: Naval Records Collection of the Office of Naval Records and
Library. Contains maps of the Cape Palmas area, 1853-55.
KG 46: Records of the United States Senate. Map "Maryland in Li-beria," 1853, shows various counties and cities afore the coast and aninset of Cape Palmas.
KG 54: itecirds of the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricul-
tural Engineering. Maps of African sate palms, 1889-1914.
KG 59: General Records of the Department of State. Diplomatic andconsular tiles contains several maps. Included are maps showing settle-ments on lower Congo; Liberian boundary, 1809; Kasai-Sankuru re-
gion. 1920-21; Stanley Falls area, 1893; numerous maps of roads, rail-
ways, bridges, and harbors in Dakar, 1929; Liberia, 1910-29; Portu-
guese Guinea, 1910-29; Italian East Africa, 1930-39; Egypt, 1910-29;
Algeria, 1940 -49; and French West Africa, 1940-49. In addition there
are some 76 items scattered among Foreign Security Inspection Reports.
Cartographic Records of the Division of Geography and Cartography,
Consular Trade Reports. and the Numerical Map File. These maps
show political boundaries and subdivisions, cities, mineral resources,
trade and communications, population density and ethnic groups, U.S.
consular districts, and foreign service posts.
KG 76: lt,...cords of Boundary and Claims Commissions and Arbitra-
tams A map of Africa showing European settlements.
KG 77. Records of the Office of the Chief of Engineers. Contains gen-
t:lid cartographic records comprising maps of North Africa, Senegal,
and the Belgian Congo; headquarters map file of the Office of the Chief
of Engineers, 1800-1935; War Department map collection showing de-
fenses of the Suez Canal, colonial possessions in Africa, war zone in
South Africa. and the area involved in the Ashanti war, 1900; maps of
the Army Map Service (2,000 items) showing physical features, place
names, boundaries, toads, and rivers; and a British map relating to the
1- ast Africa Protectorate, 1941-45. (Note: KG 77 is probably one of
the more important cartographic resources at the archives. It contains
a total of 2.073 items pertaining to Africa.)
KG 83 Records of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Maps of po-
litical subdivisions in Egypt, Union of South Africa, and North Africa,
1920 40, dot maps showing agricultural production and livestock. in
Algeria, Egypt. and South Africa.
KG 95: Records of the Forest Service. Published maps of forest re-
81413S.

KG 115: Records of the Bureau of Reclamation. Maps relate to recla-
mation activities, isscluOing water supply, irrigation, and colonization of
new lands.
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RG 120: Records of the American Expeditionary Forces (World War
1) . Topographic maps cover areas of Egypt, Sudan. and South Africa.
KG 151: Records of the Bureau of Foreign and Dotorstic Commerce.
Map of the African airway system.
KG 160: Records of Headquarters Army Service Forces. Task farce
maps of operations in the North African Theater, 1942-44; map of
Trans-Africa Railway.
RG 165: Records of the War Department General and Special Staffs.
Maps in file 6591 deal with French expedition for the relief of Fez,
11 1; those in file 6903 with operations of the Italian Expeditionary
Corps in Tripoli; map of area surveyed by Army Air Force during
North African campaign. 1942-43; maps dealing with British military
operations in South Africa, 1901; general cartographic records of the
Military Intelligence Division; and maps of the Geographic and Topo-
graphic branch of the Intelligence Division.
RG 226: Records of the Office of Strategic Services. Forty-seven
printed and manuscript maps of city plans, communicatioa systems,
minerals, railroads, agricultural regions, and theater maps; approximately
345 maps containing political boundaries and subdivisions, population
distribution. ethnic and religious groups, and related subjects.
RG 234: Records of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. Mare
than 30 maps prepared by the Madagascar Department of Mines,
mainly in the 1930s; maps and graphs relating to shipments of strategic
minerals from Africa, containing information about mineral resources
in the Belgian Congo, Angola. northern and southern Rhodesia. Mo-
zambique, South West Africa, crol:! Coast, and Rwanda-Urancli.
RG 242: National Archives Collection of Foreign Records seized. Maps
and charts showing geographic features of various African areas and
the location of troops in North Africa; 23 published maps comprising
general maps of North Africa, military maps seized from the records
of German Field Commands, cartographic records of the OberKom-
maldo der Kriegsmarine relating to naval strongholds and coastal forti-
fications of Southern African harbors, Portuguese East Africa

oasts,and harbors of Portuguese Atlantic Islands; 23 published maps of olorth
Africa; maps showing position of Allied and German units on the Afri-
can front; maps of targets in Egypt, French North Africa, Libya, and
Tunisia.
RG 253: Records of the Petroleum Administration for War. Contains
maps relating to petroleum-producing areas, mainly Egypt and Morocco.
KG 256: R cards of American Commission to Negotiate Peace. Maps
deal with U. Je and economic relations. In &Mellon to these there are
29 maps showing population density and distribution according to re-
ligion and "racial" type, suitable areas for colonizalion. natural set 0 2
sources, and Cape-to-Cairo railway; and 49 which deal with crop, fatsC
and livestock distribution and land classification and forested areas.
RG 291: Records of the Property Management and Disposal Service.
Maps deal with mines and metallurgical plants.
no 319: Records of the Army Staff. Maps and charts dealing with
Africa-Middle East Theater of operations; geological surveys of dia-
mond deposits in the Gold Coals and water resenoinanda.
RG 3311 Records of the Allied Operational lions Head-
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gumless, World War U. Sixty-five operational maps of North Africa.
1941-45, showing pogrom of campaign and position of forces; 18 items
stranged by geographical area showing tactical information on traffic
mobility in North Africa.
RO 41d: Records of St. Elizabeth's Hospital. Map showing routes of
modem explorers In Central Africa.

4. There is no single comprehensive catalog of NARS's African map col-

lection. Researcher should, however, find National Archives and Rec-
ord Service, Guide to Federal Archives Relating to Africa (1977) useful

for locating cartographic materials. Most of the information given
above comes from this publication.

Other guides which may be of some use include Charlotte M. Ashby
et al., Guide to Cartographic Records in the National Archives ( 1971)

and United States Hydrographic Office, Manuscript Charts in the Na-

tional Archives, 1838-1908, compiled by William I. Heynen (Wash-
ington, D.C. 1978).

Note: Also BCC entries B3, D5, and F26.

E5 National Geographic SocietyCartographic DiVsion Map Library

1. a. Membership Center Building
11555 Darnestown Road (Maryland Route 28)
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760
857-7000, Ext. 1401

b. 7:30 a.st.-4:00 ta.us. Monday- Ftic]ay

c. Not open to the public. Serious researchers may, however, be permitted

to examine the collection. They should contact the map librarian for

permission.

d. Xerox machine available.

e, Margery Barkdull. Map Librarian

2-3. There are an estimated 100,000 maps in the collection, which comprises
U.S. and worldwide maps (topographic, administrative, subject, and
highway maps), lunar maps, nautical and aeronautical charts, and city
plans. The library has a copy of every map ever produced by the
National Geographic Society. There is also worldwide coverage of at-
lases, reference books, and gazetteers.

It was not possible to estimate the number of African maps in the
collection. Many V the young African countries have not yet developed
mapping prograrnS and as a result the African map collection is not

extensive.

4. The collection is arranged by geographical region and country.

Note: The National Geographic Society has published numerous excellent

imps which are available for purchase at the Explorers Hall sales drsk

($57-7589) at 17th and M Streets, NW.
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1. Mini List of Key Resources

a. Guides and Directories to Individual African Nations

1) Africa South of the Sahara (Annaal), e.g. 1981-82, Eleventh Edition
London: Europa Publications Ltd., (18 Bedford Sq., London WC1B 3JN)

This probably is the best single volume reference work on Africa with
background articles altered in each edition (e.g. industry in Africa,
religion in Africa, agriculture in African economic development),
a directory of African and regional organizations, and 20-30 page
detailed summaries of each nation. Individual nation articles include
information on history, geography, economy, statistics, select bibliography,
and a directory of major government and voluntary agencies in the nation,
including foreign embassies in the nation.

2) U.S. Government Summary Surveys: (in increasing order of detail and complexity)

a. National Basic Intelligence Factbook (prepared by U.S CIA) available
from Document Expediting Project (DOCEX), Exchange and Gift Divisions,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20540 or
National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield,
VA, 22161 (Stock # 041-015-00124-8)
This 200+ page volume includes basic factual summaries for each foreign
nation and CIA vaps as an appendix. The volume is reissued periodically.
Our most recent copy is January 1980. Two-three page summaries are provided
of data concerning land, water, people, government, economy, communications,
defense forces and budgets.

b. Africa: Problems ane Pospects - A Bibliographic Survey, Headquarters, Depart-
ment of the Army, December 1977, Washington: U.S. GPO, Washington, D.C.,
20402, Stock # 008-020-00712-9

Written by the U.S. Army Library and from that particular point of view,
this almost 600 page volume contains useful summaries of data concerning
African nations and their geography, economy, resources, and military.as
well as the mid -1970s State Departmest Background Notes, whicl, are four-
page summaries of data on each African country.

c. U.S. Army, Area Handbooks (example Area Handbook for the Ruliblic of
South Africa, Washingtcln, D.C.: U.S.GPO, 1971, DA PAM 550-93)

These large volumes are of varying dates of issue, but provide a one
volume summary on most African nation and its society, history, physical
environment, population, ethnic groups and languages, family, living
conditions, education, arts and culture, religion, politics, government,
legal system, foreign relations, media, economy, agriculture, labor, indus-
try, trade, fiscal and monetary systems, and national security/military
issues. Many maps and illustrations are included.

d, Forvian Broadcast Information Service, Daily Report: Middle East and Africa
U.S. Department of Commerce, National Technical information Service,
285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161.

This daily publication may be obtained for an annual fee of $110. It pro-_
vidt!s full transcripts of selected programs of news and political infor-
mation from African government radio broadcasts. Its utility is in pro-

viding unedited transcripts of important speeehef: and government policy.
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b. Other Important Works and Directories

1) African/American Directory 1981-1982, New York: UNIPUB, Box 433, Murray
Hill Station, NY, NY, 10157, $115

This directory is oriented to the corporate market in the USA. It provides
proviles of every African nation with maps, economy, labor organizations,
various commercial data, embassy consultants and addresses, plus names,
addresses, phone numbers, and details of the African operations of U.S.
compa'Les in Africa.

2) Directory of African and Afro-American Studies in the United States,
compiled by David Duffy and M.N. Frey, Los Angeles, CA: Airican Studies
Association, c/o UCLA A, 1979

This is the only directory of African programs, organized by state.
Each entry provides the names, addresses, and phone numbers of the
program, faculty by discipline, courses offered by department, degrees,
African regional emphases, African languages offered, Africana library
holdings, numbers of students specializing in Africa, and linkages with
African institutions.

1) International Directory of Scholars and Specialists in African Studies,
Compiled by J. Duffy, M, Frey, and M. Sims, Los Angelus, CA: African
Studies Association, c/o UCLA, 1978.

Biographical data a4d publications, including address and phone number
are provided for circa 2,700 Africanist scholars, primarily in the USA.
Unfortunately, no index of country, language, or specialization is provided.

4) Africa, edited by Phyllis M. Martin and Patrick O'Meara, Bloomington, IN:
Indiana University Press, 1977

This volume probably is the best single volume introduction to Africa from
the point of view of the mainstream of U.S. Africanist scholars. Individual
chapters are offered with good bibliographies concerning: nvironment and
population, African history, Islam, European colonialism, decolonization,
traditional societies, traditional economy, African religion and woridview,
arts and music, contemporary economics, social change, political change,
development strategies, literature, contemporary flirt and mus", South
Africa, and Africa and the world.

The bibliography on the following pages is reproduced from that volume
en tot() as an excellent overview of the printed walks in African studies.

5) Africa on Film and Videotlpe. A Compendium of Reviews, East Lansing, MI:
Michigan State University, African Studies Center, H82, 553 p. , paper,

$35

This is the definitive directory to African film available in thy Uni;ed
States, including over 750 reviews of the film by African and Africanist
specialists. Some video material is included. Films and videotapes are

referenced in the index by topic, country, language, and socfcfv. Detail
are provided on the length, date, director/producers, details of confetti,

and -it.,urces of each productit)n.

I W)



2. Bibliography and Sources for African Studies

Jean Meeh Gosebrink

Bibliography and Sources
for African Studies

Reproduced from Africa, Phyllis M. Martin and Patrick O'Meara, eds.,
Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1977

THERE is No NEED to be ignorant about Africa today, in view of the availability
of a cumulative body of literature and data about the continent: the manu-
scripts written by Africans; the descriptions of travelers, missionaries, traders,
colonial administrators, and other visitors to Africa; the research of anthropolo-
gists, historians, political scientists, and other scholars; the reports of govern-
ment bodies and international agencies. The greatest amount of this literature
has been published in the past twenty-five years. There is also an increasing
amount of literature about Africa being written today by African scholars,
statesmen, and poets.

The purpose of this compilation of source materials is to provide an intro-
duction to some of the basic reference works and periodicals for African Studies
and to suggest titles for further reading. This bibliog.aphy cannot attempt to
be comprehensive. HOWC%Cf, the bibliographies, guides, and periodicals listed
here may be used by those who wish to find further information on specific as-
pects of Africa which interest them. This bibliography is arranged under topical
headings which follow closely but not exactly the chapter titles in the text. The
books listed for further reading include suggesaore. made by the authors of the
preceding chapters. A variety of viewpoints is represented. It should be re-
membered that the study of Africa is inter disciplinary and that subjects and
disciplines may therefore overlap in many of the works listed.

For most topics, references are given for (1) bibliographies, abstracts, in-
dexes, guides, and other reference aids; (2) major journals in the field; ( 3) sug-
gestions for further reading. With a few exceptions, the work-, listed have beei
published in the past ten years, and many were in print at the time this compila-
tion was prepared. American editions, if available, are cited and paperback edi-
tions (1'bk) are noted.
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Contents
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PlUt MEOWS, ,; III

African Culture and Background

'Li

Africa is a complex cultural area, a continent marked by variety and diversity.
Yet a fcw ..vriters have attempted to explain the shared cultural patterns and
values which they have seen in Black Africa and to present the underlying unity
in African culture. Suggested for further reading for those interested in this area
arc:

Bohannan, Paul, and Philip D. Curtin. Africa and Africans. Rev. ed, Carden
City, N.Y.: Published for the Museum of Natural History by the Natural
History Press, 1971. Pbk.,.

Davidson, Basil. The African genius: an irrboduction to African cultural and
social history. Boston: Little Brown, 1 ro. Pbk.

Diop, Cheikh Anta. The origin of African civilization: myth or reality? New
York: Laurence Hill, 1974. Pbk.

Maquet, Jacques. Africanity: the cultural unity of black Africa. New York, Lon-
don: Oxford University Press, 1972. Pbk.

Mazrui, Ali A. World culture and the black experience. Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1974. Pbk.

Sofola, Johnson 0. African culture and African personality; what makes an Afri-
can person African. Madan, Nigeria: African Resources Publishers, 1973.

General Reference Sources

Africa south of the Sahara. 1971. London: Europa Publications. Annual.
An annual compendium of information, with essays on various aspects of Africa:

a directory to the continent's regional organizations; country surveys, which include
brief historical sketches, economic informatics, statistics, and directories to govern-
ment, diplomatic representation, political pasties, religious orpnisatiorn, financial
and commercial institutions, the media, educational institutions, and the like. Also
featured are a "who's who," a section on primary commodities, a list of research in-
stitutes concerned with Africa, and various nuts.
Area handbook series. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office.

These country handbooks, prepared by the Foreign Area Studies of The Ameri-
can University, Washington, D.C., and published by the U.S. Coverntrwnt Printing
Office, aim to be "convenient compilations of basic facts about social, economic, po-
litical, and military institutions and practices of various countries. The emphasis is
on objective description of the nation's present society and the kinds of possible or
probable changes that might be expected in the future." Handbooks exist for abo
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thirty African nations, the latest being Malawi, Guinea, and Southern Rhodesia (all
1975) and Egypt (1976) . Each handbook includes an extensive bibliography.
Dickie, Jahn, and Alan Rake. 'Who's who in Africa: the political, military and

business leaders of Africa. London: African Development, 1973.
Dictionary of black African civilization. New York: Leon Amid, 1974.

Prepared under the direction of Jacques Magnet and Georges Balandier. Entries
under headings such as adornment, ancestors, fauna, games, initiation, masks; empha-
sis on traditional Africa; well illustrated.
MacDonald's encyclopedia of Africa. London: MacDonald, 1976.

Although as yet unseen, the periodical West Africa gave this reference work a
good review (26 June 1976): "Aspects of the continent are covered in 'thematic'
chapters: People, Economy, Social Services, Landscapes, 'Wildlife, Arts, Sports, His-
tory. Government . supplemented by three reference sections: 'A guide to Peoples
and Languages of Africa' containing more than 1500 entries; a 'Gazetteer' in which
the ;50 entries include extended articles on each country, with shorter entries on
interesting places; and a 'Who's who', with 250 entries of personalities past and
present."
Nguyen, Chi-Bonnardel, Regine. The atlas of Africa. New York: Free Press,

1973.
Prepared by the editors of ferule Afrique in Paris, this is the first comprehensive

atlas of the continent to appear in twenty years. The first section of maps and ex-
planatory content on such features as population, geology, climate, vegetation, lan-
guages, history, agriculture, communications, and so forth, is followe by a section
of regional and country maps. There is a gazetteer and an index of geographical terms.

GUIDES To AFRICAN STUDIES IN TUZ UNITED STATES

AFLog: African interests of American organizations. Edited by the African
Bibliographic Center and Development Alternatives. Washington, D.C.:
African Biblographic Center, 1976. (Its Current reading list se.ies, v. 11
no. 2.)

"A comprehensive and selected directory of academic institutions, nonprofit and
profitmaking corporations of all types with an active interest in Africa."
Directory of African and Afro-American studies in the United States, 5th ed.

Compiled by Mitsne Frey and Michael Sims. Waltham, Mass.. African
Studies Association, 1976.

Lists courses, faculty, library collections, financial aid, and areas of specialization
for 623 principal universities and colleges with African Studies courses and about
300 subsidiary entries listing school and courses.
Duignan, Peter. Handbook of American resources for African studies. Stan-

ford, Calif.: Hoover Institution, 1967.
Descriptions of 302 library, archival and museum collections.

BIALIOGRAPHIES:

The African experience. Edited by John N. Paden and Edward W. Sofia. v.

Illa: Bibliography. Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1970. Pbk.

Contains over 4000 references under topical and country headings. Other vol.

times in this set include: v. I. Essays, the essays of 27 contributors, all who have

taught African studies in American universities. to show the state of current research

in a number of disciplines; v. II. Syllabus; v.11Ib. Guide to resources.

Duignan, Peter, ed. Guide to research and reference works on sub-Saharan

Africa. Compiled by Helen F. Conotrt and Peter Duignan, with the assis-

tance of Evelyn Boyce, Liselotte Hofmann, and Karen Fung. Stanford,

Calif.: Hooter Institution, 1972. (Hoover Institutio t. Bibliographical se-

ries, 46.) Pbk.
Of major importance. It lists 3,127 bibliographies, guides, indexes, and other

reference works, as well as essential serials and monographs, all annotated, in four

sections: part 1, guide to research organizations, libraries and archives, and the book

trade; part II, bibliographies for Africa general: part III, subject guide in general; and

part IV, area guide by former colonial power. region, and country. The Cuide has

been supplemented and expanded upon by Hans E. Panofsky's A bibliograpi of

Africana (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1975).

Hartwig, Gerald W., and William M. O'Barr. The student Africanist's bona'.

book: a guide to resources. Cambridge, 'Mass.: Schenckman, 1974. Pbk.

A guide and bibliography especially useful for beginning students of African

Studies.

CONTINUING annaocaArtrizs:
The following bibliographies are all published at regular intervals and thus

give up-to-date information on new books and articles. The book reviews and

lists of books currently received in many periodicals also provide another way of

keeping up with new publications.

African book publishing record. 1975-. Oxford (P.O. Box 56, Oxford OX1 3EL,

England ), Quarterly.
Attempts to give "comprehensive coverage of new and forthcoming books pub-

lished in Africa"; also articles on African publishers and publishing in Africa.

Africana journal. 1970-. New York: African?. Publishing Corp. Quarterly. ',For-

merly Africana Library lournaL)
Book reviews, bibliographic essays and longer bibliographies; current listings.

Current bibliography on African affairs. 1963-. Farmingdale, N.Y.: Baywood

Publishing Co. for the African Bibliographic Center. Quarterly. 1 1 0
Br)ok reviews, bibliographies, and bibliographic essays; listings under subject and

country: of special interest are its listings under "African heritage studies."
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International African bibliography. 1971-. London: International African In-
stitute. Quarterly.

Coverage of books, articles, conference papers, reports, etc. The international
African Institute also has promised to reinstitute its African abstracts (1950-1972),
twice early, in 1978.

PIRIODICALS:

Africa report. 1956-. New York: African-American Institute. Bimonthly.
Articles on various subjects of political, social, economic and artistic interest; fre-

quent inteniews with African statesmen, scholars, etc.; U.S.-African relations, atti-
tudes, policies; a regular feature is "African update," a monitoring service for eco-
nomic and political developments around the cot.tinent.
Africa today. 1956-. Denver: Graduate School of International Affairs, Uni-

versity of Denver. Quarterly.
Articles analyzing current political and economic events; essays on the arts and

culture; issues are often centered on a theme, as Mozambique independence or
famine in Africa; book reviews.
African affairs. 1901 -. London: Royal African Society. Quarterly. (Formerly

Journal of the Royal African Society.)
African social, economic and political affairs; lengthy book review section; spe-

cial features include a bibliography of new titles on Africa and a "Select list of articles
on Africa appearing in non-Africanist periodicals."

African studies review. 1958-. Waltham, Mass.: African Studies Association.
(Formerly African studies bulletin.)

Multidisciplinary journal with scholarly articles.
Issue. 1971. Waltham, Mass.: African Studies Association. Quarterly.

Generally concerned with matters of political and social interest, although a
number of commentaries on African literature and letters have been published.
Journal of African studies. 1974. Los Angeles: University of California Press

for the UCLA African Studies Center. Quarterly.
Contribotions on all aspects of African Studies, especially the results of recent

research.

Preseru e africaine. 1947. Paris: Presence Africaine.Quarterly.
Published in French and English since 1967; a cultural review with articles on

political, economic, and social matters, history, poetry, literature; book reviews.
Transition. 1961-. Accra: Ghana Transition Ltd., in association with the Inta-

national Association for Cultural Freedom (c/u Standard Bank, P.0 Box
768, Accra, Ghana). Quarterly.

Known for its provocative articles on all aspects of life in Africa; now under the
editorship of the Nigerian writer Wole Soyinka.
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Uf 'iamu. 1970-. Los Angeles: African Activist Association, African Studies
Center, UCLA. 3 x yr.

A student publication, with contributions ranging from scholarly articles, book
reviews, to freelance writing, poetry, and fiction.

Statistics

The best sources of statistical information from Africa are the official sta-
tistical annuals and other statistical publications issued by individual govern-
ments. The U.N. Economic Commission for Africa, located in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, publishes a number of statistical bulletins and reports, such as its Sta-
tistical and economic bulletin for Africa, Economic bulletin for Africa, African
statistical yearbook, and various c'her publications on trade, commercial, agri-
cultural, economic,.and demographic statistics. In its annual Summaries of eco-
nomic data series, brief pamphlets provide recent figures in a number of areas
for c.ch African country. The Commission also is the MOM of the Bibliogra-
phy of African statistical publications (1950-1965), which has been updated to
1973. The Statistical yearbook of the 1.7..aed Nations and thiUneseo statistical
yearbook also remain important sources.

A comprehensive set of statistics which allow for a comparison of nations,
especially the developi.ig countries, can be found in the World handbook of
political and social indicators, now in its second edition. Comparative statistics
and data for 32 nations of Black Africa are presented in Black Africa: a com-
parative handbook.

BIBLIOCRAFHIES:

Harvey, Joan M. Statistics Africa: sources for market research. Beckenham,
Kent, Eng.: CBD Research Ltd., 1970.

U.N. Economic Commission for Africa. Library. Bibliography of African
statistical publications, 1950-1965. Addis Ababa; 1966. (E/CN.14/LIB/
SER.C/2)

Bibliography . . . 1966-1973, Addis Ababa; 1973. (E/CN.14/L1B/
SER.C16)

Listing of statistical publications of Afrimn countries, including censuses.

SOURCF-S:

Black Africa: a comparative handbook. By Donald G. Morrison, Robert C.
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Mitchell, John N. Patien, and Hugh M. Stevenson. New York: Free Press,
1972.

Divided into three pads: part I contains data on 172 variables, such as area, popu
latiun, population increase, languages, religions, CDP, literacy rates, political regime
characteristics, etc.; part 11 gives country profiles; part III, cross-national research on
Africa.

U.N. Economic Commission for Africa. Statistical and economic bulletin for
Africa. 1972-. Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

Economic bulletin for Africa. 1961-. Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Irreg,
Contains most recent statistics.

African statistical yearbook. Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 4 pts. Annual.
U.N. Statistical Office. Statistical yearbook. 1948-. New York, 1949-. Annual.

Master digest of statistics for over 200 countries.

Unesco. Unesco statistical yearbook. 1961-. Paris. Annual.
Data on areas and populations, education, libraries and museums, book produc-

tion, newspapers, media, and cultural expenditures.

World handbook of political and social indicators. By Charles L Taylor and
Michael C. Hudson. 2d. ed. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1972.

Population/ Demography

The size, character, and growth of a populationits rates for births, deaths,
infant mortality; its data on migratory changes and patternsare important
factors in explaining and planning for economic and social development. In
Africa, despite numerous censuses, the data for population study remains un-
certain.

coNTINVING BIBLIOGRAPHIC:

Population index. 1935-, Princeton, N.J.: Office of Population Research.
Princeton University and Population Association of America. Quarterly.

Annotated bibliography covering Looks, articles, and official publications.

African Bibliographic Center. AFRIECON. Population Problems in Africa.
M'asington, D.C.: 1973. (its Current reading list series, v. 10, no. 7.)

Resources published between 1969 and 1973, with an emphasis on attitudinal
factors.

Radel, David. Population in sub-Saharan Africa,1965-1971. Chapel 1-1111, North
Carolina: Carolina Population Center, University of North Carolina, 1973.

U.N. Economic Commission for Africa. African papUlatiOn WW1. 1970-. Addis

Ababa.
Demographic handbook for Africa. 3d. ed. Addis Ababa: 1974.

U.N. Statistical Office. Demographic yearbook. 1948-. New York, 1949-. An-

nual.

SUGGESTIONS 1 OR FURTHER READING:

Caldwell, john C., and Chukuka Okonjo, eds. The population of tropical Af-

rica. London: Lougmans, 1968.
"A record of the first African Population Conference sponsored by the Unives-

sity of Ibadan, in co-operation with the Population Council and held at the Univer-

sity of Ibadan, Nigeria, 1-7 Jan. 1966."
fiance, William A., ed. Population, migration and urbanization in Africa. New

York: Columbia University Press, 1970.
Ominde, S. H., and C. N. Ejiogu, eds. Population growth and economic devel-

opment in Africa. London: Heinemann, in association with the Population

Council, 1972.
A collection of papers presented at the Seminar on Population Growth and Eco-

nomic Development held at the University of Nairobi, Kenya, from 14 to 22 De-

cember 1969.
The Population factor in African studies. Edited by IL P. Mon and R. J. A. R.

Rathbone. Lonclan: University of London Press, 1975.

According to a review in African affairs (1976), this work "has tapped the re-
sources of able scholars from various population-related fields ..." ranging horn
historians, linguists, anthropologists; econrimistr, to demographers and tectiotisb.

The African Environment

The drought of 1973 -74 throughout the Sahel and eastern Africa focused

the world's attention and concern on the "delicate balance between man and

nature" in the African environment. One response to the drought was the es-

tablishment of an Environmental Reticle Unit by the International African

Institute in London in order to study famine and food supply in the context of

environmental change and economic development. The titles edited by Dalby

and Richards, and the journal African environment, have been issued under its

auspices. A research program and subsequent publications are also planned.

Other works are also listed, including a number of geographical overviews

of the African landscape, its peoples and ICSOUNMS, and their relationships to

one another. 14
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CONTINUING susuocsatrincs:
Bibliographic geogrvphique international. . . . Bibliographic annuelle.

Paris, 189-. Annual. (Published since 1954 by the Centre national dc
Recheirlies scientifique.)

Current geographical publications. 1938-. New York: American Geographical
Society. Monthly, except July and August.

Ceo abstracts. 1966-. Norwich: University o; East Anglia. 6 series, each with 6
nos. a year.

The series are: A. Landforrns and the Quaternary; B. Biogeography and climatol-
ogy; C. Economic geography; D. Social geography; E. Sedimentology; F. Regional
and community planning.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES:

Bederman, Sanford H. Africa, a bibliography of geography and related disci-
plines; alelected listing of recent literature published in the English lan-
guage. 3d ed. Atlanta: Publishing Services Division, School of Business
Administration, Georgia State University, 1974.

Hannons, V. Alvin. "Land-use: a select bibliography." Rural africana, no. 23
( Winter 1974) : 91-96.

Odimuko, C. L., and Diana Bouchard. Urban geography of Africa. Montreal:
Centre for Developing Area Studies, McGill University, 1973.

Sommer, John W. Bibliography of African geography, 1940-1964. Hanover,
N.11.: Dartmouth College, Dept. of Geography, 1965.

PERIODICALS :

African environment. 1975-. Dakar: Environment Training Program, in asso-
ciation with the International African Institute. Quarterly. (First issue en-
titled Environment in Africa.)

/A
. environmental studies and regional planning bulletin"; bilingual in English

and French; hook reviews and bibliograi yes.

Cahiers doutre-mer. 1948 -. Bordeaux: Institut de Geographic, Favulte des
Lettres, University de Bordeaux. Quarterly.

Studies in human geography.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING:

Church, R. J. Harrison. West Africa: a study of the environment and man's use
of it. 7th ed. London: Longman, 1974. Pbk.

Dalby, David, R. J. Harrison Church, and Fatima Bezzazz, eds. Drought in
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Africa. London: International African Institute, 1975. (African environ-
ment special report.)
"Ilic %ohmic with contributions from a wide range of contributon In Africa

and elsewhere, is designed to review the causes and effects of the recent Sudano.
Sabehan drought . . . , the effectiveness of ..lief programmes and the lessons and
alternatives in the future for semi -arid lands rn Africa."

de Souza, Anthony R., and Philip W. Porter. The underdevelopMent and
modernization of the Third World. Washington, D.C.: Association of
American Geographers, Commission on College Geography, 1974. (Re-
source paper, no. 28.)

Gourou, Pierre, The tropical world: its sccial and economic conditions and its
future status. 4th ed. London: Longrnans, 1966. Pbk: New York: Halstead
Press, 1974.

Hance, William A. The geography of modern Africa. 2d. ed. New York: Colum-
bia University Press, 1975.

Knight, C. Gregory. Ecology and chan4e: rural modernization in an African
community. New York: Academic II:ess, 1974.

Mabogunie, Akin. "Manufacturing and t.he geography of development in trop-
ical Africa." Economic geography, v. 49, no. 1 ( Jan. 1973) : 1-20.

1%IcNulty, Michael L. "West African urbanization." In: Berry, B. J. L., ed. Pat-
terns of urbanization and counterurbarsization. Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage
Publications, 1976 (Urban affairs annual review, v. X.)

Morgan, %V. T. %V., ed. East Africa: its peoples and resource 2d. ed. Nairobi,
London, New York. Oxford University Press, 1972.

Prothero, R. Mansell, ed. Peoples and Lard in Africa south of the Sahara. New
York: Oxford University Press, 1972.

Richards, Paul, ed. The African environment: problems and perspectives. Lon-
don: international African Institute, 1975. (African environment special

report, 1.)

History

As John D. Page has written, "It is only since about 1950 that historians
have really begun to engage in coherent study of the history of Africa and its
peoples." And it is only more recently that histories synthesizing the broad array
of new knowledge and information hale been attempted. To mention only two,

Robin I lallett in two volumes has provided a readable, yet scholarly, treatment

of African history, and the new Cambridge history of Africa, a multivolumed
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effort, with chapters written by a number of experts, promises to be a "serious
appraisal of Africa's past."

CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHIES:

1 finOtiCat abstracts: a bibliography of the orld's periodical literature. 1955-.
Santa Barbara, Calif.: American Bibliographic Center-Clio Press. Quar

Part A: Modem history abstracts, 1775-1914; Part B: Twentieth century ab-stracts, 1914 to the present.

International bibliography of historical sciences. 1926-. Paris: Colin, for the In-
ternational Committee of Historical Sciences. Annual.

BIBUOCRAPHY:

Current themes in African historical studies: a selected bibliographical guide to
resources for research in African history. Edited by Daniel C. Matthews.
Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1970. (African Bibliographic Center.
Special bibliographic series, v. 7, no. 2.)

Includes: "Toward a bibliography of medieval West Africa," by Samir M.
Zoghby; "Current themes in African historical studies," by the African BibliographicCenter; "Topics on the African diaspora," by &dad L. Cortada and Wayne A.Seidler.

PERIODICALS:

African economic history review. 1974-. Madison, Wisconsin: Department of
History, University of Wisconsin. 2 z yr.

Internationai journal of African historical studies. 1968-. New York: Africana
Publishing Corp. Quarterly. (Formerly African historicalstudies.)

Journal of African history. 1960-. London: Cambridge University Press. Quar-
terly.

Major scholarly source for research, theory, and reviews.
Tarikh. 1965, Ikeia, Nigeria: Published for the historical Society of Nigeria by

1.ongnun and in the U.S.A. by Humanities Press. 2 x yr.
"Readable" journal of African history for use in schools, cohere and univer-

sities: each issue devoted to a theme, such as independence movements, African re-sistance, etc.

Transafrican journal of history. 1971-. Nairobi: East African Publishing House.
2 z yr.

Articles on the history of eastern and southeastern Africa.
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Bibliography

*tram:ice:
Fage, John D. An atlas of African history. Landon: E. Arnold, 1963. Reprint

with amendments of 1958 ed.
Fireman-Grenville, G. S. P. A modern atlas of African history. London: Rex

Collings, 1976.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READHIG:

Alayi, J. F. A., and Michael Crowder, eds. History of West Afried. New York:

Columbia University Press, 1972 -74.2 v. Pbk. Revised ed. of vol. I pub-

lishcd in 1976.
Atmore, Anthony, and Roland Oliver. Africa since 1900. 2d ed. Cambriige,

Eng.: Cambridge University Pres.% 1972. Pbk.
Bennett, Norman R. Africa and Europe from Roman tinter to the present. New

York: Africana Publishing Corp., 1975. Pbk.
Bovill, E. W. The golden trade of the Moors. 2d ed. London: Oxford Univer-

sity Press, 1968. Pbk.
Cambridge history of Africa. Fi.;ted by John 1). Fage and Rolaiid Oliver. Cam-

bridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press. 7 volumes expected.
At time of writing only v.4 has been published.

Collins, Robert 0., ed. Problems in African history. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:

Prentice-Ha 1968. Pbk.
Davidson, Basil. Africa: history of a continent. Rev. ed. New York; Macmillan,

1972.
Africa in history: themes and outlines. Rev, ed. New York; Macmillan,

1974. Pbk.
. A history of East and Central Africa. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday

Anchor, 1967. Ptak.
A history of West Africa. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday Anchor,

1966. Pbk.
llallett, Robin. Africa since 1875: a modem history. Ann Arbor: University of

Michigan Press, 1974.
Africa to 1875: a modem history. Ann Arbor: Uni% Trsity of Michigan

Press, 1970.
Both volumes accompanied by lengthy bibliographic essay:.

The Horizon history of Africa, Edited by Alvin M. Josephy. New York: Ameri-

can Heritage Press, 1971. 2 v.

July, Robert W. A history of the African people. Rev. ed. New York: Seribners,

1974. Pbk. 1 1 5
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Murphy, E. Jefferson. History of African civilization. New York: Crowell, 1972.
Pbk: NeW York: NH Delta, 1974.

Ogot, Betli%ell A., and J. A. Kieran, eds. Zamani; a survey of East African his-
tory. New York: Humanities Press, 1968. Pbk.

Rodney, Walter. A history of the Upper Guinea Coast, 1545-1E300. London;
New York: Oxford University Press, 1970.

Rotberg, Robert 0., and 11. Neville Chittick, eds. East Africa and the Orient;
cultural synthesis in precolonial times. New York: Africana Publishing
Corp., 1975.

Reconstructing the African Past:
Historical Methodology in African History

With only a limited number of written records on Africa, the study of the
African past has depended more than that of other areas on unwritten evidence:
archaeology, ethnography and anthropology, linguistics, oral tradition, ethno-
musicology, art, cthnomedicine, ethnobotany. Using these kinds of data, his-
torians base been able to expand our knyledge of African history. (It should
also be noted that in the past fifteen to twenty years numerous unknown writ-
ten records, mainly in Arabic script from Islamized areas of Africa, have been
discovered.) History in Africa is a new periodical dedicated to exploring the
uses of such methods.

PERIODICAL:

History in Africa: a journal of method. 1974-. Waltham, Mass.: African Studies
Association. Annual.

"Articles on source criticism and evaluation, the nature of history and historical
thought, stir ts's of historiography of themes and events, archival and bibliograph-
ical reports; review essays of methodological works; studies of historical problems
which are comparei%c in his or approach." Includes a regular bibliography on cc in-
patatise histut real methodology.

SUCCEs LIONS FOR tUIRTHER RF AMC:

Ile, nee, David P. The chronology of oral tradition: quest for a chimera. Oxford;
Clarendon Press, 1974.

McCall, Daniel F. Africa in time peopective. a discussion of historical recon-
struction from unwritten sources. Boston: Boston University Press, 1964
Pbk: Oxford University Press, 1969.

Reconstructing African culture history. Edited by Creigton Cabel and Normal:,
R,13ermett. Boston: Boston University Press, l %7.

1141116Witnially

Vansina, Jan. The orof tradition. Chicago: Aldine, 19164. Pbk: Harmondswortht
Penguin.

Kingdoms of the savanna. Mae.ison: University of Wisconsin Press
1966. Pbk.

Prehistory

The dramatic discoveries of the Leakt", in eastern Africa indicate that
Africa is the birthplace of mankind. In addition to the search for the i'origin: of
man in the Rift Valley, archaeological research has concerned itself with such
questions as the interpretation of rock art, the Iron and Stone ages, the begin-
nings of agriculture, the conta Is between Asia and Africa, and trade.

CONTINVINC SIBLIOCRAPHY:

Abstracts in anthropology. 1970-. Farrn:m.gdale, N.Y.: Baywood Publishing
Company. Quarterly.

I las pub:ished separate listings on archarc:ogy in Africa since 1973.

PERIODICALS:

Azania: journal of the British Institute in eastern Africa. 1966,-. Nairobi. An-
nual.

Coverage of eastern African countries.

Journal of African history. 1960-. London: Cambridge Univt. .ty Press. Quar-
terly.

Scholarly articles; book reviews; regularly publishes articles on radiocarbon chro-
nology of sub-Saharan Africa.

South African archaeological bulletin. 1945-. Cape Town: South African
Archaeological Association.

West African journal of archaeology. 1971-. Madan: Oxford University Press.
An mat. (Formerly West African archaeological newsletter,)

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RING:

Clark, J. Desmond. The prehistory of Africa. New York: Praeger, 1970.
- . "Africa in prehistory: peripheral or paramount?" Mars, n.s., v. 10

(1975) :175 -198.
Fagan, Brian, and Roland Oliver. Africa in the Iron Age c. 500 to 1400 A.D.

Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 1975. Pbk.
Fage, John D., and Roland Oliver. Papers in African prehistory, rambridge,

Eng.: Cambridge University Press, MO.
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Sampson, C. Garth. The Stone Age archaeology of southern Africa. New York:

Academic Press, 1974.

Slavery and the Slave Trade

Historians have focused on a variety of problems concerning both the trans-
atlantic slave trade and the slave trade from East Africa. These have included
the organization of the trade (Davidson, Mannix and Cowley), statistical
assessments of its dimensions (Anstey, Curtin ), and its short- and long-term
effects on African societies (Alpers, Fage, Wrigley).

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

Hogg, Peter C. The African slave trade and its suppression: a classified end an-
notated bibliography. London Cass, 1972.

DOCUMENTARY SOURCES:

Beachey, R. W., ed. Documents: the slave trade of eastern Africa. London: Rex
Collings, 1976.

Dorman, Elizabeth, ed. Documents illustrative of the history of the stave trade
to America. Washington, D.C.: Carnegie Institution, 1930-35. 4 v. Revised
ed.: New York: Octagon Bate, 1965.

Collection of source material on trade to North America.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING:

Alpers, Edward A. Ivory and slaves in east Africa. London: Heinemann Educa-
tional Books, 1975. Pbk.

Anstey, Roger. The Atlantic slave trade and British abolition, 1760-1810. Lon-
dun: Cambridge University Press; Atlantic Highlands, N.J.: Humanities
Press, 1975.

Curtin, Philip D. The Atlantic slave trade: a census. Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1969. Pbk.

An important work of statistical analysis, estimating the number of slaves brought
to Europe and the A ,cricas between 1451 and 1870 at zpproximately 9.5 million.
Recently Curtin's computation of the number of slaws imported into the Americas
has been disputed in: Inikori, J. E. "Measuring the Atlantic slave trade: an assess
merit of Curtin and Anstey." Journal of African history, v. XVII, no. 2 (1976):
197-223.

Davidson, Basil. The African slave trade. Boston: Little, Brown and Co. 1961.
Pbk.

Fage, John D. "Slavery and the slave trade in the context of West African his-

Bibliognohy

tory." Journal of African history, v. X, no. 3 (1969) : 393 -404.
Fisher, Humphrey J., and Allan C. B. Fisher. Severy and Afislim society in

Africa: the institution in Saharan and Sudanic Africa and the be
trade. London: Hurst, 1970. Pbk.

Mannix, Daniel, and Malcolm Cowley. Black cargoes: a history of the Atlantic
slave trade, 1518-1865. New York: Viking Pins, 1962. Pbk.

Wrigley, Christopher C. "Historicism in Africa: slavery and state formation."
African affairs, v. 70 (April 1971): 113-124.
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Colonialism and Independence

The place of the colonial period in African history still evokes strong feel-
ings. As R. Hunt Davis explains, there are three prevalent positions: that the
colonial regimes and their influences caused a break or cleavage with the African
past (see Fanon, Suret-Canale for the debilitating effects of colonialism; Duig-
nan and Cann for its positive side); that the colonial period, seen in retrospect,
was brief and African institutions adapted to it and influenced it (see Ajayi and
Crowder); that the colonial period caused major dependence on a metropole
with a resulting need for revolution (see Amin and Rodney).

sUGGESTiONS FOR FURTHER READING:

Ajayi, J. F. A. "The continuity of African institutions under colonialism." In:
Emerging themes in African history: proceedings of the International Con-
gress of African Historians held at Dar es Salaam, 1965. Edited by T. O.
Ranger. London; Nairobi: East African Publishing House; dist. in the
U.S.A. by Northwestern University Press, 1968.

Amin, Samir. "Underdevelopment and dependence in Black Africa: its origins
and contemporary formi." Journal of modern African studies, v. 10, no. 4
(1972): 503-524.

Collins, Robert 0., ed. Problems in the history of colonial Africa, 1860-1960.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-11JB, 1970.

Crowder, Michael. West Africa under colonial ruts. Evanston, Ill.: Northwest-
ern University Press, 1968.

Davis, R. Hunt. "Interpreting the colonial period in African history." African
affairs, v. 72 (1973): 383-400.

Fanon, Frantz. A dying colonialism. New York: Grove Press, 1967. Pbk.
Toward the African revolution; polities essays. New York: Maty2

Review Press, 1967. Pbk.



Uann, Lewis H.iitrul Prjer Duignan, eds. Colonialism in Africa, 1870-1960.
London: Cambridge University Press, 1969 -75.5 v.

The differed volumes under different editorships include: v. I. The history and
politics of colonialism, 1870-1914. v. 11. The history and politics of colonialism,
1914-1960. v. III. Profiles of change. v. IV. The economics of colonialism. v. V.Bibliography.

Barden of empire; an appraisal of Western colonialism in Africa south
of the Sahara. New York: Praeger, 1967.

Cellar, Sheldon. "State-building and nation-building in West Africa." In:
Eisenstadt, S.N., and Stein Rokan. Building states and nations. Beverly
I Calif.: Sage Publications, 1973: v. H., 384-426.

Hodgkin, Thomas. Nationalism in colonial Africa. New York: New York Uni-
versity Press, 1957. Pbk.

Rodney, Walter A. How Europe underdeveloped Africa. London: Bodle-
L'Ouverture; New York: Panther House, 1972. R:print- Washington,
D.C.: Howard University Press, 1974.

Rotberg, Robert I., ed. Rebellion in Black Africa, New York: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1971. Pbk.

Suret-Canals, Jean. French colonialism in tropical Africa. 1900-4945. London:
Ilurst; New York: Universe Books, 1971.

Wallerstein, Immanuel. Africa: the politics of independence. New York: Vin-
tage, 1961. Pbk.

Social Organization and the Individual

The demarcation between the social science disciplines of anthropology,
sociology, and psychology is often arbitrary. In Africarelated research, they
have strong links to such other disciplines as linguistics, economics, compara-
tive politics, ethnomusicology, etc. Similar research issues are confronted b'
each: social and cultural change; modernization and the adaptati,.:= of thidi-
tional ways to contemporary life; urbanization; rural development; social strati-
fication; ethnicity and the interactions of racial and religious groups; the role
of women in development. The works suggested here for further reading dem-
onstrate some trends in recent research in these disciplines.

CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHIES:

Abstracts in anthropology. 1970 -... Farmingdale, N.Y.: Raywood Publishing
Company. Quarterly.

Abstracts of articles and books on archaeology, cultural and physical anthropol-
ogy, and linguistics.
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Bibliographic ethnographique de rAfrique suiSaharik rne.1925... Brands.
(Title varies, 1925-1959, as Bibliographic ethnagaphique du Congo belga
et des regions avoisinantes.)

References to books and articles in all Languages, although French and English
predominate, on ethnology in its wider sense, including social and cultural anthro-
pology, sociology, linguistics, history, archaeology, the arts, education, politics, and
economics. Entries arc listed alphabetically by author and annotated. A detailed and
generous index is arranged by subject, geographical location, and ethnic group.
International bibliography of social and cultural anthropology. 1955-. London: -

Tavistock; Chicago: Aldine. Annual. (International bibliography of the
social sciences.)

International bibliography of sociology. 1951-. London: Tavistock; Chicago:
Aldine. Annual. (International bibliography of the social sciences.)

BIBLIOGRAPHIES:

Armer, Michael, ed. African social pr,chology: a review and annotated bibli-
ography. New York: Africana Publishing Corp., 1974.

Bouhdiba, Adeiwahab. La sociologic du developpement africaine; tendances
actuelles de la recherche it bibliographic. La Haye: Mouton, 1971. (Cur-
rent sociology, v.17.)

Gibson, Cordon 13., et al. "A bibliography of anthropological bibliographies:
Africa." Current anthropology, v. 10 (Dec. 1969) : 527-566.

Croothucs, Christine. A bibliography of child development in Africa. Legon,
Ghana: Institute of African Studies, University of Ghana, 1974.

Irvine, S. I-I., J. T. Sanders, and .17,. L. Ktingelhofer, comps. Human behavior in.
Africa: a bibliography of psychological and related writings. Westport,
Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1973. (African Bibliographic Center. Special
bibliographic series, v. 8, no. 2.)

Moore, Jane Ann. "Preliminary bibliography for the sociology of occupations
and professions in Africa." A Current bibliography of African affairs, n.s.,
v. 7, no. I (Winter 1974): 38-62.

PERIODICAIS:

Africa: journal of the International African Institute. 1928-. London: Interna-
tional African Institute. Quarterly.

Research articles on anthropology, ethnology, folklore, linguistics; scholarly book
reviews; reviews of current re search.
African notes. 1963-. lbadan, Nigeria: Institute of African Studies, University

of lbadan. 3 x yr.
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Political, anthropological, and language studies, especially on Nigeria; biblio-
gr2phical essays.

African social research. 1966-. Manchester, Eng.: Manchester University Press,
for the Institute of Social Research, University of Zambia. Semiannual.
.. general held of social research in Africa, especially sociology and social an-

thropology, psycholor, economics, human geography and demography, history and
political science .. .": book reviews.

Cherie journal of sociology: a review of research on West African society. 1965-.
Legon: Dept. of Sociology, University of Ghana. Z x yr.

Man: the journal of the Royal Africa Institute. 190I-. London. Quarterly. (Ab-
sorbed the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain
and Ireland, 1872-1965, in 1966.)

Studies in social and cultural anthropology.

Psycho pathologie africaine: bulletin de la Sociite de Psychopathologic it d'Ily-
giene mentale de Dakar. 1965-. Dakar: Publiee avec le concours du Centre
national de la Recherche scientifique.

Scholarly articles on the social sciences, particularly on the cultural pr.chology
and psychopathological manifestations of African peoples; book reviews.
West African journal of sociology and political science. 1975-. Exeter, Eng.

SLICCF.ST1ONS FOR FURTHER READING:

Balandier, Georges. Ambiguous Africa: cultures in collision. New York: Pan-
theon, 1966. Pbk: New York: Avon, 1975.

The sociology of Black Africa: social dynamics in Central Africa. New
York : Praeger, 1970.

Erny, Pierre. Childhood and cosmos; the social psychology of the black African
child. \VasLington, D.C.: Black Orpheus Press, 1973.

Clifford, W. An introduction to African criminology. Nairobi, London, New
York: Oxford University Press, 1974.

Lloyd, Peter C. Africa in social change. New York: Praeger, 1967. Pbk: Balti-
more: Penguin.

. Power and independence: urban Africans' perception of social in-
equality. London : Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1974.

Maquet, Jacques J. Power and society in Africa. New York! McGraw Hill, 1971.
Pbk.

Middleton, John, ed. Black Africa; its peoples and their cultures today. New
York: Macmillan, 1970. Pbk.

Oppong, Christine. Crowing up in Dagbon. Accra-Tema: Ghana Publishing
Corporation, 1973.
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Sandbrook, Richard, and Robin Cohen, eds. The development of an African
working class. London: Longmans, 1976.

Social stratification in Africa. Edited by Arthur Tuden and Leonard Plotnicov.
New York: Free Press, 1970.

Tessler, Mark A., William M. and David H. Spain. Tradition and
identity in changing Africa. New York: Harper & Row, 1973. Pbk.

Turnbull, Colin, ed. Africa and change. New York: Knopf, distributed by Ran-
dom House, 1973.

Van den Berghe, Pierre. Africa: social problems -of change and conflict. San
Francisco: Chandler Publishing Co., 1965.

Wober, Mallory. Psychology in Africa. London: International African Insti-
tute, 1976. Pbk.

African Peoples: Etlumgraphiesffield Studies

African societies and larger groupings of related African societies are de-
scribed in the following works:

Case studies in cultural anthropology. This series published by Holt, Rinehart,
Winston (New York) includes these titles focused on Africa:

Bunyoro: an African kingdom, by John Beattie. 1960.
The Swazi, by Hilda Kuper. 1963.
The lgbo of Southeast Nigeria, by Victor C. Uchendn. 1965.
The Lvgbara of Uganda, by John Middleton. 1965.
The Kanuri of Bornu, by Ronald Cohen. 1967.
The Clernant: a pagan-Hebraic peasantry of Ethiopia, by Frederick G.

Gamst. 1969.
The Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria, by William Bascom. 1969.
The Berabeig: East African cattle herders, by George'. Klima.1970.
The Kaguru: a matrilineal people of East Africa, b' T. 0. Beidelman.

1971.

The Dinka of the Sudan, by Francis Madeng Deng. 1972.
Kafr El -Flow: an Egyptian village in transition, by Rani Fakhouri. 1972.
Watts and Woodstock: identity and culture in the United States and

South Africa, by James O'Toole. 1973.

Ethnographic survey of AfricaiMonographies ethnologiques africaines. Edited
by Daryl! Forde. 1950-. London: International African Institute. i

Since 1950, sixty volumes, written by leading anthropologists, have been pub-
lished under the direction of the International African Institute and the Mus& royale



we I AISSMUC ccn$ s1e. oft in cooperation by Presses Univenibires de France, Paris.They provide a precise summary of available information on each people or group of
People,, and ,include bibliographies and maps. Some representative titles are: LesDogon, by Montserrat Parilau Marti, 1957; Le Croups dit Pahouin, by Pane Alex-andre and Jacques Watt, 1958; The Northern Nio-finnitea, by C. W. B. Hunting.ford, 1953; The Benin Kingdom end the Edaspeaking peoples of Southwestern Ni-geria, by R. E. Bradbury, 1954; Lee Tribes: Be-Kuba it let peuplades .parenties, byJan Vansina, 1954.
f liernvux, Jean. The peoples of Africa. New York: Scribner, 1975. Pbk.
Mair, Lucy. African societies. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1972.

Pbk.
Maquet, Jacques. Civilizations of Black Africa. New York: Oxford University

Press, 1972. Pbk.
Murdock, Ceorge P. Africa: its peoples and their culture history. New York:

McCraw Hill, 1959.
A survey of African ethnic groups by culture area, accompanied by an index ofabout 5,000 ethnic names and a large folded map showing principal groups and cul-ture areas.

Shorter, Aylward. East African societies. London, Boston: Routledge & Kegan
Paul, 1974.

Cultural and Ethnic Pluralism

Modern African nations are pluralistic; their populations reflect a diversity
in language, religion, race, and ethnicity. The relations of these various groups,
whether in conflict or cooperation, have been the subject of recent studies. The
following works present different theoretical viewpoints and case studies.
Bales, Robert H. Ethnicity in contemporerry'Africa. Syracuse, N.Y.: Program

of Eastern African Studies, Syracuse University, 1973. (Eastern African
studies, 14.)

Cluckman, Max. Custom andconflict in Africa. Oxford: Blackwell, 1963.
Kuper, Len. Race, class and power; ideology and revolutionary change in plural

societies. London: Duckworth, 1914.
Lemarchand, Rene. "Political clientelism and ethnicity in tropical Africa:

competing solidarities in nation-building." American political.science re-
view, v. LXV1, no. 1 (March 1972) : 68-90.

Olorunsola, Victor A., ed. The politics of sub-nationalism in Africa. New York:
Doubleday Anchor, 1972. Pbk.

Analyzes ethnicity in five African states: Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Uganda, Zaire,and Kenya.
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/gunflints in Afrio. Edited by Leo liCuper and M. G. Sipithsparkelep 'MVO.
sity of California Press, 1969. Pbk.

. -...

Major theoretical discussions of pluralistic societies.
Smock, David R., and Audrey C. Smock. The polities of phowlism: a compare-

tire study of Lebanon and Charm. New York: Elsevier, 1975. ,

Race in Southern Africa

Much has been written on the racial polls and conditions in South Africa,
Rhodesia, and Namibia. The South African Institute of Race Relations an-
nually presents a summary review of :developments and trends in education, poli-
tics, legislation, sports, government action, the opposition, etc. in its Surve of
Race Relations in South Africa. The Survey has been supplemented since 1972
by Black review, a publication of ase Black Community Programmes, which
aims "to project present trends in the Black Community in onler that leaders
can assess these directions." A similar survey for Rhodesia has been compiled for
the first time by Dorothy ICeyworth Davies. .

The United Nations, in its Notes and documents series, its periodicals De-
colonization and Objective: justice, and other publications, has also reported
on race relations, liberation movements, economic and social developments in
southern Africa, and the relationships of South Africa and Rhodesia to other
African states.

The section on Liberation Movements (pp.445-46) has references to re-
lated material.

alsuocartruno:
America's southern African relations: bibliographic essays. Edited by Moham-

med A. El-Khawas/Francis A. Kornegay, Jr. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood
Press, 1975. (African Bibliographic Center. Special bibliographic series,
ns., no. 1.)

Schapera, Isaac. Select bibliography of South African native life and problems.
London: Oxford University Press, 1941.

The section on modern status and conditions has been supplemented four
times: Hoiden, M. A., and A. Jacoby. Suppl. 1: 1934-1949; Ciffen, R., and J. Back.
Suppl. 2: 1950-1958; Solomon, C. Suppl. 3: 1958-1963. Moran, B. A. Suppl. 4:
1964-1970.
U.N. Dept. of Political and Security Council Affairs. Unit on Apartheid. Se-

lective bibliography on apartheid. New York: 1974. (Notes and documents,
10/74.)
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Covers 1970-73: supplements Apartheid: a selective bibliography on the raid

Policies of theRepublicof south Africa. New York: 1966. (ST/LIB/22)

PERIOCUCALI:

Southern Africa; a monthly survey of news 6 opinion. I967-. New York: Ameri-
can Committee on Africa. Monthly.

Action-oriented articles; current events.

Journal of southern African studies. 1974-. London: Oxford University Press.
Biannual.

Scholary articles on the history and social analysis of southern Africa.
Decolonization. 1974-. New York: U.N. Dept. of Political Affairs, Trusteeship

and Decolonization. Centre against Apartheid (formerly Unit on Apart-
heid).

Objective: justice. 1969-. Nev York: U,N. Office of Public Information. Quar-
terly.

Social dynamics. 1975-. Cape Town, South Africa: Faculty of Social Science;
University of Cape Town. 2 x yr.

Aims "to pro%ide a forum within South Africa for academic work in the social
sciences that is relevant to the study of Southern Africa ... an attempt to under-
stand and document certain social processes v nich are especially relevant for South-
ern Africa."

SOURCES:

Black review. 1972-. Durban, South Africa: Black Community Programmes,
1973-. Annual.

Race relations in Rhodesia: a survey for 1972/73. Compiled by Dorothy Key-
worth Davies. London: Rex Collings, 1975.

A Survey of race relations in South Africa. 1953154-. Johannesburg: South Afri-
can Institute of Race Relations. Annual.

U.N. Dept. of Political Affairs, Trusteeship and Decolonization. Centre against
Apartheid (formerly Dept. of Political and Security Council Affairs. Unit
on Apartheid). Notes and documents series, 1969-.

DOCUMENTARY soviet:is:

From protest to challenge a documentary history of African politics in South
Africa, 1882 1%4. Edited by Thomas Karis and Cwendolen M. Carter.129 Stanford, Calif.: Hoover Institution Press, 1972-77.4 v.

The Rhodesian problem: a documentary record. 1923-73. Edited by Elaine
Windrich. London, Boston: Routicdge & Kagan Paul, 1975.
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succannords FOR naristza RIADINC:
Adam, Healed. Modernizing raid domination: South Africa, political dy.

namics. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971. Pbk.
Bowman, Larry. Politics in Rhodes ist white power in an African state. Cans..

bridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1973.
Desmond, Cosmos. The discarded people. Baltimore: Penguin,1971. Pbk,
Hoagland, Jim. South Africa: civilizations in conflict. Boston: Houghton Mif-

flan, 1972.

O'Meara, Patrick. Rhodesia: racial conflict or co-existenete Ithaca, N.Y.: Cor-
nell University Press, 1975.

Thompson, Leonard, and Jeffrey Butler, eds. Change in contemporary South
Africa. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975. Pbk

African Women

Research on African women is still meager, but these is a growing interest
in studying fir, roles they have played in the history of Africa, in traditional life,
as well as their place in development and modernization. Recently issues of the
Canadian Journal of African studies, the African studies nrview, and Ufahamu
were devoted to articles about women throughout Africa. The number of new
studies on African women is increasing and more arc expected.

arsuocurnms:
African Bibliographic Center. Contemporary African women: an introductory

bibliographical overview and a guide to women's orosnixations, 1960-1967.
New York: Negro Uni Press, 1969. (African Bibliographic Center..

Special bibliographic
t"

2.)
Dobert, Margarita. "Women in French-speaking West Africa: a selected guide

to civic and political participation in Guinea, Dahomey and Mauritania."
A current bibliography on African affairs, na., v. 3, no. 3 (September 1970) :
5-21.

Kratochvil, Laura, and Shauna Shaw., comps. African women; a select bthli-
ography . , with an introductory essay by Karen Reidy. Cambridge, Eng.:
African Studies Centre (Sidgwick Ave., Cambridge C133 9DA), 1974.

Perlman, M., and M. P. Moal. "Analytical bibliograph." In: Pauline, Denise,
ed. Women of tropical Africa. See below.

Westfa 11, Gloria. "Nigerian women: a bibliographical essa." Africana fourrif,3 0
v. 2, no. 2 (1974) : 99-138.
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SUCCISTIOlys FOE FUSTKER READING:

"African women today and other issues." Ufahamu, v. VI, no. 1 (1976).
An issue "designed exclusively to carry articles on the role and position of women

in contemporary Africa."

Bay, Edna C., and Nancy J. Hafkin, eds. Women in Africa: studies in social and
economic change. Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1976.

Little, Kenneth I... African women in towns; an aspect of Africa's social revolu-
tion. London, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1973.

Pauline, Denise, ed. Women of tropical Africa. Berkeley: University of Cali-
fomia Press, 1963. Pbk.

"The roles of African women: past, present and future." Canadian journal of
African studies, v. 6, no. 2 (1972).

"Women in Africa." African studies review, v. XVIII, no. 3 (December 1975).
The majority of the articles focus on development-related ;ssues.

Rural/Urban Studies

Vhile the urban-rural dichotomy is a central problem for analysis in a num-
ber of social science disciplines, including anthropology, political science, and
sociology, it is also of importanCe in several other fields, such as art history, eth-
nomusicology, and linguistics.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES:

Ajaegbu, Hyacinth 1. African urbanization: a bthliograpAy. London: Intema-
tiona African Institute, 1972.

J

Dejene, Tekola, and Scott E. Smith. Experiences in rural development: a se-
lected, annotate4ibliography of planning, implementing and evaluating
rural development in Africa. Washington, D.C.: Overseas Liaison Com-
mittee, American Council on Education, 1973.

Rhett, Anita. Rural development in Africa. Washington, D.C.: African Bibli-
ographic Center, 1972. (Its current reading list series, v. 9, no. 2.)

PERIODICALS:

African urban notes. 1966-1971; ser, B. 1975--. East Lansing, Mich.: African
Studies Center, Michigan State University. Irregular.

Presents current research, information on conferences, courses taught, and other
activities pertaining to African urban life; some issues focus on special topics, others
are general; bibliographies often included.
Rural African. 1967-. East Lansing, Mich.: African Studies Center, Michigan

State University. 3 x yr.
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"... devoted to current research in the vadat WiCTICCS exploring the problems
of social and economic development in rural Africa, south of the Sahara. Each issue
is focused on a specific problem or area of research presenting papers selected by a
guest editor.... A comprehensive bibliography is provided in each issue, as well as
news of new publications, projects, and indisclual research...." Issues have focused
on such topics as rural geography, ethnohistory, rural laud use, traditional healers,
and the like.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING:

Chambers, Robert. Managing rural development: ideas and experiences from
East Africa. Uppsala: Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, 1974.

Duvignaud, jean. Change at Shebika; report from a North African village. New
York: Pantheon Books, 1970.

Hanna, William J., and Judith L Hanna. Urban dynamics in Black Mir* en
interdisciplinary reader. Chicago: Aldine, 1971.

'ffle, Kenneth L. Urbanization as social process: an essay on movement and
changes in contemporary Africa. London, Boston: Routledge & Kegan
Paul, 1974.

Mabogunje, Akin L. Urbanization in Nigeria. New York: Africans Publishing
Corp., 1969.

Skinner, Elliott P. African urban life: the transformation of Ouagadougou.
Princeton, N.J.: Princetonyniversity Plea, 1974.

Smock, David R., and Audrey C. Smock Cultural sad political aspects of rural
transformation; a case study of eastern Nigeria. New York: Praeger, 1972.

Political Science/Government

An overview of the major concerns of political science regarding Africa is
given in An introduction to African politim: a continental approach, by Leslie
Rubin and Brian Weinstein. Its bibliography and an apperteix, "African states,
1973," though somewhat altered by the independence of Angola, Mozambique,
and Guine Bissau, and changes of heads of states and names of countries (Da-
homey officially changed its name to Benin in December 1975), remain useful

For documentation as well as sophisticated analysis of the vents of the pre
ceding year, see Africa contemporary record: annual survey and documents
Each volume includes a section on current issues with essays by authorities in
the field; a country by country review of the rut year; a =bon of documents
and a section on social and economic developmenb. Other documentary col
lections of interest are African aims and attitudes, Basic documents on African
affairs, and Africa independent: a study of political developments.
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ocussrsuirsc stsuocamitra:
International bibliography of political science. 1952-. London: Tavistock; Chi-

cago: Aldine. Annual. (International bibliography of the social sciences.)
International political science abstracts. 1951-. Oxford: Blackwell. Quarterly.

Abstracts journal articles only.

Public Affairs Information Service (PAIS). Bulletin. 1915-%, NCW York. Weekly.
Indexes books, articles, reports, government publications published in English

throughout the world. PAIS. foreign language index coven publications in French,
Carnan, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish.
"Current Africana." In: Review of African political economy. v. 1-, 1974-.

Continues the bibliography "Radical Africans" and lists publications of rele-
vance to the study of contemporary African political economy.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES:

Alderfei, -Harold F. A. bibliogrrphy of Afric. ins government, 1950-I966.2d. rev.
ed. Lincoln University, Pa.: Lincoln University Press, 1967.

Dom, Marion. "Bibliographic essay on the role Gf the military in African states."
A Current bibliography on African affairs, n.s., v. 4, no. 3 (May 1971):
190-197.

Iimba-Masagazi, A. H. K. African socialism: a bibliography and short summary.
Nairobi: East African Research Information Centre, 1970.

McGowan, Patrick J. African politics; a guide to research resources, methods
and literature. Syracuse, N.14 Program of Eastern.African Studies, Syra-
cuse University, 1970. (Occasional paper, 55.)

Shaw, Robert B., and Richard L. Sklar. A bibliography for the study of African
politics. Los Angeles: African Studies Center, University of California,
1973. (Occasional paper, no. 9.)

Turner, Thomas. "The study of local politics in rural Black Africa." Rural Afri-
cana, no. 18 (Fall 1972) : 97-103.

Pt RIODICALS :

African review. I971-. Nairobi: East African Literature Bureau. Quarterly.
"A journal of African politics, development and international affairs."

American political science review. I906-. Washington, D.C.: American Po-
litical Science Association. Quarterly.

3 lourrzal of Commonwealth and comparative politics. 1961-. London: Cass. 3
no. a yr. ( Formerly Journal of Commonwealth political studies.)

Journal of modern African studies. 1963-. London: Cambridge University Press.
Quarterly.
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"A quarterly survey of politics, economics sad related topics In iontentranary
Africa." with scholarly articles, research repoes in its "Africans" poetical, reviews and
review articles.
Review of African political economy. 1974-4 London: Merlin Press.Quarterly.

Articles generally have radical slant; featwes include "Briefings" (ennent news),
"Debate" and the bibliography "Current Africans."
See also: African affairs, Africa report, Africa today, West African journal of

sociology and political science, listed elsewhere.

DOCUMENTARY SOURCES:

Africa contemporary record: annual fumy and documents. Edited by Cohn
Leguni. 1968-. New York: Africana Publishing Co. AnnuaL

Africa independent: a study of political *developments. New York: Seances,
1972. (Keesings research report, no. 6.)

Brownlie, Ian, comp. Basic documents on African affairs. Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1971.

Minoguc, Martin, and Judith Molloy, eds. African aims and attitudes: selected
documents. London, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1974. Pbk.

Selections from the political writings and speeches of African politicians and
intellectuals.

SUGGESTIONS FOR rearms READING:

Bereket, H. Selassie. The executive in African governments. London: Heine-

mann, 1974. Pbk.
Cutteridge, William F. AsZitary regimes in Africa. London: Methuen, 1975.

Pbk.
Decalo, Samuel. Coups and army rule in Africa: studies in military style. New

Haven, Conn.: Yak University Press, 1976.
Hopkins, Nicholas S. Popular government in an African town. Chicago: Uni-

versity of Chicago Press, 1972.
Local government in Kites, Mali.

Lofehie, Michael, F., ed. The state of the nations: constraints on development

in independent Africa. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971. Pbk.

Potholm, Christian P. Four African political systems. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:

Prentice Hal1,1970.
Case studies and comparisons of the governments of Smith Africa, Iliniania,

Somalia, and Ivory Coast.
Rubin, Leslie, and Brian Weinstein. Introduction to African politics: a

tinental approach. NeW York: Praeger, 1974. Pbk.
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Traditional Political Systems

The traditional political systems of Africa range from decentralized forms
of authority based on kinship ties to large centralized empires. In some instances
specific works are entirely devoted to an analysis of traditional forms of govern-
ment (Fortes and Evans-Pritchard, Middleton and Tait). However, it is also
neces.saryto consult general ethnographic studies which will include chapters
on political systems (for example, Case studies in cultural anthropology and
Ethnographic survey of Africa, see pp.435-36).

818LiOCRAPHIES:

Hertefelt, Marcel d'. African governmental systems in static and changing con-
ditions: a bibliographic contribution to political anthropology. Tervuren:
111uste royale de l'Afrique centrale, 1968.

Lewis, Herbert. "African political systems: a bibliographical inventory of an-
thropological writings." Behavior science notes, Part I: v. 7, no. 3 (1972) :
209-235; Part II: v. 7, no. 4 (1972): 331-347.

SUGGESTIONS )OR FURTHER READING:

Fortes, Meyer, and E. E. Evans-Pritchards, eds. African political systems. Lon-
don: Oxford University Press, for the International African Institute, 1940.
Pbk.

Gluckman, Max. Order and rebellion in tribal Africa. New York: Free Press,
1963.

Mair, Lucy. Primitive government. Rev. ed. Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1977. Pbk.

Middleton, John, and David Tait, eds. Tribes without rulers: studies in African
segmentary systems. London: Routledge & Megan Paul, 1958.

Schapera, Isaac. Government and politics in tribal societies. London: Watts,
1956. Pbk: New York: Schoeken, 1967.

Whitaker, Cleophus Sylvester, Jr. The politics of tradition; continuity and
change in Northern Nigeria, 1946-1966. Princeton, N.J.: Published for the
Center for International Studies by the Princeton University Press, 1970.

Study of how traditional political systems adapt to contemporary politics.

International Relations

The relationships of African states with each other, with former colonial
rulers, with the major world powers, and with other nations of the Third World,
the regulation of their international affairs through international and regional
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agencies, and the political realities of such relationships are explored in the
works listed below.

PERIODICALS:

African international perspective: the African review of international affairs.
1975/76-. Monrovia, Liberia: African Publishing House. Monthly.

The monitoring of the international activities of African states can be found
in such other periodicals as the African research bulletins, Africa report, and
others listed under current events. Articles on international relations am
also frequently published in African affairs, African review, Africa today,
and the Journal of modern African studies.

DOCUMENTARY SOURCES:

Sohn, Louis B., comp. Basic documents of African regional organizations.
Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.: Ckeana, 1971-72. 2 v.

Also Africa contemporary record and Browulie's Basic documents on African
affairs.

SUCCE,;TIONS FOR FURTHER READING:

Cervenka, Zdenek. The Organization of African Unity and its charter. New
York: Praeger, 1969.

El-Ayouty, Yassin, and Hugh C. Brooks, eds. Africa and international organiza-
tion. The Hague: Maiiinus Nijhoff, 1977-

Ingham, Kenneth, ed. Foreign relations of the African states. London: Butter.
worths, 1974.

Larkin, Brace D. China and Africa, 1949-1970; the foreign policy of the People's
Republic of China. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971. Pbk.

McLane, Charles B. Soviet- African relations. London: Central Asian Research
Centre, 1974.

Nielsen, Waldemar A. The great powers and Africa. New York: Published for
the Council on Foreign Relations by Praeger, 1969.

Widstrand, Carl Costa, ed. African boundary problems. Uppsala, Sweden:
Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, 1969.

Howe, Russell Warren. Along the Afric shore: an historic review of two cen-
turies of U.S.-Africanfelations. New York: Barnes & Noble, 1975.

Liberation Movements

Studies of insurgency and counterinsurgency in white-ruled southern Africa,
the former Portuguese colonies, and other places in Africa are listed below.
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MISLYARAPHY :

Smaldone, Joseph P. African liberation movements: an interim bibliography.
Waltham, Mass.; African Studies Association, Brandeis University, 1974.

References to books and articles as well as a listing of periodicals issued by libera-
lion groups and their special interest lobbies.

For other recent studies, see the journals, Southern Africa Journal of modern
African studies, and the annual Africa contemporary record.

SUCCESTSONS FOR FURTHER READING:

Gibson, Richard. African liberation movements: contemporary struggles against
white minority rule. `-ondon, New York: Oxford University Press, 1972.
Pbk.

Grundy, Kenneth W. Confrontation and accommodation in southern Africa:
414,, the limits of independence. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973.

(Perspectives in southern. *frica.)
Guerrilla struggle in Africa: an analy3is and preview. New York: Crciss-

man, 1971.
Maxey, Kees. The fight for Rhodesia: the armed conflict in Southern Rhodesia

since EMI. London: Rex Collings, 1975.

Current Events

Newspapers, partirmlarly African newspapers, provide the best method of
keeping informed about African opinions and social, political and econbrnic
events. However, subscriptions to African newspapers are expensive and few
libraries have extensive collections. Universities which are members of the For-
eign Newspaper Project of the Center for Research Libraries in Chicago may
borrow a number of newspapers from Nigeria, South Africa, Kenya, Zaire,
Senegal, and other countries through interlibrary loan. Microfilm copies of
newspapers arc sometimes available, though by the time that they are filmed
they usually are two or more years behind the date of publication. The New
York Times, the Christian Science Monitor, and the Times of London( with
comprehensive and current indexes), The Economist and Le Monde, also pub-
lish a substantial amount of news from and about Africa.

Of major importance is Africa contemporary record (described elsewhere in
ri this bibliography), which appears annually and gives a breakdown of events for

the past year by country and topic. A number of periodicals which present news
and analysis of current political, economic, and social developments are listed
below.
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DIRECTORIES 70 PIEWSFAIsERS:

Feuereisen, Fritz, and Ernst Schrnacke, comps. Die Press. In Afrilsg ein Hand-

buch fuer Wirtschaft and Werbung. The press in Africa a handbook fur

economics and advertising. 2d ed. Munich: Verlag Dokumentatkm, 1973.

U.S. Library of Congress. Catalog Publications Division. Newspapers in micro-

form: foreign countries, 1948-1972. Washington, 1973-.

PERIODICALS:

Africa; an international business, economics and political monthly. 1971-. Lon-

don: Africa Journal Ltd. Monthly.
Africa confidential. 1960-. London. 25 issues per yr.

Brief "insider" commentaries.
Africa currents. 1975-. London: Africa Publications Trust.

. aims to provide a deeper insight into topical issues"; political comment and
analysis culled primarily from the African press.

Africa diary: weekly diary of African events with index. 1961-. New Delhi, In-

dia. Weekly.
Africa report. 1956-. New York: African-American Institute, Bimonthly.

See its regular "African update ... monitoring economic and political develop.

ments around the continent."
Africa research bulletin: economic, financial and technia sone ts, and Afrios

research bulletin: political, social and cultural sinia. 19-. London: Africa

Research Ltd.
"Facts on file" format, with detailed accounts of cleats; news taken from African

newspapers and niagazines; well indexed.

Afriscope; an indigenous monthly on Africa's social economic development.

1971 -. Yaba, Nigeria: Pan Afriscope Publicatiors. Monthly.

feune-Afrique. 1960-. Paris: 'cum Afrique. Weekly.
West Africa. 1917 -. London: West Africa Publishing Co. Ltd.

Feature articles, columns, book reviews, economic and business news; "Dateline

Africa."

Economics/Development

The study of economies in Africa has been dominated by the theories of de-

velopment and accommodation to a world market. Representative works by

Komarek, Arkhuist, and Seidman are listed. A more recent radical trend looks

more skeptically at the bases of industrial growth and stresses the problems

caused by outwardly-directed development, dependence on the West, and dais

differences. It takes on an historical Maxim perspective. Examples are the
a Ift
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by Davidson, Ansighi and Saul, and Rodney. Samir Amin's works, recently trans-
lated into English, provide some of the theoretical bases of this view.

The statistical data used for economic comparisonscan be fornd in the pub-
lications of the U.N. Economic Commission for Africa: its Economic survey
of Africa and Economic bulletin for Africa. It also issuet a regular bibliography,
Africa index: selected articles on socio-economic development. Other sources
for =mimic data are the Quarterly economic reviews published by the Eco-
nomic Intelligence Unit, London, and the Surveys of African economies of the
International Monetary Fund.

CONTINUING SIBLIOGRAPHIES:

Economic abstracts: semi-monthly review of abstracts of economics, trade,
finance and industry, management and labor. 1953-. The Hague: Nijho ff.
Semimonthly.

Emphasis on economic policy and applied problems.

International Bibliography of economics. 1952-. London: Tavistock; Chicago:
Aldine. Annual. (Internatifmal bibliography of the social sciences.)

U.N. Economic Commission for Africa. Library. Africa index: selected articles
on socio- economic development. I-, April 1971-. New York.

Continuing bibliographies on development are regular features of the period-
icals Cultures it der veloppement ( Paris, 1968- ), the Jourhal of devel-
oping areas (Macomb, ill, 1966- ), and Review of African political
economy.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES:

Aronson, Jonathan D. "The multinational corporation, the nation-state, and
the international system: a bibliography." A Current bibliography on Af-
rican affairs, n.s., v. 7, no. 4 (Fall 1974) : 378-436.

Erb, Cuy F. "Research on foreign investment in Africa." A Current bibliogra-
phy on African affairs, ns., v. 6, no. 3 (Summer 1973): 345-354.

Molnos, Angela. Development in Africa: planning and implementation. A bib-
liography (1946-1969) and outline with emphasis on Kenya, Tanzania and
Uganda. Nairobi: East African Research Information Centre, 1970.

Mortimer, Delores IL, Gita Rao, and Sandra Ann Howell. Economic coopera-
tion and regional integration in Africa. Wastington, D.C.: African Biblio-
graphic Center, 1973. (Its Current reading list series, v. 10, no. 6.)

Implementation and administration of development activities in Af-
rica. Washington, D.C.: African Bibliographic Center, 1973. (Its Current
reading list series, v. 10, no. 8.)

Rhett, Anita. Income and employment generation in Africa. Washington,
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D.C.: African Bibliographic Center, 1973. (Its Current reading list sale
v.10, no. 5.)

Smith, John C. Regional economic cooperation and integration in Africa: som
bibliographic references. Montreal: Cent= for Developing Area Studk
McGill University, 1973.

U.N. Economic Commission for Africa. Bibliography: economic and social
velopment plans of African countries. Addis Ababa? 1969.

PERIODICALS:

African development. 1966-. London. 6 no. yr.
News magazine focusing on economic development and finance; features details

economic surveys of African countries.

Eastern Africa economic review. 1969-. Nairobi: East African Literature Bi
ream. 2 ir yr. (Formerly East Africa economic review.)

Articles on theoretical and applied economics. for eastern Africa.

Journal of developing areas. 1966-. Macomb, Ill.: Western Illinois Universit:
Quarterly.

44 descriptive, theoretical and comparative study of regional developmen
past and present ..."
Manpower and unemployment research in .4. 1969 Montreal: Centre ft

Developing Area Studies, McGill University. 2 rr yr,
Future issues to be devoted to "specific themes" such as track unionism, Ian

use, marginal participants, transnational corporations.

Quarterly economic reviews (of the various countries and regions of Africa
London: Economic Intelligence Unit.

South African journal of economics. 1933-. Johannesburg: Economic So*
of South Africa. Quarterly.

Covers Africa as a whole, though articles mainly concern South Africa; theoretic
and applied-economics.

REFERENCE SOURCES:

Surveys of African economies. NVashington, D.C.: International Moneta
Fund.

Contents: v. 1. Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo (Bun
ville), Gabon. 1968. v. II. Kenya, Tanunia Uganda, Somalia. 1969. v. III. D
homey, Ivory Coast, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, Togo, Upper Volta. 1970. v. ri
Zaire, Malagasy Republic, Malawi, Mauritius, Zambia. 1971, v. V. Botswana, Les
tho, Swaziland, Burundi, Equatorial Guinea,, Rwanda. 1973. v. VI. The Cambi
Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone.1975.
U.N. Economic Commission for Africa. Economic bulletin for Africa. 1961

Addis Ababa.
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Economic snowy of Africa. Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING:

Amin, Samir. Accumulation on a world scale; a critique of the theory of under-

. development. New York: Monthly Review Press, 1974. 2 v.

Neo-colonialism in West Africa. New York: Monthly Review Press,

1975, Pbk.
Arkhurst, Frederick S., ed. Africa in the seventies and eighties: issues in develop-

ment. New York: Praeger, 1970.
Arrighi, Giovanni, and John S./Saul. Essays on the political economy of Africa.

New York: Monthly Review Press, 1973. Pbk.
Berry, Sara S. Cocoa, custom and socioeconomic change in rural western Ni-

geria. London, New York: Oxford University Press, 1975.

Davidson, Basil. Can Africa survive? Arguments against growth without devel-

opment. New York: Atlantic Monthly Press, 1974. Pbk: Boston: Little
Brown.

Chaff, Dharam P., ed. Economic independence in Africa. Nairobi; East African

Literature Bureau, 1973.
Komarek, Andrew M. The economics of development. Rev. ed. New York:

Praeger, 1971.
Lek, Uma J. The design of rural development: lessons from Africa. Baltimore:

Published for the World Bank by Johns Hopkins University Press, 1975.

Pbk.
Leys, Colin. Underdevelopment in Kenya: the political economy of neo-

colonialism. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975. Pbk.
Multinational firms in Africa. Edited by Carl Costa Widstrand, with an intro-

duction by Samir Amin. Uppsala, Sweden: Scandinavian Institute of Afri-

can Studies, 1975.
Onyemelukwe, Clement C. Economic underdevelopment: an inside view. New

York: Longman, 1974. Pbk.
The political economy of contemporary Africa. Edited by Peter C. W. Cutkind

and Immanuel Wallerstein. Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 1976.

Seidman, Ann W. An economics textbook for Africa. Zd. ed. New York:

Praeger, 1974.
Planning for development in sub-Saharan Africa. New York: Praeger,

1974.
Uppal, J. S., and L. R. Salkever, eds. Africa: problems in economic development.

New York: Free Press, 1972.

Traditional Econontic'Systents

There are basically two schoolsof thought in the study of African economic

organization, and it is useful to know which "amp" an anthropologist orecono;

mist belongs to before reading his or her work. The substantivists (Bohannon

and Dalton) argue "that the values and motivation of pre-industrial societies

differ in kind rather than degree from those of industrial societies" (Hopkins,

p. 6). The formalists (Hill, Schneider) argue that Africans, like everyone else,

are **economic men" who have the same kind of economic responses to situa-

tions as do other peoples regardless of time or place.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Pas, II. T. van der. Economic anthropolocr 1940-1972: an annotated bibli-

ography. Oostahout, Netherlands: Anthropological Publications, 1973.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING:

Bohannon, Paul, and George Dalton, eds. Markets in Africa. Evanston: North-

western University Press, 1962. Pbk: Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday An-

chor, 1965.
The development of indigenous trade and markets in West Africa. Edited by

Claude Meillassoux. London: Oxford University Press for the Interns-

. bona! African Institute, 1971.
Hill, Polly. Rural Hausa, a village and a setting. Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge

University Press, 1972.
Studies in rural capitalism in Wed Allied. Cambridge, Eng.: Cam-

bridge University Press, 1970.
Hopkins, Anthony C. An economic history of West Africa. New York: Colum-

bia University Press, 1973. Pbk.
Schneider, Harold K. The Wahi Wanyatursc economies in an African society

Chicago: Aldine, 1970.

The Arts

Visual Art/Architecturronecorative Arts

African art can be seen in all aspects of African life, and therefore studie

have focused on the rich variety of visual and plastic expressimi: masks am

figures and their uses in ritual and social occasions, uchitecture, textiles, loaf
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and metal work, pottery, basketry, house decoration, dress, body decoration
and hairstyles, and even objects made for the tourist trade. Studies of African
art fall into three categories: broad studies that present fairly sweeping surveys
of the arts of all or nearly all of the subcontinent; more specific studies of a par-
ticular area or group or time; and studies, often in the form of collected essays
or symposia, on particular problems. There are only two journals dedicated
exclusively to articles on African art. Museum catalogues often contain very
useful material but quickly become unavailable.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES:

Eicher, Joanne B. African dress: a select and annotated bibliography on sub-
Saharan countries. East Lansing, Mich.: Center for International Pro-
grams, African Studies Center, Michigan State University, 1969.

Laskin, Lionel J. A bibliography of African art. London: International African
Institute, 1965.

Hartwig, Gerald W. "East African plastic art traditiona discussion of the
literature." Geneve-Afrique, v.7 (1963) : 31-52.

Prussin, Labelle, and David Lee. "Architecture in Africa: an annotated bibli-
ography." Africana library journal, v. IV, no. 3 (Autumn 1973): 2-32.

Western, Dominique C. A bibliography of the arts of Africa. Waltham, Mass.:
African Studies Association, 1975.

Sections on art, architecture, oral literature, music, and dance.

PERIODICALS:

African arts. 1967-. Los Angeles: African Studies Center, UCLA. Quarterly.
Scholarly and popular articles on the arts, particularly visual arts, and their func-

tioning; richly illustrated: book reviews.
Arts d'Afrique noire. 1972. Villiers-le-Bel, France (24 rue de Draguignan,

95400 Arnouville, France). Quarterly.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING:

Beier, UM. Contemporary art in Africa. New York: Praeger, 1968.
Bravmann, Rene. Open frontiers: the mobility of art in Black Africa. Seattle:

Published for the Henry Art Gallery by the University of Washington
Press, 1973.

Catalog for sr show.
"An urban way of death." African arts, v. 8, no. 3 (Spring 1975): 42-

47; 62-64; 90.
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. Islam and tribal art in West Africa. London, New York: Cambridge

University Press, 1974.
Crowley, Daniel J. "The West African art market revisited." African arts, v. 7,

no. 4 (Autumn 1974): i4-59.
Delange, Jacqueline. T1,e art and peoples of black Africa. New York: Dutton,

1974. Pbk.
Elisofon, Eliot, and William Fagg. The sculpture of Africa. New York: Praeger,

1958.
Fraser, D. and H. Cole, eds. African art and leadership, Madison: University of

Wisconsin Press, 1972.
Gardi, Rene. African crafts and craftsmen. New York: Van Nostrand-Reinhold,

1970.
Indigenous African architecture. New York: Van Nostrand-Reinhold,

1974.
Gwatkin, Nina W. Yoruba hairstyles: a selection of hairstyles from southern

Nigeria. Lagos, Nigeria: Craft Centre, :rational Museum Compound,

1971.
Mount, Marshall. African art: the years since 1920. Bloomington: Indiana Uni-

versity Press, 1973.
Prussin, Labelle. Architecture in northern Chow a study of forms and func-

tions. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969.

Sieber, Roy. African textiles and decorative arts. New York: Museum of Mod-

ern Art; distributed by New York Graphic Society, Greenwich, Conn.,

1972. Pbk.
Thompson, Robert F. African art in motion: icon and act Los Angeles: Uni-

versity of California Press, 1974.
Catalog for an exhibition.

Trowel], Margaret. African design. 3d. ed. New York: Praeger, 1971.

Wahlman, Maude. Contemporary African arts. Chicago: Field Museum of

Natural History, 1974.
Willett, Frank. African art: an introduction. New York: Praeger, 1971. Pbk.

. I fe in the history of West African sculpture. New York: McCraw,

1967.

Music/Dance

Two new books on African music (Belay and Nketia) provide broad sur

veys of the field, dealing with its historical, social, and cultural background, and

. 144
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include discussions of musical instrarnenb, melody, polyphony, rhythm, the
relations of music to speech and to dance, and African musical convention.
Both contain discographies and indicate commercial sources and dishibutors
for recordir

One of the major collections of phonorecordings, both field recordings and
commercially made recordings, is Indiana University's Archives of Traditional
Music. Its catalog of phonorecords and oral data is now available in book form.
The survey of African Geld recordings of music and oral data, conducted at the
Archives, has also recently been published (Stone and Gillis). It indexes the
holdings of the Archives, of similar centers such as at the Library of Congress,
Columbia University, and the Institute of Ethnomusicology at UCLA, and of
individual collectors.

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, and Gkrianne Jackson. Sources on African and
Africanrelated dance. New York: American Dance Guild, 1974. Pbk.

Caskin, Lionel j. A select bibliography of music in Africa. Compiled ... under
the direction of K. P. Wachsmann. London: International African Insti-
tute, 1965.

Hanna Judith Lynne. The anthropology of dance: a selected bibliography.
Richardson, Texas: School of Mb and Humanities, University of Texas
at Dallas, 1976. Availabk from the author, P.O. 1062, Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey.

Menial'', Alan P. African music on LP: an annotated bibliography. Evanston:
Northwestern University Press, 1970.

Indiana University. Archives of Traditional Music and Oral Data. Catalog of
phonorecords of music and oral data held by the Archives of Traditional
Music. Boston: G. K. Hall, 1975.

Stone, Ruth M., and Frank J. Cillis. African music and oral data: a catalog of
field recordings, 1902-1975. Bloomington, London: Indiana University
Press, 1976.

PERIODICALS :

African music. 1954-. Roodepoort, Transvaal, South Africa: African Music So-
ciety. Quarterly.

5 Articles, reviews, notes and news.

Ethnomusicology. 1953-. Ann Arbor.: The Society for Ethnomusicology, Inc.
3 x yr.

Features a "current bibliography and discography," book and record reviews, as

achy
well as original articles. The
the exchange of ideas, news, a

ins
es. 141 a

s S.E.111. Newsletter bodkins as a veldek for
Lion.

SUCCESTIONS FOR FURTHER ammo:

African urban notes, v. 5, no. 4 (19V).
Entire issue devoted to the study of music in urban Africa.

Bebey, Francis. African music: a people's art. New York: Lawrence Hill, 1975.

Pbk.
Blacking, John. Venda children's songs. Johannesburg, South Africa: Wit-

watersrand University Press,1967.
Blum, Odette. "Dance in Ghana." Dance perspectives, v. 56 (Winter 1973).
Hanna, Judith Lynne. The highlifit: a West African urban dance. New York:

CORD, 1973. (Dance research monograph, 1.)
Imperato, Pascal James. "The dance of the Tyi Want." African arts, v. 4, no. 1

(1970) : 8-13, 71-80.
Nketia, J. H. Kwabena. The music of Africa. New York: Norton, 1974. Pbk.

Roberts, John S. Black music of two worlds. New York: Praeger, 1972. Pbk:
New York: Morrow, 1974.

Deals with the influence of Afro-American music on modem African music.

Tracey, Hugh. Chopi musicians: their music, poetry and instrunurnts. London:

Oxford University Press for the International African Institut; 1948. Re-

vised ed. 1971.
Wachsmann, Klaus P., ed. Essays on music' and history in Africa. Evanston:

Northwestern University Press, 1971.

Folklore / Oral Literature

The study of folklore in Africa, which has usually concentrated on verbal

expression (tales, songs, proverbs, riddles, narratives), overlaps with studies in

literature and drama, anthropology and linguistics, history, and religious ex-

pressions and beliefs. Additional references may be found under than headings.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES:

Going, Veronika. "Bibliographic analytique sikictive stir Is littera-ism male

afnicaine." Cahiers d'etudes africaines, v. 8, no. 3 (1968): 453-501; "Lit-

Orature orals afriraine: Bibliographic analytique Cahierr

d'itudes africaines, v. 9, no. 4 (194): 641-666; v. 10, no. 4 (1970): 583-

631; v.12, no.4 (1972): 174-192. 1. 4 6
Sobeub, Harold. Bibliography of African oral narratives. Madison, Wisconsin:
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Ahicin Studies 'Program, University of Wisconsin, 1971.
Western, Dominique C. A bibliography of the arts of Africa. Waltham, Mass,:

African Studies Association, 1975.
See the section on "oral literature."

PERIODICALS:

Many articles on African folklore are published in Africa ( International
African Institute, London), African studies (Johannesburg), and Research irt
African literatures and the arts (Austin, Texas), all described under other
headings.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING:

Courlander, Harold. Tales of Yoruba gods and heroes. New York: Crown, 1972.
Pbk.

A treasury of African folklore: the oral literature, traditions, myths,
legends, epics, tales, recollections, wisdom, sayings and humor of Africa.
New York: Crown, 1975.

Dorson, Richard M., ed. African folklore. Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1972. Pbk: Carden City, N.Y.: Doubleday Anchor, 1972.

Papers given at a conference at Indiana University are introduced by Professor
Dorson and complemented by verbal texts.
Finnegan, Ruth H. Oral literature in Africa. London: Clarendon Press, 1970.
Liyong, Taban 10. Popular culture of East Africa: oral literature. Nairobi: Long-

mans, 1972. Pbk.

Literature

One of the most effective ways of achieving an in-depth understanding of
Africa is to read novels by African writers. Many titles have appeared in the last
two decades; however, no attempt has been made to list them below since
the major ones have already been cited and discussed in the context of Emil
Snyder's chapter. Other titles are listed in the bibliographies.

CONTINUING BISUOGRAFHIES:

These can be found in the Journal of Commonwealth literature and African
literatures today, both described below.

BISLIOCRAFHIRS:

BaratteEno Belinga, Thtrise. Bibliographic, suteurs africaines at matgaches de

117.
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toque frencaite. ed. Paris: 0.It.T.F. (Office de Radiodiffusion tele.
vision fraarsaise 38, ae Saint Sulpice, 75006) 1972. Pbk.

East, N. B. African theatre; a checklist of critical materials. New York: Africans
Publishing Corp., 1970. Pbk.

Herdeck, Donald E. African author a companion to Black African writing,
1300-1973. Contributqrs: Abiola Irele, Lilyan Kesteloot, Cidam Mango-
aela. Washington, D.C.: Black Orpheus Press, 1971,-.

Short biographies for 594 authors, followed by systems* listing of their works.
critical commentaries; extensive appendices; critical essay% authors by chronological
period; authors by cuuntry of origin; authors writing in African Is alothots
writing in European languages; women authors; publishers; journals;
critical studies; and anthologies. Continuation scans to be promised.
Jahn, Janheinz, and Claus Peter Dressler. Bibliography of creative African

writing. Nendein, Liechtenstein: Kraus-Thomson, 1971.
An attempt at a comprehensive list of all black African writing (excluding works

in Arabic and Amharic) before 1900 and creative writing after 1900; secondary
works and eriticiim also listed.,

Zell, Hans M., and Helene Silver. A reader's guide to African literature. New
York: Africans Publishing Corp., 1971. PI*.

Lists over 800 works by black African authors writing in English and Renck
also sections on critical works, reference materials, anthologies. Other features in-
chide sections on children's books by African authors; politically-committed liter
tur; select articles on creative African literature; biographies of some major authorg
annotated lists of periodicals; publishers and book sellers.

FERMI/MAUI:

African literature today: a journal of explanatory criticism. 1968-. Oxford, Eng.:
Heinemann Educational. 2 x yr. (Formerly Bulletin of the Association for
African Literature in English.)

Features a current bibliography on new African literature including books and
periodical articles; book reviews; articles analyzing the works of African authors.
The Conch. 1969-. New Paltz, N.Y.: Dept. of African Studies, State University

of New York, New Paltz. Biannual.
d'A sociological journal of African cultures and literature."

Dhana. 1971-. Nairobi: East African Literature Bureau. 2 no. a yr.
"The Mainers University. Dept. of Literature journal of creative writing,"-

featuring short stories, poetry, plays, and book reviews.
Journal of Commonwealth literature. 196S-. London: Heinemann Educational

and the University of Leeds. Semiannual.
Critical reieWS and book reviews on English language writing; annual bibliogra-

phy of Commonwealth literature in the January number.

148
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Research in African literatures. 1970-. Austin, Texas: African and Afro-
American Research Institute, University of Texas at Austin. Semiannual.

Eniphasis on theoretical, historical, and biographical articles; bibliographies and
bibliographical'essays, research. discographies, Monographic.

fournal of the view African literature and the arts. 1966-1972. New York: Third

Press.
Creative works, reviews, criticism on African literature, music, fine arts, dance,

and other aspects of African culture.
Presence africaine. 1947 , English and bilingual editions, 1%7-. Paris.

Early champion of negritude, with articles on literature, the arts, history and
African culture; also prose, poetry, and drat a featured.
Umma. 1971-. Nairobi: East African Literitute Bureau. 2 x yr.

Journal of creative writing from the Literature Dept. of the University of Dar-es-

Salaam.
World literature today. 1927-. Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma

Press. Quarterly. (Formerly Books abroad.)
Reviews African books.
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SUCCESTIONS FOR FURTIEER READING:

Awoonor, Kofi. The breast of the earth: a survey of the history, culture a'nd liters

tore of Africa south if the Sahara. Carden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1975.

Pbk.
Dalhousie review, v. 53 ( Wintei 1973444).

Special issue on African literature.
Da theme, 0. R. The black mind: a history of African literature. Minneapolis:

University of Minnesota Press, 1974.
Gerard, Albert S. Four African literatures: Xhow, Sotho, Zulu, Amharic.

Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971.
Craham-White, Anthony. The drama of Black Africa. New York, London:

Samuel French, 1975.
Hamilton, Russell. Voices from an empire: a history of AfroPortuguese litera-

ture. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1975.

Kesteloot, Lilyan. Intillectual origins of the African revolution. Washington,
D.C.: Black Orpheus Press, 1972.

Larson, Charles R. The emergence of African fiction. Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1972. Pbk.

Mphalele, Ezekiel. The African image. New York: Praeger, 1974. Pbk.

limiso, Gideon C. M. Socio-political thought in African literature: weusil New

York: Barnes & Noble, 1974.
Traore, Bakary. The black African theatre and its social functions. ibadan, Ni-

geria: Ibadan University Press, 1972.
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mondsworth, Eng.: Penguin, 1966. Pbk.
Collins, Marie. Black poets in French. New York: Scribms, 1972, Pbk.
The negritude poets: an anthology of black poetry. Translated kern the French

by Ellen Kennedy. New York: Viking Press, 1975.
Larson, Charles R., ed. African short stories. New York: Collier Macmillan,

1970. Pbk.
Shores, Herbert L., and Megchelina Shore-Boa, eds. Corns back Africa. New

York: International Publishing Co., 1968. Pbk.
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Languages and Literacy

Four main areas of concern under this heading are the classification of Afri-
can languages (Greenberg), the study of African languages (Blass, Johnson,
and Cage), the problem of literacy (Goody, Unesco publications), and the role
of language in the development of African nations (Whiteley).

CONTINUING RIBUOGRAPHIES:

Permanent International Committee of Linguists, Bibliographie linguistique
des armies I939-. Utrecht. Annual.

HEBLIOCRAPMES:

Blass, Birgit, Dora E. Johnson, and William W. Gage. A provisional survey of
materials f the study of neglected languages. Washington, D.C.: Center
for Applied Linguistics. 1969.

Bibliography of dictionaries, grammars. and other teaching aids for a number of
African languages.
Der-HoUssikian, Haig. A bibliography of African linguistics. Edmonton,. Can-

ada; Champaign, Ill.: Linguistic Research, 1972.
Molnos, Angela. Language problems in Africa, a bibliography (1946-1967)

and summary of the present situation, with *geld reference to Kenya,
Tanzania and Uganda. Nairobi: East African Research Information Cen-

tre, 1969.
Murphy, John D., and Harry Coif. A bibliography of African languages and lin-

guistics. Washington, D.C.: Catholic University of America Press, 1969.
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A new joural, concerned with educational, literary, cultural, historical, and
sociolinguistic aspects of African languages, as well as with descriptive and compara-
tive studies.
African studies. 1941-. Johannesburg, South Africa: Witwatersrand University

Press. Quarterly. (Formerly Bantu studies.)
Articles on linguistics, social aspects of African languages, as well as anthropology,

folklore, government.
Journal of West African languages. lbadan, Nigeria: Published by the West

African Linguistic Society at the Ibadan University Press. Semiannual.
Kiswahili. 1930-. Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania: Institute of Swahili Research, Uni-

versity of Dares- Salaam. 2 x yr.
Articles on the language, literature, and linguistic studies of Swahili; reviews of

literature in Swahili.
Studies in African linguistics. 1969 -. Los Angeles: Dept. of Linguistics and

African Studies Center, UCLA. 3 x yr.
Linguistic studies.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING:

Alexandre, Pierre. Languages and language in Black Africa. Evanston, Ill.:
Northwestern University Press, 1972.

Goody, John R., ed. Literacy in traditional societies. Cambridge, Eng.: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1968.

Case studies on how "writing" affects essentially nonliterate societies and
changes societies whaadopt literacy.
Greenberg, Joseph II. The languages of Africa. 3d. ed. Bloomington: Indiana

University Research Center for Language Sciences, 1970.
Linguistics in sub-Saharan Africa. Leiden: Brill, 1972. (Current trends in lin-

guistics, v. 7.)
Language use and social change: problems of multitingualism with special refer-

ence to eastern Africa. . . . Edited by W. H. Whiteley. London; Published
for the International African Institute by Oxford University Press, 1971.

Unesco. The experimental world literacy programmes: a critical assessment.
Paris: Unesco Press with UNDP, 1976.

Practical guide to functional literacy; a method of training for devel-
opment. Paris: 1973.

Unesco. Educational studies and documents series. 1970-. Paris. No. 5. Literacy
for working: functional literacy in rural Tanzania. By Margo Viscusi. 1971.
No. 10. Functional literacy in Mali: training for development. By Bernard
Dumont. 1973.
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Whiteley, Wilfred H. Swahili: the rise of a national language. London: Me-
thuen, 1969. (Studies in African history, 3.)

Worldview: Religion/Philosophy

In the past, religious studies have either been written by Christian mission-
aries in Africa or by anthropologists who have leaned toward a functional inter-
pretation. Many of the recent works have been written by Africans (Idowu,
Mbiti) who are concerned with establishing an African theological focus. This
section includes sources for the study of Islam and Christianity, as well as for
traditional religions.

CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY:

International bibliography of the history of religion. 1952-. Leiden: Bn11, 1954-.
Annual.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES:

Ofori, Patrick E, Black African traditional religions and philosophy: a select
bibliographic survey of sources from the earliest times to 1974. Nendeln,
Liechtenstein: Kraus-Thomson Organization, 1975.

Christianity in tropical Africa: a selective annotated bibliography.
Nendeln, Liechtenstein: KTO Press, 1977.

Islam in Africa south of the Sahara: a select bibliographic guide. Nen-
den, Liechtenstein: KTO Press, 1977.

Turner, Harold W. New religious movements in primal societies, v. 1: Black
Africa. Boston: G. K. Hall, 1977.

PERIODICALS:

AFER: African ecclesiastical review. 1959-. Eldoret, Kenya (P.O. Box 908):
ANIECEA Pastoral institute (Gaba ). Bimonthly.

Articles on Christianity (especially Catholicism) in Africa; occasional articles on
traditional religions.

Cahiers des religions africaines. 1967-. Kinshasa, Zaire: Centre d'Etudes des
Religions africaines, University Nationale du Zaire.

Bilingual; scholarly articles and bibliographies.
Cahiers philosophiques africaines. 1972-. Lubumbashi, Zaire: Dipartement de

Philosophic, University Nationale du Zaire. Irreg.
Bilingual; regular bibliography on philosophy in Africa.
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founsid of religion in Africa. 1967-. Leiden: Brill, 3 x yr.
devoted to the sckntific study of the forms and history of religion" in Africa;

features atticks, short notes, reports and news items, bibliographic material, reviews.
Orita: Madan journal of religious studies. 1967-. lbadan, Nigeria: Dept. of Re-

ligious Studies, University of Madan. Biannual.
. aims at an interpretation and understanding of African tribal religion, Chris-

tianity and Islam ..."; Orita in Yoruba means "where the ways meet."
Second order: an African journal of philosophy. 1972-. Ile-Ife, Nigeria: Uni-

versity of Ife Press: Semiannual.
Thought and practice: the journal of the Philosophical Association of Kenya.

1974-. Nairobi: East African Literature Bureau. 2 x yr.

SUOGES11ONS FOR FURTHER READING:

Ajayi, J. F. A., and E. A. Ayandele. "Emerging themes in Nigerian and West
African religious history." Journal of African studies, v. I, no. 1 (Spring
1974) :1 -39.

Christianity in tropical Africa. Edited by C. C. Baeta. London: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1968.

Horton, Robin. "African traditional thought and Western science." Africa
(London), v. 37, no. 1-2 (1967) : 50-71, 155-187.

`The Kalabari world view; an outline and an interpretation." Africa
(London), v. 32, no. 3 (1962): 197-219.

Idowu, E. Bolaji: African traditional religion: a definition. Maryknoll, N.Y.:

Orbis Books, 1973.
King, Noel Q. Christian and Muslim in Africa. NewYork: Harper & Row, 1971.

Religions of Africa: a pilgrimage into traditional religions. New York:

Harper & Row, 1970.
Islam in tropical Africa. Edited by I. M. Lewis. London: Oxford University

Press, 1966.
Lewis, William H., and James Kritzeck, eds. Islam in Africa. New York: Van

Nostra rid-Reinhold, 1969.
Mbiti, John S. Afrjcan religions and philosophy. New York: Praeger, 1970. Pbk:

Carden City, N.Y.: Doubleday Anchor, 1970.
. African traditional prayers. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday Anchor,

1975. Pbk.
Introduction to African religion. New York: Praeger, 1975.

Mugo, Erasto. African response to western Christian religion: a. sociological

analysis of African separatist religions and political movements in East
Africa. Nairobi, Kenya: East African Literature Bureau, 1975. Pbk.

"This bookiis a stray of the interaction between Africans in East Africa and the
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European missionaries in a colonial situation and after independence."
Ranger, 'Terence 0., and Isaria Kimambo, eds. The historical study of African

religion. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1972,
Ranger, Terence O., and John Weller, eds. Themes in the Christian history of

Central Africa. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975.
Ray, Benjamin. African religions: symbol, ritual and community. Englewood

Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, 1976.
Shorter, Aylward. African Christian theologyadaptation or incarnation? Lon-

don: Chapman, 1975.
African culture and the Christian Church: an introduction to social

and pastoral anthropology. London: Chapman, 1975:
Taylor, John Vernon. The primal vision: Christian presence amid African

religion. London: SCM Press; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1963.
Trimingiram, john S. The influence of Islam upon Ai'. ;ca. London: Harlow,

1968.
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Films

In the colonial period, films made about Africa were usually Eurocentric and
often appeared to reinforce the worst stereotypes of the "Dark Continent."
Some of these films can still be used, however, as documentaries which show
the colonialists' view of Africa. Since independence, many new films that arc
dynamic statements about the African experience have been made. In particu-
lar, films by African producers, such as the Senegalese Ousrnane Sembene, give

new perspectives and insights.

int.MOCRAMES:
Africa from real to reel: an African filmography. Compiled by Steven Ohm and

Rebecca Riley. Waltham, Mass.: African Studies Association, 1976.

The most comprehensive listing of 61ms on Africa available; approximately 1,300
16mm films distributed in the U.S. and Canada, with the following information:
title, date, producer and filmmaker, location, distributors, synopsis; bibliography.

Films on Africa: an educator's guide to 16mm films available in the Midwest.

Compiled by the African Studies Program, University of Wisconsin-
Madison, Wisc.: African Studies Program, University of Wisconsin (1450
Van Hise Hall, 1220 Linden Drive, Madison, Wisc.), 1974.

List of films available in the midwestern United States, with descriptions pro-
vided by distributors; also recommendations by category horn other U.S. Afriovists;
suggested age levels of usage also included. 54
Hennebelle, Guy. Les cinemas africains en 1972. Dakar, Senegal: Socitte afri-
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caine d'Ailitioqi 1972. (L'Afrique littiraire et artistique, 20.)

Study of African filmmakers which includes filmographies and bibliographies of
reviews.

Miller, Nonnan N. Teaching African development with film. Hanover, Nil.:
American Universities Field Staff, 1971. (Fieldstaff reports: Africa; East
Africa series, v. 10, no. 1.)

Travel

For those lucky enoughlto travel in Africa, or for the armchair traveler, travel
guides can be useful and interesting. The books listed here generally give some
useful advice and impressions, although prices may be higher with inflation, a
few restaurants and hotels may no longer be in business, and some new ones
may open.

The African American Institute's Educators to Africa Association (833
United Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10017) and several colleges and uni-
versities offer lowest trips to African countries. Sometimes these also include
the opportunitteto take courses at an African university.

SUGGESTIONS PM MIRTH= READING:

Allen, Philip S.,.and-Aaron Segal. The traveler's Africa. New York: Scribners,
1975.

Blumenthal, Sudan. Bright continent: a shoestring guide to sub-Saharan Africa.
Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday Anchor, 1974. Pbk.

Boone, Sylvia. West African travels: a guide to people and places. New York:
Random House, 1974.

Traveller's guide to Africe,1974. Colin Legum, editor-in-chief. London: African
Development; New York: distributed by Rand McNally, c1974.

Cookbooks

The following list will allow gourmets to broaden their culinary horizons.
Some cookbooks give Western equivalents for African ingredients which are
difficult to obtain, and the book by Hachten has a selected list of stores in the
United St tes that carry the ingredients for African recipes.

Hachten, Harva. Kitchen safaris: a gourmet's tout of Africa. New York: Athe-
neum, 1970.
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Oka, Monica 0. Black Academy cookbook: a collection of authentic Africa(
recipes. Buffalo, N.Y.: Black Academy Press, 1972.

Sandler, Ilea. The African cookbook. New York: Crowell, 1972.
Van der Post, Laurens. African cooking. New York: Time -Life Books, 1970.

( Foods of the World.)
Wilson, Ellen Gibson. A West African cookbook: an introduction to good

food in Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone. New York: Evans; dis-
tributed by Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1971. Pbk: New York: Avon.

Instruction

The following works are guides for teaching about Africa at the elementary,
secondary, and college levels.

Africa: teaching perspectives and approaches. Editor: John E. Wilmer. Tuala-
tin, Oregon: Geographic and Area Study Publications, 1975.

Introduced by 13 essays by Africanists, this work has sections on resources and
materials, approaches to teaching about Africa, and teaching strategies.
The African experience, edited by John N. Paden and Edward W. Sofia. Evans-

ton, Ill.: Northwestern University Press, 1970.4 v. Pbk.
Volume 11 provides a syllabus for college teaching; other volumes include essays,

bibliography, and a guide to resources.
Murphy, E. Jefferson, and Harry Stein. Teaching Atrial today: d handbook for

teachers and curriculum planners. New York: Citation Pies, 1973. Pbk.

Other Sources

African American Institute, 833 United Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10017.

(212) 661-0800
A private organization whose purpose is to further African development and

strengthen understanding between the United States and Africa. Its programs bring
African students to U.S. universities and African leaders, specialists, and educators
for short-term study and travel. Other programs at the Educators to Africa Associa-
tion, offering low-cost travel plans to Africa; American Study in Africa; Africa Policy
Information Center, and its School Services Division.

Publications: Africa report; various teaching materials.

African Studies Association, 218 Shiffrnan Center, Brandeis University, Wal-

tham, Massachusetts 02154. (617) 899-3079
Professional association for Africanists in the United States. Attempts to pro.

mote, integrate, and facilitate research on Africa; ptben and distnlootes data and
search on Africa, informs researchers of research regulations and polarities of vatic

African countries; annual meeting.
Publications: African studies newsletter, African studies review; Issue; Hist:

in Africa; ASA review of books; biblirgraphies and reference guides to African stud
fi

in the U.S. and current research.
es
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